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The leaders of the worlts seuen leading industrialized  de-
mocracies-the United States, France, the United Kingdom,
Canada, the Federal Repuhlic of Cermany,  J apan, and ltaly-
will gather in Williamshurg,  Virgtnia,  at tbe end of this month
to take up issues uital to their mutual interests and to world
prosperitl,. Howel,c4 while only.seuen  countries will be repre-
sented directly at the 1983 rYilliamsburg'Western  economic
summit,  there will he eight world leaders in attendance..Why
does this numerical discrepancy exisF Because of the European
Community.
The E.C. is the eighth summiteer,  a fact tbat many commen-
taftys seem b frvget. The Eurr>pean Community has heen rep-
resentcd at euery'Western  economic  summit  since the Downing
Street summit held in Londrm in 1977. (the Community did
nrfi attend the first Western summit held in Rambouillet,
France, in 197.1 rr the San Juan, I>uerto Rico, summit of
1976.) Shortly aftcr the London summit, E.C. Foreign Minis-
ters agreed that thc E.C. should be a regular summit partici-
pant. They decided that the E.C. should be iointly represented
by the Presidency of the E.C. Council of Ministers,  which ro-
tates amctng the 10 memher  states at six-month interuals, and
hy the President of tbe E.C. Commission.
The Presidents of the Council and Commission  represent the
interests of the Cctmmunity as a whole-both  the four big
memher  states  (France , ltaly, Germany, and the United King
dom) which send their own delegations to the summits and the
six smaller states which are not indiuidually present (Belgium,
Denmark,  Greece, lreland, Luxembourg,  and the Netherlands).
For the tWilliamsburg  summit,  the E.C. will be represented by
German Chancellctr Helmut Kohl, since the Federal Republic of
Germany is currently occupying the E.C. Council  Presidency,
and hy tbe President of the E.C. Commission,  Gaston Thorn.
ln tbis issue of E,urope we raise the curtain on tbe Williams-
burg summit with an article by Reginald Dale examining  sCIme
of the pditics ctf summitry and the dfficulty of setting the stage
for intimate talks among world leaders in the midst of thou-
sands of staffers, jr:urnalists, and scene shifters.
In tw,o riher articles we knk at the efforts by the Llnited
States and the E.C. to hring an amicable end to their dispute
rn,er fann product exprrt trade, trends in the E.C.'s farm ex-
ptrts, and in the domestic  pressures at play in the euolution of
thc E.C.'s agricultural  prlicy.
()n the enuirutnmental  front, Erwan krubrb obserues  that one
of the unexpkred faccts rf the contruruersy surrounding  the
Reagan Adntinistratiort'  s prlicy toward enuironmental prcfiec-
tfum is that prlicy's international  implications.  Until recently,
says Fou'ert, the United States and the E.C. had made steady
progress on standardized  international  controls on toxic and
hazardrx,rs chemicals,  but U.S. moues toward deregulation
threaten to undermine  t'xisting agreements and create prfiential
trade differences.  In a related article, Nigel Haigh explores the
E.C.'s own enuironmental policy and the forces that baue
shaped it.
E.uromissiles  figure prominently in our memher state repart,
which in this issue spotlights the Netherlands.'Walter  Ellis re-
ports that the 1979 decision to station new nuclear weapons  on
Dutch soil by the end of this year is prouing profoundly unpop-
ular amrmg the Dutch people. ln another feature,  Europe pro-
files Ronerdam,  the Dutch city that has beccsme tbe "Port ctf
Eurc;pe" and the European huh of the petroleum industry.
Other articles  examine the European Space Agency, which
could ane day riual NASA in the launching of satellites; the Eu-
ropeAns'  experience  with the ualue added tAx currently being
proposed in lYashington; and the status of working women in
America and Europe.
Last but nrfi least we pay homage  tct the gentle sport of bal-
ktoning, which this year marks its 200th year. Diana Scimone
chronicles  the aduentures  of some of the earliest pioneers of
manned  flight and tells how modern aduenturers  can get into
tbe act during the much-heralded balloon bicentennial.
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US hos!B economic summit at historic Williamsburg 
REGINALD DALE 
On the face  of it,  it would be hard to conceive of two more 
contrasting monuments to Western history than the palace of 
Versailles  and  the  old  town  of colonial  Williamsburg.  Ver-
sailles:  For all  its  unrivaled  glories,  the  ultimate,  extravagant 
symbol  of an arrogant and doomed monarchy.  Williamsburg: 
Pretty,  homespun,  small-scale,  the  epitome  of early  Virginia. 
At  about  the  same  time  that  the  mob  was  ransacking  Ver-
sailles, bringing an old civilization crashing down in flames, the 
humble  settlers  of Williamsburg  were  setting  out to  build  a 
new world-also born of revolution-against another monar-
chy. 
Today's  Americans,  who  are  organizing  this  year's  ninth 
annual world summit in  Williamsburg at the end of May, are 
hoping that the contrast with  last June's retrospectively disas-
trous meeting in  Versailles will  be almost as  marked-at least 
metaphorically. They are not, of course, drawing such blood-
thirsty parallels.  President  Fran~ois Mitterrand of France, as  a 
Socialist,  took  a  lot  of  flak  for  holding  a  summit  in  such 
decadent,  though  glamorous,  surroundings.  More  seriously, 
the  choice  of venue  confirmed  in  dramatic  fashion  the  ten-
dency  for  recent  summits  to  degenerate  into  events  of pag-
eantry  and  media  extravaganza,  rather  than  to provide  a  se-
cluded  setting  for  totally  informal  discussions  about  the 
world's economic problems-and their own political ones-
between the leaders of the United States, the United Kingdom, 
the  Federal  Republic of Germany,  France,  Italy,  Canada, and 
Japan and the President of the E.C. Commission. 
By  choosing what officials  call  the "simple, American-style 
atmosphere" of Williamsburg, Washington is  making a deter-
mined  effort  to  buck  this  trend-although  many  previous 
hosts  have  tried  to  do  the  same  and  failed.  Each  country 
cannot resist  trying  to outdo its  predecessor  by  showing  off 
one of its most prestigious showplaces. When it was their tum, 
the Japanese held the talks in  a palace in  the center of Tokyo, 
the  British  chose  Number  10,  Downing  Street,  the  Italians 
Venice.  The  Canadians  started  off well  by  holding  the  first 
session  in  "the world's biggest  log cabin," 50 miles  from  the 
bulk of the  world's press,  but then spoiled it  by  moving the 
whole show into the famous gothic Parliament building in the 
center of Ottawa. 
President  Ronald  Reagan  first  looked  for  a  site  in  his  be-
loved  California,  but was  told that  there  was  nowhere  large 
enough  to  house  the  expected  6,000  to  8,000  people  that 
could  be  surrounded  by  a  tight  enough  security  screen.  The 
Europeans also  preferred the East  Coast, as  California would 
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have  put them  eight  to nine  hours away  from  their capitals, 
instead of only five  to six in Williamsburg, and there is often a 
need for telephone calls  home. The Japanese will have to put 
up with a time difference from Tokyo of 14 hours instead of 
11  in California. 
Colonial Williamsburg is  relatively easy to make secure, and 
there  should  be  enough accommodations.  But  the old town, 
founded  in  the 17th Century and painstakingly restored with 
the  help  of  Rockefeller  money,  still  represents  one  of  the 
classic showpieces in  the style of past summits. In  it~ own way, 
Williamsburg is  just as  flashy  as  Versailles.  With its  hordes of 
tourists, and actors parading in  18th Century costumes, it  has 
been described as an American colonial "theme park., As  one 
commentator wrote  recently,  "The place  looks like  a  televi-
sion  stage  set."  This  is  Reagan's  summit,  and  he  wants  to 
make the most of it. 
The  American  hosts  nevertheless  believe  that  the  atmo-
sphere  will  be  conducive  to  relaxed,  informal  consultations. 
Allen Wallis, the State Department official responsible for pre-
paring the ascent to the summit with his  colleagues from  the 
other countries-"sherpas"  in  summit  jargon (after  the  local 
Nepalese guides who help mountaineers up Mount Everest)-
puts it  this  way:  "Each head of Government will  have  his  or 
her  own  colonial  house  and  they  can  talk  over  the  back 
fence".  Other  officials  point  out  that  despite  the  beautiful 
historic buildings (including the original Virginia State Capitol, 
the first  American legislature, and the elegant Governors' Pal-
ace),  the atmosphere will  be  far  from  "grandiose" -an obvi-
ous, though unspoken, dig at Versailles. 
There is  no doubt that the Americans are seriously trying to 
change  the  working  format.  They  believe  that  the  summit 
agenda have progressively become too rigid, and that there has 
been far too little time for the Presidents and Prime Ministers 
to spend alone together. They think that officials have tended 
to preempt the discussions  between the leaders  by  tying them 
down with predrafted communiques, containing too many pet 
bureaucratic subjects. Foreign and Finance Ministers, who also 
regularly attend, have been far too much in evidence, they say. 
The leaders themselves often have too many other things to 
think about to concentrate on the details of a summit agenda 
until  a  few  days  in  advance,  and then find  that they have  to 
spend  most  of  their  short  time  together  haggling  over  the 
wording of the  final  communique.  This  time,  Washington  is 
insisting  that  there  is  to  be  no  predrafted  communique-al-
though there will  be a  joint "statement" at the end. The idea CIRCUMSTANCE
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E.C. Commissiut  President Casktn  Tfurn met with President Ronald  Reagan  April 2l kt prepare  thc 
.Williamsburg 
summit.
is to allow the leaders to decide among themselves  the subiects
they want covered,  and roughly what they want to say' and
then put their officials to work to put it in writing. The
Americans  admit, however, that they are still far from sure
whether it will work.
Critics of procedures at past summits have argued that the
meetings  are too short for in-depth discussions  and should be
extended from two days to three. Williamsburg,  however, will
stick to the traditional pattern. The leaders are to arrive by
helicopter on the afternoon of Saturday  May 28. They will
then be driven off in horse-drawn  carriages in strict order of
reverse precedence  (to ensure that the most senior, in protocol
terms arrives last). In this case, it is Mitterrand,  who is the only
one of the guests to be head of both state and Govemment.
They leave, having ruined the American  officials' Memorial
Day weekend, on the afternoon on Monday  May 30. If meals
are included, the Americans  plan to have the leaders meeting
completely  on their q\ /n-rwith no ministers or officials,  only
interpreters-for something over half the time available. Un-
less it rains, they will also be able to chat freely in smaller
groups wandering around  the town or walking to meetings.
So what will they be talking about in these idyllic surround-
ings? That has already created the summit's first major prob-
lem. In order to get away from a rigid agenda, the United
States has proposed only two broad topics-international
rnacro-economic  problems and East-'West economic relations.
All the other traditional subjects, like energy and trade, can be
fitted into wider-ranging  discussions  under these two headings,
#:i!
and not be anificially compartmentalized  as in the past, say the
American  hosts.
The difficulty is that the Japanese and some of the Euro-
pean Governments  have immediately interpreted this as mean-
ing that Reagan intends the summit to be dominated  by an
East-West  discussion in which he will try to wring new conces-
sion from his partners,  most notably in the shape of commit-
ments to further restrict their trade with the East, and particu-
larly exports of high technology. That was the most divisive
issue at the Versailles summit, when the differences were only
thinly papered over. Within days, the paper tore apart under
the strains of the underlying differences,  leading to the bitter
rift over the Siberian gas pipeline to Western Europe, which
took months to heal, again through judicious use of paper-
work.
The Europeans and Japanese do not want to go through it
all again. The underlying differences remain, and will not be
resolved in 48 hours at \Tilliamsburg. Indeed, they will only
be exacerbated if Reagan  presses unacceptable  demands. Out
of the many points in dispute, three are perhaps most symp-
tomatic:
. The Europeans,  and in particular the Federal Republic of
GermanS still largely believe in d6tente and are in favor of
closer relations with their Eastern neighbors for both eco-
nomic and political reasons.
. The Europeans point out that they supply most of the West-
ern high technology  exports to the Soviet Union, while U.S.
exports are mainly agricultural. The United States has no in-
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indeed  it  is  trying  hard  to  increase  them.  So  the  Europeans 
would bear the brunt of any new trade restrictions. 
•  The Europeans say  that at a time of stagnating international 
commerce, recession  and near-record unemployment, the aim 
should be  to promote trade not strangle it.  The United States 
says  that  this  is  all  due  to a  misunderstanding  and  that  the 
intention  was  never  to devote  half  the  summit  to  East-West 
issues.  Nor does  Reagan  want  to  spend  the  time  negotiating 
deals  or specific  agreements,  they  maintain.  The  Europeans, 
nevertheless, say  that it  would be  better to avoid contentious 
issues  at  the summit-issues that would in  any  case  be better 
handled at official level.  They would prefer to concentrate on 
the world's  larger and more pressing problems-international 
economic  recovery  (and  especially  the  U.S.  role  in  it),  unem-
ployment,  the  growing  dangers  of protectionism,  the  Third 
World's development problems, exacerbated by  recession and 
high  interest  rates,  and  the  international  financial  crisis  that 
could erupt again  with  devastating force  at any  moment. 
Of the  8,000  or so  people  going  to  Williamsburg,  up  to 
three  quarters  will  be  media  representatives  and  their  techni-
cians.  Out of the $7 million  the summit is  expected to cost, 
over  $1  million  alone will  be  spent  on providing an  interna-
tional  press  center.  If the  meeting  were  to  be  held  at  the 
North Pole,  the press  would still  be there-not only do edi-
tors  insist  on  coverage,  but  international  correspondents  do 
like to see their friends and colleagues from other countries at 
least once a year.  That, of course, is  one of the main  reasons 
why,  however hard the Americans try,  they may find  it  impos-
sible to restore the intimate atmosphere of the first  summit at 
Rambouillet in  1975. E 
Regi11ald Dale is U.S.  editor of the  Financial Times. 
TABLE 2  FOREIGN TRADE 
FOB value. in millions of U.S  dollars (1981) 
Source: Monthly Bulletin of Statistics of the United Nations 
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1)  1979  2) includes $1 .25 billion from E.C. own resources, but 
does not include Luxembourg or Greece 
Source: OECD Review of Development Cooperation, 1981 
0 ABLE 3 BASIC STATISTICS 
1) in millions 
2) in thousands SQ. km. 
TABLE 4 ENERGY 
U.S.A. 
3) in billions of US$, 1981  market prices  5) % change in consumer price index. 1981 
4) US$. 1981  6) as a % of civilian working population. 1982 
Source: OECD Main Economic Indicators-Feb. 1983 and Eurostat 
E.C.  Japan 
Total energy requirements  1,8091  Total energy requirements  973  Total energy requirements  348  Total energy requirements  272 
Degree of  energy  dependency 17.1 2  Degree of energy dependency 54.3  Degree of energy dependency 89.5  Degree of energy dependency 57.5 
Canada  U.K.  France  Italy 
Total energy requirements  228  Total energy requirements  201  Total energy requirements  198  Total energy requirements  142 
Degree of energy dependency  Degree of energy dependency  6.3  Degree of energy dependency 79.2  Degree of energy dependency 87.3 
1) in millions of tons of oil equivalent  3) includes other solid fuels  5) includes hydro. geothermal, and nuclear 
2) net imports as a per cent of total consumption  4) includes crude oil and petroleum products  Sources: Energy Balances of OECD Countries and  Eurostat Review. 1980 sos a 
BETH EASTMAN 
Despite some hints at  real  progress,  the most tangible sign  of 
success  to  emerge  from  the  ongoing  agricultural  peace  talks 
between  the  United  States  and  the  European  Community  is 
that the talks themselves have survived an especially turbulent 
period  for  trade  relations  between  Washington  and  Brussels. 
The bilateral  meetings,  begun  in  January,  were  started  in  the 
hope of bringing an  amicable end to the nagging  transatlantic 
quarrel  over farm-export  trade.  That quarrel  revolves  around 
the  E.C.  subsidies  that  enable  European  farmers  to  sell  their 
goods  abroad.  The  E.C.  says  these  subsidies  pay  only  the 
difference between the price various  farm  goods can bring on 
the world market and the generally higher prices at which the 
E.C.  supports  these  same  goods at  home.  The United  States 
claims, however,  that the E.C.  has used these export subsidies 
to  undercut  prices  and  to  drive  American  exporters  out  of 
lucrative markets. 
It is  not  just  a  question  of who sells  a  few  shipments  of 
wheat or chickens.  Both the United States  and the E.C.  have 
strong political and economic reasons to be preoccupied with 
agricultural trade. So  compelling are those reasons that policy-
makers  on  both sides  of the  Atlantic  have  long worried  that 
the U.S.-E.C.  agriculture row,  if  unchecked, could prove a big 
enough powder keg  to touch off a full-blown  trade war. Just 
such concerns sparked a mutual decision by the United States 
and the E.C. last December to try talking their differences out, 
instead  of slugging  them out in  a  costly  subsidy  contest that 
either side could ill-afford. 
That decision came during a visit to the E.C. Commission in 
Brussels by  U.S.  Secretary of State George Shultz and a contin-
gent of American Cabinet officials. Both sides agreed to avoid 
taking actions which would disrupt international trade and to 
bear  that  pledge  in  mind  when  making  decisions  on  their 
respective  farm  price support programs. They also pledged to 
see  what solutions to their grievances  might  be  found  within 
the  bounds  of their  "existing systems" -a  phrase  that made 
clear  that  neither  side  was  prepared  to  make  a  significant 
change in its trade policies to accommodate the other. 
The last point reflects  the high  stakes  involved  in  the agri-
cultural  trade  flap.  For the United States-the world's largest 
exporter  of farm  products-agricultural  trade  is  a  multi-bil-
lion-dollar  business  that  pumps  money  into  the  pockets  of 
farmers,  rural  communities,  transportation  concerns,  banks, 
and  other  middlemen.  In  1981,  the  United  States  exported 
$37 billion worth of farm  products. For the E.C., agricultural 
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exports are also  big  business,  but furthermore are  essential to 
the  functioning  of  the  E.C.'s  Common  Agricultural  Policy 
(CAP),  without  which  the  E.C.  claims  its  very  survival  as  an 
institution could be threatened. The E.C. spent $4.9 billion in 
1981 (45.3 percent of its agricultural support budget) to make 
its agricultural exports feasible. 
Although the decision to hold intensive talks on agriculture 
was a conciliatory gesture, at best it  has  led to a brittle truce. 
Trouble came  in January, hot on the heels of the first  session 
of talks, when the United States announced it would use farm 
export subsidies of its own to sell 1 million metric tons of U.S. 
wheat flour to Egypt at well  below the prevailing world mar-
ket price.  The sale  angered  Europe,  which  had for  20 years 
been  the  chief  source  of Egypt's  imported  flour.  The  E.C. 
reacted  to the sale  by  announcing it  would not discuss  flour 
with  the  United  States  when  bilateral  agricultural  talks  re-
sumed in  February and criticized the U.S.  action as  counter to 
the spirit of those talks. The E.C.  took its  complaints on the 
flour deal  before the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT),  charging that the U.S.  action had effectively locked the 
Community out of a major market. 
The  U.S.  flour  sale  was  part  of  what  U.S.  officials  had 
described  as  an  "aggressive  export policy,"  implemented in  a 
bid  aimed  at  maximizing  farm  exports  to  reduce  huge  U.S. 
surpluses and to strengthen farm-product prices. The deal with 
Egypt  was  preceded  by  a series  of agreements with other na-
tions  in  which  the  U.S.  agreed  to subsidize  the  interest  rates 
charged  on  private  credit  purchases  of U.S.  farm  products. 
"We are also  examining other possible markets for agriculture 
that  we  think  we  would  have  if  it  were  not  for  the  unfair 
trading practices of some of our partners," U.S.  Trade Repre-
sentative  William  Brock  told  the  U.S.  Congress'  Joint  Eco-
nomic Committee in early February. 
E.C.  Agriculture  Commissioner  Poul  Dalsager  told  the 
E.C. 's  Farm  Ministers  shortly thereafter that the Commission 
had  warned the United States  that any  further actions similar 
to  the  flour-subsidy  agreement  would  not  only  have  fateful 
consequences  for  the  future  of bilateral  farm  talks,  but  for 
U.S.-E.C.  relations  in  general.  "The  Commission  wishes  to 
avoid  an  escalation  (of  trade  tensions) ... but  if  that  is  not 
possible, it  will  react in  an  appropriate manner," Dalsager was 
reported  by  an  E.C.  spokesman  to  have  told  the  ministers 
amid rumors of an impending U.S.  deal to sell subsidized dairy 
products to Egypt. l
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Appcrrring bcforc the U.S. Senatc F<treign Relations (.om-
nlittcc just clays efrcr thc Februrrry scssion., Shultz strcsscd  the
irnportrrnce  clf :-rvoicling a costly strbsicly battle with thc I--.C-.,
but lrc rtclcled: "\X/c hrrve cleep pclckets if we hlrvc to hi.ive an
.rgricrrltrrntl sultstclr' \\'rtr." Shultz. seicl thrlt tentponlry, trade-
tlisrorting nrci.lsrrrcs sttch as thc LI.S. u'hcat f'lour tr.lns.lction
r,r rth l-.gv1-rt coulcl bc iustifiecl on thc grounds that "whe n all
tlre wrlrlcl is tttrtcl, 'tis folly ttl bc silnc... Ibutl c()nstrLtctive
ltcgotirtior-rs-in r,l,hich wc lne ct unrcrlson with rcitson-
prcsclrt the onlv lesting solution t( ) protectionist problcrns
srrch rrs cxport strbsirlics."
In rrn ;tlrcedr strrtinecl etnrosphere,  ;1n arbirration prenel es-
teblishcd unrlcr thc (, \l I cilnrc f<lrth tn lrtte Febrttrtn' w'ith its
rcport on i.r t\\'o-r'cer-olcl [J.S. cornprlrrint  <lr,'er L..(-. w'heat flttur
srrbsirlics, <lnc of scvcral LJ.S. fernr subsicly crtscs pcncling bc-
fore thrit rnternrttionrrl forutn. -fhe 
LJnitcd States hrirl sought to
her c thc (, \ | I clccl;trc thcsc subsiclics illegal unclcr intcrna-
tionel trerling nrles. 'T-he F..(.. hed nreintainecl thet the flour
srrbsiclics cornplierl u'irh t,.\ I I rtrlc's pcrrrrrtting  irgriculttrral ex-
port srrbsiclics so lorrg as the-v clicl n<lt leacl anv tracling nation
to obtrrining iur uncqtritebly lrrrgc shere of Lrusincss.
Although thc t, \l t pencl's rLrling grve the F-.(.. flour subsi-
clies sornething  lcss thrrn a clcen bill of health, it noncthcless
conclrrclcrl that thcre w'rts insufficicnt cvidcnce  that the subsi-
dics hecl rrllou'ed the F..(.. to rrnclercur LJ.S. priccs. A spokes-
nr,rn clcclrrrccl thc I-..(.. satrsfied with thc panel's conclusion.
Howcvcr, chrcf LJ.S. treclc ncgotirltor  Ilrock criticiz.ccl  what he
cellcd thc prrneI's "trnlvillingncss  rrnrl irralrilit-v" to clcrrl force-
ftrllv with thc IJ.S. contplaint:rncl  seicl thet the prrncl's rcfusel
to.lr.ru'thc  lcgel conclusions  rlictrttcd bv the frtcts crtst "grei.tt
rlorrbt on the cffe ctive nsss of the (, \ I I 's clisputc-scttlctttcnt
proce ss.
ln lvlarch, (.rrbincr-levcl clclcgrrtions lccl [ri' I]rock encl 1..(-.
(.orrrrrrrssion Vicc l'rcsirlcnt Wrlhclrn Hafcrkarrrp, w'lro is re-
sponsiblc for ertcrnrrl relations,  nret rn Weshington to elrilurtte
the pnlgress of bilrrtt'r.rl frrrrrr t.rlks. In.r joint strttenrelrt to the
pre ss. the trr o sirlcs inrlieetccl thet thc telks hecl bce tt n'onh-
r,ihilc'r'tnt'l *orrl.l scne rrs ir villuirble  brrsis for ftrrther u'<trk.
Ilow'ercr. tht'r rrrrrrle clcer thet thc telks heci not \ct lregtttt to
cxplore in clctrril iur\ .lvcnttcr iot' solving  LJ.S.-F..(.. cliffcrcnccs.
lloth sitles u'orrlcl likc to firrcl .t tirrrclv settlenrent to thc
thornr rrgricultrrr,tl-trerlc  issue to he.rd off pressure in thc U.S.
( orrgrt'ss .rrrtl irr t'.\.  .rrrrl I-.( . f rrrrtr r ()lt\titur'l'lr'\ g,r()ups for
:t;:l:iil,:t: i:\iil: ::illl':;' I..;l]:,':i.:il]:.i";:':;,:':l:'l;:  J*
o\, cr iln)' tlisctrssion oi trrtcic rllilttcrs rluring the fortlrconting
\\/estern  ccor.rorrric srrrnrnit, in wlric'lr the LJnitccl  St,rtcs (as r,,r'ell
rrs ( rrrtarlrt .rnrl .fepen) rrncl thc H.(.. end four of its ntetrtber
strrtcs-rhc Llnitcil Kingclorn, tht' lteilcrel I{eprrblie of (icr-
nr.ur\, lrr;.rnec, .rntl Itrrlr'-n'ill p.rrtie rp.tte . Irr i.ret the egricul-
trrr.rl ro\\'rrppe.lrs likelv to rcnrrtin the centrutl isstre in LJ.S.-F..C-.
rt'lrrtions for thc lorescclblc  frrtrrre . ( )nlr titne rtttrl te nrpcrs
will tcll if thc rlisprrte w'ill srrrrrrrcr rlowt.t or boil <l'n'cr cluring
uhet corrlrl sh,r1-,c uP ils r long-rtnrl  possibll, f11y1-5r.ullnrer
for rlilrlonr.lts rur(l tr.t.le policrrnekcrs in lroth \\'ashington rtncl
l',nrsscls. €
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Agri,cultural poli,cy
'is central tn
tlte Common Marlwt
HOWARD SMITH
In rcccnt r,crtrs the F..(..'s (.ornlnon Agricul-
tural l)olici' (r.rr') has bccn rhc irequent burt
of criticisnr-from F-uropeans  artacking high
cxpf p1li1111-c  f or thc sakc oi  f rrrnre rs, ofre n
sccn ils a prilllcgeci clrlsst itncl fronr Anrcric.rns
for its effects on rrade. The following rcport,
b,rscrl lergclr on thc I--.(.. (.onrrnission publi-
crrtion "Thc Agriculrural Sirurrrion in rhe
(.orrrnrunitr':  l9ll2 Rcpr)rt," r.linrs to grvc an
iderr of ulr.rt prlace f.rnrring occrrpies in the
F..(..'s ccononr\ in tcnrrs oi crnprlol'nrcnt,  in-
collre , trrrclc, rrncl, of coursc, irlocl supply'.
Thcre hrrs lrcen ;.r clrrrnraric clcclinc in crn-
plovrncnt in F..(-. farrrirrg over rhe prist 20
ycilrs, w.ith only 8.7 rrrillion prcople working
in agricLrlturc  in 1980, conrparccl with l9 nril-
lr<rrr in l9 60. The rre ncl au'ey f ronr t;rrnr
work has bcen particularll'  srrong in Bclgiunr,
Frrrncc,  [.uxcrrrbourg,  rrncl thc Fcderal Repub-
lic of (ierrn.rnv since 1970, ancl rcflects rhe
nrove to\\'ilrci lrrrgcr holclings.  Anralgarnrrrron
of srrrall fanns of less than 10 hecrares has
l'recn ,r iertturc of thc pasr dccade in rhese
countries, ancl it is this r.r'hich has cut labor
rcq u l rcnr cn ts.
The trcnd ton'ard lowcr enrployrnent  could
continue ;:s thct' ltrovc towarcl an average
farrn size closcr t<l rhrrt in rhe United King-
dorn, l)enrnark, ancl rhe Nethcrlands. Figures
in thc lnnurrl rcporr clcnronstrlrc that w,here
snrall iarrns plrcdorninatc,  as in Gernrany,
Fntnce, rrnrl Italv, the rc is a rclatively high
pcrccntegc oi peoplc n'orking on farnrs
u'hosc .rctual rn'orking rirnc is lcss than a quar-
ter oi the nornrrrl working  wcck outsicle agri-
10 t t r{()r'r NIer-lune l9lJ3
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crrlturc. Thrrs, as thc avt:rirgc iarrn sizc
incrc:.rscs, the nurrrbcrs errrpl<lt'ccl  tencl to cle-
clinc.
Thc ege stnrctlrrc <lf rlrc ferrning  popula-
tion rrlso givcs en inrlicerion of rhe likcly iu-
turc trencl oi crnploynrcnt. In ltaly, for cxam-
plc, .30 pcrcent of frrnn holclcrs  are ovcr 55
l'cars olcl, encl the prroporrior-r  is also high in
Frrrnce, lre lencl, irncl [-uxe rnb<lrrg. In time
thcir iurrns will bc lnralgarnarcd or addecl to
existing  ur.rirs,  r.r'hich w,ill again cncourage  rhe
nrovcnlent  rru'rrv fr<lrrr lrrbor-intcnsive  farrning.
IJctwcen  197.5 ancl l9fl0 the nurnber of farms
in thc (.ornrnunirv icll frorn .5.9 million  ro
.5.67 rrrillion rrt thc lnost, ancl nrorc recent
figurcs ior Italy, Ircland, and C,reecc will
protrably'  show an even grearcr c'leclinc  when
thcy beconrc availablc.
As iar as farrn incornes arc concerned,
l9U l  saw it conrinuarion  of the declinc in
rcal tcrnrs w'hich sct in at rhe end of rhe
1970s. Bl rlrc encl of l9fl1 thc averagc ilrnr
incorne wi.rs worrh only 8tt pcrcenr oi its
1974 r'eluc in ecrual buying  pow.er. Howevcr,
thc trcnrl r,r'rrs iar frorn unifornr throughout
thc (.onrrrrrrniry, ancl it shoulcl be srrcssecl
rhet tlrcrc nrrs prrollrrblV rr consiclcrablc uprurn
in frrrrn crrrnings irr 1982, particularll,  in Bel-
giurrr, [.trxcrrrll<lrrg, ancl [)cnlrrark, although
tlrcre $'erc,rls<l inrprrclVcrrrcnts  in (rcrntany
anrl thc Nethcrlrnrls. Ninerccn cighrl-one  ei-
fcctivcll' rnarkecl  rhc encl oi rhe scrious cle-
cline irr frlnn incomc,  since rhc fall rhar year
*'as relarivclv srrrell cornparccl wirh rhe clrop
thet hecl takcn plece in 19U0, r,,'hcn inconres
u'cre 7 pcrccnt lower than rn rhe 1-rrevious
rclr. In countries such as [)crrnrark and the
Benclux  nrrtions, the long awrrited irnprove-
nrcnt in crrrnings hacl alreacly bcgun in 1981,
hclping ro offset rhc srill continuing clown-
lvarcl trcncl in (rcrrrrrrn\.', Francc, ancl ltaly.
Nrrtionrtl rrends in farnr incorne largcly re-
flcct the proiitability oi thc clorrinanr  rypes
oi proclucrion in each counrn'. In the Ncther-
l.rnds ancl llclgiLrnr, irlr exarnplc, average firrm
incorrrcs showccl  :.rn incrcasc in 1981 largely
rs ir rcsult of the high profirabilitv of pig and
1-roulrr!  proclrrction, w.hich irccount ior a high
sharc of those two coLrntrics' total agricul-
ttrrltl <trrt1'lrrt.
()r'crall figrrres for rhe (.onrmunirv ior
l98 l shou' rhat rhc lcr,'el of labor inconrc forthis  kind  of  intensive  livestock  production 
was  substantially  greater  than  in  most  other 
types of farming (except vine growing).  Earn-
ings  in  these sectors of the farm  economy are 
also generally  higher than  those  in  compara-
ble  jobs outside agriculture, according to the 
annual report. 
However, it  now appears that net farm  in-
comes  in  several  other  types  of farming  are 
slowly starting to close the gap.  Income per-
formance  since  mid-1981  has  started to pick 
up  in  field  crops,  grazing  livestock,  mixed 
livestock,  and  mixed  crop/ livestock  opera-
tions. On the other hand, there is  still no sign 
of  any  improvement  in  the  net  income  of 
farms with either mixed crops or "permanent 
crops," i.e.  fruit or vineyards. 
There is  also a  long way to go before farm 
incomes in  the Community as  a  whole catch 
up  with earnings in  comparable jobs in  other 
sectors of the  economy.  In  the  United  King-
dom  the  difference  is  fairly  narrow,  as  it  is 
also in  the Netherlands, but in  Germany, Ire-
land,  Denmark,  and  Italy  farm  incomes  still 
lag a  long way  behind.  In  fact,  in  these  four 
countries three-quarters or more of all  farms 
have  a  labor  income  which  is  less  than  80 
percent of that which could be found in com-
parable jobs outside farming. 
While  farm  incomes may  now be showing 
signs  of recovering from  three years'  decline, 
however, the Community has run into trouble 
with  its  exports of agricultural products onto 
a  depressed  world  market.  This  is  especially 
true now that "In general  terms,  Comm~nity 
production is  running at high  or record levels 
I  I  f  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
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in  the major product sectors, in  particular for 
cereals,  rape  seed,  sugar,  milk,  sheepmeat, 
pigmeat, eggs and poultry, wine and apples." 
For  several  of  these  products,  demand  is 
simply  not  keeping  pace  with  the  growing 
supply which the CAP  has encouraged over the 
past 20 years  in  the  drive  for  self-sufficiency 
and satisfactory farm  incomes. The 12.2 per-
cent  price  increase  agreed  in  May  1982, 
which  was  needed to prevent any further de-
cline  in  farm  incomes,  has,  according to the 
report, "given a  stimulus to most agricultural 
sectors." But while production has risen, con-
sumption  has  declined  or stagnated,  particu-
larly  for  temperate  products  such  as  cereals, 
sugar,  beef, and some dairy  products.  At  the 
same  time  world  markers  are  depressed  and 
import demand from  the Community's tradi-
tional customers has slackened. 
Therefore  it  appears  likely,  says  the Com-
mission,  that  spending  on  agriculture  could 
begin  to  rise  again  in  1983  as  a  result  of a 
necessary increase in  export refunds to bridge 
the  gap  between  E.C.  prices  and  depressed 
world  prices.  This  would  follow  two  years 
where the growth  in  spending has  been  kept 
in  check. 
The  Commission  warns  that  the  open-
ended spending of the  past  cannot continue. 
Stocks of major products are on the increase 
again  and "world markets will  become more 
difficult." There are already guaranteed price 
thresholds  for  cereals,  rape  seed,  milk  and 
processed tomatoes to discourage any further 
growth  in  production-after a  certain  point 
the producer will  now have to bear some of 
9 
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the cost of disposing of excess goods on the 
world  market.  Similar  measures  should  also 
lead  to a  cutback  in  sugarbeet area  in  1983, 
says the Commission. 
This is  not, however, to say  that the Com-
mission  intends  to  withdraw from  the world 
export  market.  In  the  long  term  E.C.  farm 
prices  will  be  aligned  with  international 
prices,  so  that  spending  on  export  refunds 
will  be  cut  back  substantially.  However,  in 
the medium term it  is  doubtful that the world 
marker  will  grow significantly;  over 197  3-80 
the E.C.'s major export growth markets were 
the Third  World and  the state-trading coun-
tries,  and  it  is  these which  are now most in-
debted  and  have  trouble  finding  hard  cur-
rency or credit. 
At the same time there is  increasing compe-
tition  on  the  world  export  market,  particu-
larly  from  the United  States. Yhis could also 
mean  a  reduction  in  third  country  sales  op-
portunities. The present CAP arrangements will 
therefore have  to  be adapted, says  the Com-
mission,  in  order  to  ensure  that  increasing 
production can still  be sold either within the 
E.C.  or on  the  world  market,  but at  reason-
able prices and without endangering farmers' 
incomes.  The  Commission  cautions,  "As  in 
other sectors  of the general  economy  where 
the rise in  unemployment continues unabated, 
it  will  not  be  possible  for  agriculture  to  be 
shielded  indefinitely  from  the  realities  of the 
market place." E 
Hmuard Smith  is  a freelance  writer hased in  Brus-
sels. 
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In the continuing  controversy surrounding the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (t,t'r) and,, more particularly, the
Reagan Aclnrinistration's  underlying attitude to environmental
protecnon, one of the few aspects which hasn't received much
atrention  is the effect of this attitude at the international level.
Most environntental issues today have an international  di-
nrension, affecring bilateral and multilateral relations within
thc world comntunity of nations. There are transboundary
pollurion problems, such as the acidification of the environ-
menr occurring in Nonh America and in Europe and there is
emergence of potential barriers to trade if environmental con-
trol measures applied by trading partners-for example' mea-
sllres controlling rhe marketing of chemical substances-are
not subjected to international harmonization. These are some
oi the man)' issues reflecting the growing economic and eco-
logical interclependence among nations. They are also exam-
ples oi the increasing way in which environmental issues im-
pinge on foreign-policy considerations.
Ir was thLrs incvitable,  with the present U.S. Administration's
comnltment to deregulation,  as well as its tendency toward a
gcneral relaxing of environmental  controls, that conflictual
situations on an international  level would increase. The rela-
rions, whether on a bilateral or a multilateral level,, between
the United States and the L,uropean Community'  strained
enough as they are over agriculture and other sensitive issues,
have not bcen irnmune from this trend.
Perhaps the one area most affected has been control over
the rnarkcting  of chenrical substances. With some 70,000
chenricals on the commercial market,, according to Organiza-
tion for F-c<lnortric  (.ooperation  and Development  (()F(.1)) esti-
ntates, and an estirnated 1'000 new chemicals entering  the
nrarkct each ycar, the (.omntunity, the United States,  and
ntan\, other ()t ( l) countries (where 80 percent of overall world
rrade in chcmicals is conccntrated)  recognized several years ago
thc urgent nced for intproved controls on toxic and hazardous
chenricals. They also sought international harmonization  of
such contr<lls. both for health and environmental protection
ancl in the interests of avoiding potenrial  barriers to interna-
tional traclc.
Thc rcsults ctf these efforts have so far been impressive.
Both thc (.omnrr.rnitv and the United States, as well as many
othcr ()F( l) countrics,, now have comprehensive lcgislative
ntcasurcs in placc. Harnttlnization on an international level has
bcen prclgrcssing at a steady pace, at least Llntil recently.  The
(.onrnrunity',  in fact, initiatccl negotiations in 1978 with the
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US, Europe follaut i,ncreasi,nglA dtiuergent paths
u.S. authoriries aimed at ensuring the grearesr harmonization
possible of their respective measures. The considerable  degree
of cooperation and coordination  of views reached in the iuc-
ceeding years provided a major input into the work under way
since 1978 in the framework of the oF-(.r). The first stages of
that culminated in a high-level meeting on chemicals held in
May 1980. There, agreement was reached on several measures
aimed at harmonizing chemical  control policies, including  the
mutual acceprance of data generated in the assessment  of
chemicals  in all ()F(.1) countries.
At the second high-level  meeting held last November, how-
ever, the mood was radically different. Major difficulties  arose
over the refusal of the u.S. delegation,  headed by the then EpA
Administraror,  Anne Burford, ro accept a binding commitmenr
to apply rhe oF.(.D drafr decision on the minimum pre-market-
ing ser of data. This documenr  sers our the minimum informa-
tion which, as a rule, should be provided by the manufacturer
to allow an initial assessment of a new chemical  before a
decision is taken ro pur ir on the market. In an area where
trade plays an essential role, a uniform implementation of this
decision by oF-(.D members was of vital impoftance. The com-
promise formula ultimately  reached was reluctantly  agreed to
by the other oE(.D countries and by the community  for lack
of anything better.
The effect of this approach was compounded  with the
charge levelled by the United states at the community  during
the past year that the E.c. legislation-the  so-called sixth
Amendment-did not provide adequate prorection ro the
manufacturer of a chemical substance for confidentialiry of
the data which the legislation required him to furnish before
placing the product on the market. It also added that this
problem might not have arisen had the Communiry had a
more "transparent" legislative and decision-making  process.
while there is certainly always room for improvement  in
information procedures, this approach  caused some surprise at
E.c. headquarrers, if only for the fact that no comparable
demands on the confidentiality  issue had been made by Euro-
pean chemical  industries.  In fact, as had been stressed by the
Community representatives  during the bilateral discussions
(which are still continuing), the chemical  industries of the E.c.
member countries were closely involved at every stage of the
elaboration  of the community's legislation.  The Sixth Amend-
ment is rhus the fruit of a unique partnership between  indus-
try national authorities from each of the member states,  and
the community  institutions.  It is designed to provide a uni-
ithin Eururyc,  tbcre is prassurc amotlg E.c. mcmber statcs ftr greater cctm-
nitvlt,t,cl cfftfis trt rcducc sulphur  entissirms.
form framework for the pre-marketing notification and testing
of new chemical  substances. It also underlines a fair degree o?
openness in the process by which policies are developed within
the Community institutions.
Underlying the u.s. Government's concerns, which are
mainly a reflection of demands from a number of u.s. indus-
tries, there would seem to be a certain lack of understanding
of the way in which the community's decision-making p.o.r*
operates. There also seems to be a lack of appreciation  of the
delicate balances contained in the legislation-protection of
man and environment,  while maintaining  a viable chemical
industry; avoidance  of economic and trade distonions,  while
promoring efficienr use of available scientific and adminis-
trative resources.
vhat is of increasing concern within communiry circles in
this continuing conrroversy  is that with the reauthorization of
the u.s. legislation  (the Toxic substances  control Act) pending
before congress, funher inroads into the major effonr fot
international  harmonization  still under way within the oECD
could emerge.  These could seriously undermine  already agreed
principles and create potential trade difficulties. The E.C. ac-
cepts that flexibility in the application of intemationally agreed
measures is certainly  a valid criteria in order to take account of
specific problems-so long as the general principles are not
tampered with. Nevenheless, the community still attaches  cru-
cial imporrance to the international  harmonization of chemi-
cals control and the developmenr  of international  agreemenrs
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tent worldwide protection  of the environment' to elimination
of potential  barriers to trade, to a stable regulatory environ-
rn.n, for the chemical industries which play such a vital role in
present  day society,  and to reductions  in resources  expenditure
through the efficient use of laboratories, scientific  expertise'
and governmental  regulatory programs.
Another area of potential, if not real, conflict is the issue of
acidification of the environment'  or acid rain as it is com-
monly known. In North America it is perhaps the one issue of
tr"nrirontier pollution which has gained increasing  attention
and it is now a frequent item on the agenda of U.S.-Canada
meetings at senior diplomatic and political levels- It is also
perhapi  the clearest manifestation  of how environmental  issues
are playing an increasingly sensitive  role in foreign policy. This
is in spite of the fact that environmental  protection  has gener-
ally bien regarded,  perhaps  erroneouslS  as a politically neutral
area of public policy, and that it continues to attract extensive
bipartisan  support from public opinion. This public concern
undoubtedly has been underestimated by the Reagan Adminis-
tration, even though all the recent polls have shown that in the
present economic climate-whether in Nonh America or in
Europe-measures  to improve the environment  continue to
enjoy a very high degree of support.
banada has been complaining in this instance that the
United States-from whose territory it is estimated about half
of the atmospheric pollution causing the acidification origi-
nates-is  dragging its feet in refusing to deal effectively with
the problem. This is in spite of a u.s.-canada memorandum
of intent signed in August 1980 which set out a ioint plan of
acrion. The U.S. Administration  however contends  that more
scientific research  is required to determine the real causes of
the acidification  affecting the aquatic environment'  soil, and
vegetation before any regulatory  action can be agreed to. The
efiects of this approach are being felt not just in Canada, but
also in Europe, where the acid rain problem is of equal' if not
greater, concern. The Scandinavian  countries, in fact, have
Lad. it a leit-motif of their foreign policy since the early
1970s. This is understandable since they especially are suffer-
ing the consequences  of increased acidification of their envi-
ronment.
The united states, canada, the community, and all the East
and West European countries'(except  Albania) are contracting
parties to the Convention on Long Range Transboundary  Air
Pollution signed in Geneva in November 1979. The conven-
tion provides the framework  for scientific research' for moni-
roring programs, and for the development of strategies and
policies aimed ar reducing emissions of sulphur and other
pollutants identified as causing acidification. It entered into
io... last March. Although  interim  discussions  among the sig-
natories to the convention have been continuing since Novem-
ber 1979, the first meeting of the contracting  parties takes
place this June. within Europe, meanwhile, the Federal Re-
public of Germany, which has seen the already serious effects
of acidification in the Black Forest region' is putting strong
pressure  on its E,.C. panners for greater Community-level  ef-
io.r ro reduce sulphur emissions.  Under the E.C.'s Third
Environmental  Action Program  adopted last February  the
Community is now committed  ro developing policies for
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establishing  emission  standards from maior polluting sources
as well as to tighten norms for gaseous emissions from motor
vehicles.
An international consensus at the scientific and political
level on how to deal with the problem of acidification  was
given a major boost with the ministerial  conference held in
Stockholm  in June lgBZ and attended by most of the signa-
Thc acid-rain  issut, is pcrhaps  the clearest  manifestatirtn  cf how enuironmental
issucs  arc plating  an increasingh  sensitiue  rutle in foreign policy.  Shrtwn bere are
cnuirunnncntalists measuring acid /c/c/s. ..,ur,"rv  ( anaclian  Llnrbassv
Clcaning up aftcr an til spill. c' srt'rtrtories  to  the  convention  (with  the  notable  exception  of the 
Soviet  Union  and  three  other  East  European  countries).  A 
reading of the conclusions and recommendations agreed at the 
conference give reason for hope that the parties to the conven-
tion  will  begin  serious  consultations  next June  to  establish 
concerted  programs,  initially  for  the  reduction  of  sulphur 
emissions.  "The acidification problem is  serious  and,  even  if 
deposition remains stable, deterioration of soil and water will 
continue, and may increase, unless additional control measures 
are  implemented  and  existing  control  policies  are  strength-
ened," the document states. 
Recent  indications,  however,  show  that  regardless  of  this 
international  consensus  reached  at  Stockholm,  the  U.S.  Ad-
ministration  still  contends  that,  on  this  and  on  other issues 
which are currently on the international agenda (such as  deple-
tion of the ozone layer),  further scientific research is  required 
before any action, whether precautionary, preventive, or reme-
dial can be taken or even considered. 
While it  is  certainly true that on most environmental issues, 
we  will  rarely  if  ever  have  a  perfect  understanding  of their 
nature, their causes, or their consequences, it would be unwise 
to use  this  as  an excuse  for delaying any  form  of action.  As 
was  pointed  out during  a  recent  OECD  conference on global 
environmental  issues:  "In the absence of scientific  consensus, 
political consensus, especially at the international level, is  hard 
to achieve.  However, if Governments wait for scientific  near-
certainty, it  will often be too late for them to act at all, either 
because of the inertia of natural phenomena or because of the 
time lags associated with policy development and international 
negotiation." 
More and  more  countries are  now recognizing  that sound 
environmental policies are not only vital in themselves, but are 
an essential part of sound economic development. They realize 
they  must prevent  problems  from  arising  rather than  aim  at 
clearing them up afterward. The adoption of anticipatory envi-
ronmental  policies  is  certainly  not easy.  By  their very  nature 
they  require  action  before  damage  to  the  environment  has 
created a demand for it. Yet the difficulties encountered are in 
general far outweighed by the advantages. And, as  many stud-
ies  have shown, preventive policies are far less  costly than the 
curative. The Community has made this a central theme in  its 
action program along with the need for integration of environ-
mental considerations into other policies such as  industry, en-
ergy, or overseas development aid. 
Progress in  dealing with the growing and emerging threats to 
the  environment  on an  international level,  however,  will  be-
come increasingly difficult in  the absence of a political.consen-
sus among the world's leading nations. The United States used 
to be the undisputed leader on the international scene in pro-
moting  environmental  protection  and pioneering  such  major 
studies as the Global 2000 report, which focused attention on 
global  resources,  environment,  and  population  trends.  It  is 
now seen as  effectively stalling, and is  frequently criticized for 
its  approach, even  by  countries with which close cooperation 
in  this area had always  been taken for granted. The effect of 
this on its image abroad is  undoubtedly negative. This is all the 
more  regrettable  when  one  considers  the  key  contribution, 
both from a scientific and a political point of view, which the 
United States  has  the capacity to offer.  The title of a  confer-
ence being held in  Washington this June under the auspices of 
the Global Tomorrow Coalition is  telling:  "Global Resources, 
Environment,  and  Population:  Rebuilding  U.S.  Leadership." 
The Global Tomorrow Coalition is a consortium of U.S.  orga-
nizations sharing a  common concern over the issues posed in 
the Global 2000 report. The conference will be addressed by, 
among others, Russell Train, a former EPA  Administrator, and 
Mostafa Tolba, executive director of the United Nations Envi-
ronment Program. 
The appointment of Ruckelshaus as  the  new EPA  Adminis-
trator may change the present situation. Greater attention, it is 
to  be  hoped,  may  be  paid  to  the  U.S.  role  in  dealing  with 
international  environmental  issues  and  to  the  positive  effect 
this  would have  on U.S.  foreign  policy and its  image  abroad. 
This  presupposes,  however,  some  degree  of  commitment 
within  the  State  Department,  which  has  virtually  taken  over 
during the last two years the role in international scientific and 
technical  discussions  which  previously  was  largely  played  by 
the EPA. 
A  new  international  approach  by  the  United  States,  it  is 
hoped,  would  reestablish  the  degree  of close  understanding 
and  cooperation  between  it  and  the  Community which  was 
progressively  developed  under  the  exchange-of-information 
agreement existing since 197  5. This cooperation contributed a 
great  deal  to  the  elaboration  of internationally  agreed  mea-
sures on some of the urgent problems of the day.  An adequate 
response  to the enormous and pressing  challenges  before  the 
world  community  of nations  today will  require  an  unprece-
dented degree of global cooperation and commitment. Future 
generations will  never forgive  us  if we  do not undertake this 
response. E 
Erwan  Fouere,  currently a guest scholar at the  Brookings  Institution in  Wash-
ington,  D.C., works on international environmental issues at the E.C.  Commis-
simz. 
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therefore an essenrial part of the Conrrnuni-
ty's cnvironnrenral  policy and it is beconring  a
growing rask as more Comrnunity  legislation
begins ro take effect. Interestingly,  this task is
now scen nor jusr as a marrer for officials,
L'lrt as a nllrrer ior the public roo and the
ncw progranr nores rhe influcncc rhat public
opinion can have in ensuring that national
and Cornnrunity lirws are indeed inrple-
nrentcd.  This is onc rcason why rhe Commis-
si<ln proposes to support thosc non-govern-
nrentirl organizations  that concern themselves
with the cnvironnrenr.
\ff/hile srcady developnrent of what has
bccn startecl is onc theme of the program,
therc arc sonrc new ones as well. Firstly, there
is the important asscrtion  that environmental
policy is not a luxury, to be pursued  only in
tinres of prospcrity. It is insteircl, in the lan-
guilgc of the C.omnrunity,  a "structural pol-
icy" which rnusr be conrinuecl  at all times to
prcvent niltural resources  from being de-
spoiled ancl ro ensurc that future develop-
nlent potcntial  is not sacrificcd.
Sccondly,  there is thc idea oi transfornring
what was initially a "remedial" policy into
what is l'rcconring nrore of a "preventive"
policy. By this is nreanr that it is not enough
sinrply to have legislation to rcduce pollurion
ancl nuisanccs  once they are being caused,  but
that it is necessary to be one srcp ahead, as it
wcre, and to ensurc that the potential envi-
ronnrental effects of any kincl of development
or policy are thoughr about in advance  and
thLrs reducccl or prevenred fronr happening at
all if this is possible.
To statc this as a broad idea is easy
enough, but the (.onrnrission recognizes that
thc working our of thc idea will be far from
easy rrnd will involve nruch effort and several
new departures. Fortunately, the Community
has irlready achieved  one success in applying
this idea. In rhe chenrical  field rhere is now a
(.onrr.nunity-wide  procedure for testing the
health and environnicntal  effects of any new
chemical  before it can be marketed.  The pro-
cedure is such thar the resr resulrs in one
member  state are accepted in another,  and
thus, the adclirional  purpose of a common
NICEL HAIGH
Environmental  policy has proved to be one of
thc quiet success stories of the European
Community and, by adopting  a resolution just
before Christnras on what is being called rhe
"Third Action Program on the Environ-
ment," the (.ouncil of Ministers has recog-
nized the importance of maintaining the mo-
nrentunr.  The Comnrission  had proposed the
program one year ealier, but only six months
before that it was still not clear whether any
such program would see rhe light of day. The
program is therefore  importanr nor just for
what it actually says, but because it resolves
an uncerfainty.
Although the Community's environmenral
policy is still less than 10 years old, a surpris-
ing amount of E.C. legislation has been pro-
duced which is now having  inrportanr effects
on the environmental policies of every E.C.
mcmber  statc. Some counrries  have indeed
founded  their own environment  policies on
the framework  provided by the Community
and even those countries which had policies
in cxistence long before rhe Community's
have often benefited  from the srimulus  of
E.C. legislation.
Sometimes Community  policy has revealed
weaknesses in national policy, sometimes ir
has provided a stimulus  to unblock  a national
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nreasure that had run inro difficulties.  Bur,
nrore important srill, the exisrence of the
Conrmunity  has sometimes  enabled  results to
bc achievcd which individual member srares
could nevcr have achieved by acring indcpen-
dently. Onc example is the European ban on
the import of whale products, anorher is the
directive  which ensures thar sourhern  [:uro-
pean countries adopr the same kind of poli-
cies on the prorection of wild birds that have
been custonrary in northern Europe for a long
tirle. There has also been important legisla-
tion in thc fields of water and air pollution
control ancl in the testing of potentially dan-
gt:rous chenricals.
What cloes the Third Action Program
promise  for the furure and what if anything is
ncw about it? First of all, ir nrLrsr be said that
the new progrerm is certainly not revolurion-
ary. Onc of its ainrs is ro ensurc continuiry
with the first twcl action programs, to com-
plcte outstanding matrer,  and to monitor the
ir.nplementation of the legislation that has
been agreed under the earlier programs.
There is, of course, no point in Community
legislation  unless it is pur into force in the
menrber  stares and begins ro have the desired
resu lts.
To check that this is indeed happening ismarket for the chemical industry is also
served.
Another  elenrent of this "preventive" pol-
icy is already the subject of proposed Com-
nrunity lcgislation. lf it is approved,  public or
prir,ate clevclopcrs proposing to build certain
types of polluting  inclustries or nrajor civil en-
ginecring works will have to submit with their
rpplications for authorization  rather more in-
fornration about the effects of their develop-
nrents thiln is prcse ntly re quired by most
nrerrrbcr  stiltes.
An esscntiirl part <lf the proceclure  is that
this inforrnation  would be ntacle public  and
thar the reactions of the public would have to
be taken into ilccount in rcaching  a decision.
Thc progri.rrn proposes  the extension of this
idca-w'hich  is know'n as cnvironmental  as-
scsslncnt  rrncl rcscnrbles an Anrerican  environ-
nrentlrl inrpact stirtenrent-in  particular by ap-
plving it to nreasures undertaken  by the
(.omnrunity itself and which might have sig-
nificant cifects upon the environment.  This
last point has major implications.
So far the environmental policy has been a
fairly self-containecl  activity within the Com-
mission in Brussels,  with the legislation pro-
posed by the (.ontnrission's  directorate-gen-
eral for the environment  having rather little
effect on other t.C. directorates-general,
whatever effect it might be having in the
menrber states. The new policy, however,  will
involve the clirectorate-general  for the envi-
ronnrent  nruch nrore in the affairs of other
departnrents and will entail attempts  at influ-
encing the :rgriculture, the transport and the
cnergy policies-just to nrention three poli-
cies that do have nrajor environnrental  conse-
quences.
In pursuing this new approach the Commu-
Srlnrtc  crntntrics hdt,t'ftrundt'd thcir tu'rt cnl,irott-
mt'rttal polit'it's  on tbc t'tttmplc  prrn,idt'tl  ht,thc
Otnnrnurit\,.  Sbrnt,rt b('r( dr(' sdhrurr cagt's off thc
cottst rf  lJrittttrtl',  Irr4rlc.r' , 
'r,,r,rr
nity will be helped by a funher development.
Until now, the main activity of the Commu-
nity in the environmental  field has been in
establishing a body of law. Other Community
policies, meanwhile, also have a lot of money
spent on thenr. As everybody knows, the
(.omnron Agricultural Policy involves consid-
erable expenclitures ancl there are also the Re-
gional Dcve lopnrent  Fund and the Social
Funds.
The environnrental progranr has proposed
that there shoulcl lre a special financial instru-
nrent-in <lther worcls a fund-for the envi-
ronnrcnt, initially covering two fields: the
pronrotion oi so called "clean"  technology
and the protection of nature in environmen-
tally sensitive areas. A very small sum of
nroney was introclucecl  by the European Par-
liarlent into the 1982 buciget for these pur-
poses on iln experinrental basis and, to for-
nralize this, the (.onrnrission  has recently
proposecl a regulation which now awaits a
decision by the (.ouncil.
Perhaps the rnost important  new idea in the
progranr is that environmental policy must be
considerecl  as an aspect of a policy for natural
resources ancl should be approached  through
an overall strategy. One whole section of the
progranr is indeecl titled " Developing  an
C)verall  Strategy" and another "The Protec-
tion and Rirtional  Management  of Land, the
Environnrent,  and Natural Resources." This
is a bolcl iciea, thor.rgh it nrust be admitted
that thc program is a little vague as to what
actions will actually flow from it.
To sonre extent,  the idea provides further
justification for trying to connect the Com-
nrunity's  environnrental policy with its other
policy  rrreas,  as wc have already noted. It also
nreans recognizing thirt the resources of the
environnrent are, on the one hand, the basis
of econornic  anc'l social development  while
also, on the other hancl, setting limits to it.
Natural  resources therefore  have to be well
nranagecl rrncl this requires  introducing  the
idea of quality into econornic considerations
u'hich have traclitionally  been lirrgely quanti-
t:-rtive.
It is incleecl surprising  that although  the
Cornrnunity  is an ccononric  conrmunity  and
for the last l0 ycars has had an environment
policy, therc hrts so far been very little analy-
sis in a specific (-ornnrunity  iranrcwork  of the
relations between  the econorny and the envi-
ronment (although, attempts have been made
to clo this at national level).
It shoulcl not be thought that the program
contains nothing but abstract ideas-there  are
plenty of quite concrete  proposals as well.
Particularly topical at the moment is the mat-
ter of air polhrtion,  given the wiclespread  con-
cern over the effects of acicl rain on lakes and
iorests. Here the (.omnrission proposes work-
ing towarcl the setting of enrission  standards
for certain sources of air pollution including
those with high stacks and also working to-
ward stabilizing and then gradually  reducing
total emissions.  New controls are also pro-
posed on the growing problem of the interna-
tional transport of toxic waste.
Another passage from the earlier program
that has been given new emphasis  concerns
action at international level. E.C. member
states,  ancl sometimes also the Community,
are involvec'l in the work of many interna-
tional organizations  and frequently they adopt
a conrnron position on issues. The program
says that the (.onrmunity  will continue to
speak in these bodies with a single voice, us-
ing to advantirge the influence it has acquired
in other areas of international cooperation.
One areir where the Community will be
particularly  active is in the pollution and
development problems of the Mediterranean
region. In its dealings with underdeveloped
countries the Conrnrunity should now, ac-
cording to the program, regard environmental
protection as an integral part of its develop-
ment aid.
The (.ouncil, as we have noted, adopted its
resolution on the program within almost a
year of receiving the proposal from the Com-
mission-compared with the two years it
spent consiclering eirrlier programs.  This is
quite fast for considering  a confidential  docu-
ment and the explanation is that the Council
has not, as previouslS gone through  the pro-
gram with a iinc tooth comb, seeking to
anrencl  passages it disagreed  with or found
too anr['ritious. Insteird, in its resolution the
Council  has sinrply approved  the "general ap-
proach" of the program, so as not to tie its
hands subsequently,  ancl has then listed 1 1
priority areas in which it wishes  to see action.
Sonre of these are themselves fairly broad,
although others are as specific as "noise pol-
lution irnd particularly  noise pollution  caused
by transport" lrnd "combatting  transfrontier
pollution." In general, however, they cover
quite enough ground to keep the Commission
busy until 1985-which is when the program
ends-and the resoltrtion cirnnot in irny event
take away the Cornnrission's  right to put for-
warcl whatever proposals it deems appropri-
ate.
The (.ouncil's  priorities are therefore useful
guiclclines for the Cornnrission  as to the kinds
of subjects on which the Council will look
favorably. It is significant that the very first of
these is "integration  of the environmental di-
mension into other policies" which, as we
have seen, is one of the most important but
also potentially one of the trickiest for the
directorate-general  for the environment. It is
no doubt glad, thcreiore, to have such back-
ing fronr the C.ouncil. €
Nigcl Haigh is a mcmltt'r rf tht, lnstitutt, fir  Eurur
pc an F:n'iru ntncntal  Pr lit't,.
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ON 
RECOVERY 
ANNE VORCE 
Despite the emergency measures adopted in  1982, the interna-
tional  banking  crisis  is  far  from  over  for  the  European  and 
other industrial countries. Unexpectedly, stagnant growth con-
tinues,  real  interest  rates  remain  high  and  recovery  still  lies 
ahead  for  most  of the  world.  Although  world  financial  col-
lapse in  the dramatic sense of the Depression may never occur, 
serious,  though  lower  key,  financial  problems  are  likely  to 
persist.  As  a  result,  the  international  financial  system  could 
stay  in  a  precarious  position  for  several  years.  In  addition, 
recent riots in  Brazil's financial  center are worrisome and may 
foreshadow the political response to financial arrangements. 
A  host  of  confusing  proposals  to  alleviate  the  crisis  are 
being considered.  On a  worldwide  level,  the international fi-
nancial  community,  international  institutions, and economists 
are not only cooperating to find  long-term solutions, but also 
worrying whether the earlier ad hoc steps will hold the system 
together. On the U.S.  domestic level, commercial banks, cen-
tral  banks, and policy-makers are  working together to adopt 
national solutions. What are these proposals? Will they prevent 
further financial deterioration? How will Europe be affected? 
First  a  word  about  present  conditions.  Europe's  banking 
problems are similar to those of the industrial countries. Like 
their  counterparts  in  the  United  States  and Japan,  European 
financial  institutions have  been strongly buffeted by  weak do-
mestic and international economic conditions. Despite the em-
phasis  placed  on  international  debt problems  in  most  recent 
articles, industrial country creditors face severe pressures from 
both domestic and international sources. The sharp increase in 
corporate bankruptcies, the financial  difficulties of their most 
important  domestic  clients,  and  economic  problems  among 
sovereign borrowers have all placed an enormous strain on the 
balance sheets of most European banks. As a result, their asset 
quality  has  greatly  deteriorated  over  the  last  few  years,  and 
many banks are now increasing their provisions for bad debts, 
partly in  response to central bank pressure. 
In  general,  European  banks  have  been  heavily  affected  by 
domestic corporate developments and debt problems in  East-
ern Europe. However, the extent of exposure varies according 
to the role of the banking system in  the country, to commer-
cial  ties  and  to  foreign  policy  considerations.  For  example, 
banks  in  the  United  Kingdom  have  traditionally  assumed  a 
major international role, and their exposure  in  British industry 
has  been  relatively smaller.  As  an  important international loan 
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to prevent any financial collapse. 
center, the United Kingdom is  host to numerous foreign  banks 
as  well.  Consequently,  British-based  banks  and  the  Bank  of 
England  have  hammered out crucial international loan rescue 
packages, with the recent Mexican package the best example. 
In  the  Federal  Republic of Germany,  the  banks are signifi-
cantly involved in  both international and domestic debt prob-
lems. Because of traditional commercial ties and foreign policy 
considerations,  the  international  exposure  of  the  German 
banks  is  the greatest in  Eastern  Europe,  although some large 
banks  have  large  amounts in  Latin  America  as  well.  In  addi-
tion,  the  close  relationship  between  banks  and  industry  has 
meant that the fortunes of many German creditors are signifi-
cantly linked to the health of German firms,  as  shown by the 
enormous  financial  pressures  following  the  collapse  of  the 
giant company AEG-Telefunken. In  France, the viability of the 
banking  system  is  a  different  question  because  most  of the 
banks  are  now state-owned.  Italy  continues  to recover from 
the  strains  caused  by  the  collapse  of the  major bank  Banco 
Ambrosiano  due  to irregular and apparently  illegal  practices. 
Although  Italian  authorities  covered  the  bank's Italian  debts, 
they did not cover the losses to its subsidiary in  Luxembourg, 
Banco Ambrosiano Holding. 
There have  been numerous short-term emergency measures 
adopted  to  hold  the  international  financial  system  together 
until  more fundamental solutions are applied, recovery begins, 
or both.  European  authorities  have  strongly  supported  these 
actions. The main feature has  been the lead role taken by the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF)  in  shaping the rescue pack-
ages  and in  coordinating the financial  participation of private 
banks,  national  Governments, and other international institu-
tions. Because of its unique ability to insist on domestic adjust-
ment  by  debtor countries  to  more  realistic  economic  condi-
tions as  the term  for  its  assistance,  the  IMF  has  been able  to 
convince the commercial banks that certain problem countries 
will  remain  creditworthy,  nonetheless.  The Bank  for  Interna-
tional  Settlements  (BIS)  and  the  key  central  banks  have  pro-
vided  important  bridging  loans  until  commercial  funds  were 
committed as well. 
When  market  responses  (in  Europe and  elsewhere)  to cur-
rent  debt problems  threatened  to undermine  the stability  of 
the  international  financial  system,  the  IMF  and  other interna-
tional and national authorities stepped in.  Bankers-American 
as  well  as  Japanese-have  been  particularly  reluctant  to  in-The lnternatimzal Monetary Fund has taken a lead role in shaping rescue 
packages. Courtesy 1M c. 
crease  their  exposure  in  Eastern  Europe  and  Latin  America, 
and  have  frequently  been  unable  to  distinguish  between  a 
liquidity crisis (which should be financed to help an otherwise 
credit-worthy country over a rough spot) and a direct threat to 
the recovery of principal. In  some cases, such as  Yugoslavia, a 
liquidity crisis was nearly precipitated by most bankers' fear of 
the "Polish effect" creating similar debt problems in  the other 
Eastern  European  countries.  And  for Mexico,  bankers in· the 
United  Kingdom  probably would not have  agreed  to provide 
additional  liquidity  in  conjunction  with  the IMF's  emergency 
loan package without strong pressure  from  the Bank  of Eng-
land in  late 1982. 
The strategy  of current  international  responses  to the  debt 
problems  is  to stop  the  general  damage  to  the  international 
financial  system  by  concentrating  on  the  difficulties  of  the 
major debtors  (Mexico,  Brazil,  Argentina  and a  few  others). 
Through  the  rescheduling  of debt,  additional  liquidity  from 
the  commercial  banks  and  assistance  from  the  IMF  tied  to 
economic  adjustment,  the  financial  community  hopes  that 
problems  will  be  minimized.  Based  on  this  approach,  the 
anticipation of increased demand for Fund resources has  led it 
to propose a 4 7.  7 percent increase in  member quota contribu-
tions and nearly a tripling of and enlarged access to the Gen-
eral Arrangement to Borrow (GAB),  which is  a major source of 
the Fund's emergency lending. These proposals must be passed 
by  fund  members'  legislatures.  The third  portion of a  three-
year loan from  the Saudi  Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA) 
is  also  expected  to  be  available  this  year.  However,  many 
observers  feel  that the  resources  will  still  be  inadequate and 
that the Fund will have to borrow from private capital markets 
for the first time. 
In  addition  to these  emergency  measures,  European  banks 
and  national  authorities  are  taking  longer-term  steps  within 
their  national  frameworks  to  prevent  further  financial  prob-
lems  or a  financial  collapse.  Regulatory  issues  are  being  dis-
cussed,  but  the  debates  in  the  European  capitals  have  not 
concentrated  on  changes  in  domestic  regulation,  unlike  the 
current  policy  debate  in  Washington.  With  regard  to  both 
domestic and international lending, the trend for lower ratios 
of capital  to assets,  one indicator of a bank's vulnerability to 
loss,  has  recently slowed, and the need for increased ratios  is 
being considered by the financial community. 
In  terms of international lending, banks are increasingly ad-
dressing the impact of exchange rate volatility on their foreign 
currency portfolio. Greater provisions for sovereign loan losses 
are  also  being  made.  German  banks  are  designating  partial 
provisions  (around  10-20 percent)  against  their Polish  assets. 
Also  in  Germany,  the central  bank has  requested that numer-
ous financial  institutions provide it with a notice of credits to 
foreign  borrowers that are DM 50 million (about $20 million) 
or greater. 
National  authorities  are  also  attempting  to  address  cross-
border debt issues.  Italian  authorities  fully  backed depositors 
of the parent  Banco  Ambrosiano  in  Italy,  but felt  a  limited 
responsibility  for  foreign  subsidiaries  because  they  were  not 
able  to  supervise  those  activities.  In  response  to  the  Banco 
Ambrosiano  developments,  authorities  in  both  Luxembourg 
and  the  United  Kingdom  have  indicated that they  regard  the 
foreign  parent as  having complete responsibility· to support its 
subsidiary.  Clearly,  the  divergent  views  over  the  so-called 
lender of last resort continue and further extensive talks in  the 
appropriate international fora are needed to avoid other holes 
in the banking system's safety net. 
Numerous  other  plans  for  longer-term  solutions  abound. 
Most of these suggestions concern the recycling of the interna-
tional banks' troubled assets, either through one of the estab-
lished  international agencies  (such  as  the  IMF  or World Bank) 
or a  newly  created  international  financial  intermediary.  The 
main  idea  is  to relieve  the  banks  of their  high-risk  loans  in 
order to minimize their losses,  to limit financial  uncertainties, 
and  to  free  bank  funds  for  greasing  the  wheels  of eventual 
worldwide economic recovery. 
These  proposals  are  highly  complicated,  but  may  only  be 
necessary  if  a  major sovereign  default  is  threatened.  Further-
more, political  opposition in  most industrial  countries would 
likely  limit  these  plans.  In  addition,  plans  for  improved  in-
formation collection and sharing are being made by the private 
banks  and  Government  authorities.  However,  most  of these 
proposals  are  only  partial  solutions  at  best  to  current  prob-
lems.  What  is  needed  to  help  the  situation  in  Europe  and 
other countries  is  a  return  to  economic growth.  Until  then, 
these solutions can only be temporary. E 
Anne Vorce is a consultant in international economics. 
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The  US could learn from 
Europe's experience 
LEWIS  BEMAN 
With the federal budget showing $1 00-billion deficits as far as 
economists' computers can foresee, Washington has now com-
mitted itself to finding additional revenue to help balance the 
books. The most obvious  place  to look, of course,  is  in  the 
more  reversible  parts  of  the  huge  1981  tax  cut.  But  some 
economists are  urging that the United States follow the Euro-
pean experience and adopt a value-added tax. 
The value-added  tax-VAT for short-is essentially  a  sales 
tax that is  levied at each stage of production and distribution. 
Rather than the consumer paying,  say,  a  10 percent sales  tax 
on a $5,000 automobile, the tax is collected in  bits and pieces, 
first  from the company that made the steel, then from the car 
manufacturer, then  from  the auto dealer.  Each  company sim-
ply takes its gross receipts, subtracts payments to other compa-
nies  (which  have already been taxed), and applies the tax rate 
to the result. The consumer ultimately bears the entire burden, 
but it is  hidden away in the price of the product. 
The value-added tax  is  basically the invention of the Euro-
pean  Community,  which  in  1967 adopted  it  as  a  means  of 
harmonizing  the  tax  codes  of its  member countries.  In  most 
cases, it  replaced turnover taxes, which have no parallel in  the 
United  States.  For  this  reason,  the  European  experience  isn't 
necessarily  a  good  guide  to  how  an  American  VAT  would 
work. Still, there are some general lessons that do apply. 
In  the  first  place,  the  VAT  seems  to  have  lived  up  to  its 
academic reputation as a "neutral tax." By  this phrase, econo-
mists  mean  that  it  does  not  distort  economic  decisions.  The 
turnover  taxes  it  replaced  in  Europe,  for  example,  generally 
had no provision  for deducting taxes paid at earlier stages  of 
manufacturing  or  distribution.  This  put  small  business  at  a 
disadvantage  relative  to  large  integrated  operations.  In  the 
United  States,  the  corporate  income  tax  tends  to  favor  debt 
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The value-added tax on a car is collected at each stage of production:  from the 
company that made the steel, from the car manufacturer,  and from the auto 
dealer. 
financing  over equity  and  to subsidize  losses.  And  the  enor-
mously  complex web  of deductions  and  exemptions  for  the 
individual  income  tax  is  a  major  force  in  the  economy.  A 
proportionate  tax  on  value  added  hits  all  economic  transac-
tions just about equally, regardless of how they are financed or 
how profitable they are. 
The  chief  attraction  of the  VAT is  that  even  at fairly  low 
rates, it  is  capable of generating enormous amounts of money. 
In  Europe, the tax accounts for as  much as  20 percent of total 
government  revenues.  In  the  United  States,  a  5  percent  VAT 
could raise about $100 billion, roughly the amount needed to 
eliminate  what  economists  have  come to call  the  "structural 
deficit." 
The value-added  tax  has  also  proved  to  be  a  much  more 
stable  source  of revenue  than  income  taxes.  This  is  natural 
since consumption falls  less  than income during recessions and 
rises  less  during booms. The stability of the value-added cuts 
two ways,  however.  Keynesian  economists argue  that reliance 
on a  value-added  tax  would weaken  the  "automatic stabiliz-
ers" which inject fiscal  stimulus or restraint into the economy 
just when it is needed. 
One part  of the  European  experience  that has  virtually  no 
chance of being repeated in  the United States was the relatively 
easy  time  Governments  had  in  adopting  a  value-added  tax. 
Only  in  Great  Britain  was  it  a  sharply  partisan  matter.  The 
political  history  of VAT  in  this  country  is  already  marked  by 
controversy.  The first  discussion  of the  new  tax system  came 
during the Nixon Administration when Treasury officials made 
two very  different suggestions about how the value-added tax 
might be used. 
One looked toward installing a VAT  on the federal level as  a 
replacement  for  the  corporate  income  tax.  The other would have  had states adopt such measures instead of local property 
taxes.  Neither suggestion  got very  far.  About  10 years  later, 
however, the Chairman of the House Ways  and Means Com-
mittee came up with the idea of replacing Social Security taxes 
with  a  value-added  tax.  But  when that plan was  widely  cred-
ited for his  defeat in  the 1980 election, Washington seemed to 
lose all  interest in  the subject. 
Politically, a more serious argument against  the value-added 
tax is  that it tends to be regressive.  Poor people spend a higher 
proportion of their incomes  on consumption than do the af-
fluent.  Thus a tax on spending rather than earnings hits them 
proportionately harder. Either a tax credit or an exemption for 
necessities  could  mitigate  this  factor,  of course, albeit  at the 
cost of making the VAT less "neutral." 
Political  winds  may  also  have  changed sufficiently to make 
regressivity  a  less  damning charge.  Over the past four or five 
years,  Washington  has  become much less  concerned with us-
ing  the  tax  system  to  achieve  a  more  equal  distribution  of 
income and much more concerned with the effect of taxes on 
savings  and  investment.  That  shift  was  the  motivating  force 
behind the 1981 cut in  the income tax rate from 70 percent to 
50 percent, a measure, it  is  now generally forgotten, originated 
with the Democrats. 
Indeed,  some  experts  think  that  the  income  tax  itself  is 
evolving in  the direction of a value-added tax. The rate struc-
ture has already been so compressed that proposals for a "flat 
tax"  no  longer seem  so  extreme.  Similarly,  Individual  Retire-
ment Accounts, by exempting earnings that are saved, have the 
effect of turning  the  income  tax into  a  consumption tax for 
much of the middle class.  About the only difference between 
a flat-rate consumption tax and a VAT would be the method of 
collection. 
Ease of collection is  one reason for the popularity of VAT in 
Europe,  where  income-tax  evasion  has  sometimes  seemed 
rather like a folk  art. Under the usual  enforcement procedure 
each  business  is  held  responsible for taxes due on gross sales, 
but can  use  the tax  receipts  of its  suppliers  to satisfy part of 
the government's  claim.  Thus  businessmen  have  an  incentive 
to police each others' taxpaying habits. 
In  the process,  of course,  the  VAT  is  tacked  onto the final 
price  of  virtually  all  products.  And  this  leads  to  the  most 
serious  problem of all  for  the  value-added  tax:  the fact  that 
imposing it  has  almost always  been inflationary.  The problem 
is  not just  the initial  spurt; there is  a tendency, particularly in 
an  overheated  economy,  for  businesses  to  add  their  own 
markup  to  the  new  tax.  In  the  Netherlands,  for  instance, 
inflationary pressures got so far out of hand that the Govern-
ment resorted to price controls. Only in  the Federal Republic 
of Germany,  where  the  VAT  was  installed  during a  recession, 
was there no discernible increase in prices. 
Thus, one lesson from the European experience is that, with 
a  value-added tax, the traditional Keynesian  notion of proper 
fiscal  timing is  the wrong way round. It is  a tax that should be 
imposed  near  the  bottom  of the  business  cycle  rather  than 
near the  top.  And  with  the  American  economy now on the 
mend,  the  practicality  of an  American  VAT  may  well  depend 
on how long a debate is  required to get it adopted. E 
Lewis  Beman is a freelance writer in  New York who specializes in economics. 
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vulnerable. In fact, many international  inves-
tors wrote off the Paris rally as a misreading
of France's short-term economic problems,
believing  that a Socialist Government in Paris
would face exactly the same range of prob-
lems as have confronted  Labor Governments
in Britain. As long as the French inflation rate
is steeper than in the Federal Republic of
Germany,  they reason, the French franc will
stay weak and the French Government  will
remain hostage  to exchange rate crises.
The Milan stock exchange has long had
the reputation of being Europe's "insiders'
exchange," and, so (being a very, very small
exchange), subiect to manipulation. In July of
last year it hit bottom after its long, steep
tumble from its all-time high in June of 1981
and then launched its rally in January this
year. Unless unforeseen eventualities occur'
most investors expect  this rally will continue,
and are confident that the insiders will do
everything  they can to help it on its way.
The lags between the rallies on the differ-
ent markets in Europe  received close atten-
tion from astute investors.  It was abundantly
clear that any upturn in the American econ-
omy would improve the economic and finan-
cial climate in both Europe and Japan and
that "matching"  rallies would take place on
markets  outside of the United States. The lag
in both Brussels  and Milan gave many inter-
national fund managers an important oppor-
tunity, which ttrey promptly  seized.
In Stockholm, however,  they went over-
board. Normally a country in which divi-
dends are taxed at an effective rate of more
than 90 percent  has few attractions for inves-
tors, particularly after the election of a Social-
ist Government pledged  to an unprecedented
shift of privately held companies to union
ownership. Notwithstanding all this, the
Swedes launched  their own-and at the time,
unique-bull market in April of last year and
the news from Vall Street in August simply
reinforced  it. By the end of March of this
year, the widely quoted Jacobson  and
Ponsbach index had risen from its low of 553
to 1317, or by 134 percent.
It has been frequently argued that his
boom represents a recovery to more normal
prices and trading levels from the deep de-
cline of the preceding years, when the market
was immersed in gloom. At its lowest level in
1977-78. the total value of the shares sold on
the Stockholm market fell to less than 40
percent of the companies'  asset value-an  un-
reasonably pessimistic assessment.
Much of the Stockholm  market's rally has
been based not on economic  advances,  but
on Government  policS which has prompted a
STOCK RALLYSPREADS TC
TIMOTHY  HALLINAN
The rally that began on Wall Street in August
of last year has spread to all the maior Euro-
pean markets. Many specialists predict that
the rallies on most of the European ex-
changes will last throughout this year, with
one notable  exception.
It is interesting to look back on what hap-
pened. In New York, the market hit its yearly
low of 777 on the Dow Jones industrial aver-
age on August 12 and the next day began
moving upward. A few days later on August
77, Henry  Kaufman,  the widely respected  Sat-
omon Brothers partner, revised his deeply
gloomy forecasts of U.S. interest rates, and
predicted a sharp decline in long-term  bond
rates despite large federal budget deficits. His
message  struck home. It was exactly what
most investors  wanted him to say' and they
were quick to take him at his word. They
launched a stampede  into stocks and share
prices leapt upward.
The New York market became more vola-
tile than any time in its history. The Dow
rose or fell-but mostly rose-by 10, 20,
and even 30 points in a day and one day set
an all-time  record of 43 points, or almost 4
percent. By the end of March of rhis year' the
Dow was up by 45 percent-one of the
steepest climbs in its history.
The London  stock market was well tuned
in to events on the other side of the Atlantic
Ocean. The Financial Times' industrial  ordi-
nary share index turned up and, with a couple
of small dips, kept moving  upward. By the
end of March it had climbed 21 percent  over
its low during the preceding August.
Psychologically speaking, Tokyo is much
further from Wall Street than London and,
although the Japanese market obviously  wel-
comed the good news from New York, the
rally that began in August was cautious.  The
same might be said of the Frankfurt market.
It hit its low for the year in the week follow-
ing New York's turn-around  and then
climbed rather steeply, helped by the victory
of German  Chancellor Helmut Kohl and his
political allies at the polls on March 5.
The Belgian market began its rally in De-
cember and the French market in January.
But French investors  felt themselves con-
fronted by a Government which made little
or no effort (some thought) to address their
interests and, although the rally they saw on
the Paris Bourse was statistically as strong as
the rally in London, they felt it was more
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Few people appreciate the enormous
difference  in size between the stock
markets  in New York and Europe.  At the
end of 1982, the New York market had a
capitalization of $1,284 billion; the Tokyo
market,  $379 billion;the  London market,
$183 billion; the Canadian  market, $100
billion;the German market, $65
billion:the Swiss, $44 billion;the French,
$28 billion;the  Dutch, $21 billion;the
Italian, $19 billion; and the Swedish, $16
billion. Thus the size of the London
market was 14 percent of New York's, the
size of the Swedish market,1.2 percent.Ittil luil[ ,JIrlil
]UROPE
steady flow of domestic  capital into tax-shel-
ter plans. But soon after the bull market
started,  this source  was augmented  by funds
from overseas. In so small a market as Stock-
holnr's,  this has exerted a powerful  upward
pressure on prices. As money that moves in
can also move out. leaders of the Swedish
investment community have long been worry-
ing out loud that a single down-turn  in prices
could quickly become a stampede. In the
words of one analyst, Stockholm was a "ma-
ture bull market." Others called it a bull-
market trap.
Two conclusions  emerge from this new
"global bull market." One is that the world's
bourses are becoming more closely knit all
the time, so what happens  on the largest mar-
ket is likely to affect all the others in the
same direction-and  also vice versa. The
other is that the movement of international
funds into and out of very small markets  like
Stockholm's  can very quickly become exceed-
ingly disruptive, Stockholm's position, one
may say, is uniqtte, because  of its small size,
but it shows that even Tokyo's market, the
second biggest in the world, is small com-
pared to New York's and what happens to
Stockholm can happen  also to Paris, Frank-
furt, and Milan. \ilise investors will be wary. C
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• 
esa 
European 
Space 
Agency  WI II  it one 
DAVID DICKSON 
Europe's space  officials-both scientists  and adminstrators-
will  be keeping their fingers  tightly crossed on June 3. This is 
the  date  on  which  the  European  space  launcher  Ariane  is 
scheduled  to  make  its  next  lift-off from  its  launching-pad  in 
Kourou,  French  Guyana,  placing  into  orbit  two  operational 
satellites, one a communcations satellite funded  jointly by the 
European  Space  Agency  and  the  organization  Eutelsat,  the 
other a radio amateur telecommunications satellite. 
The  previous  launch  of  Ariane  last  September,  the  fifth 
overall  and  the  first  of what  are  listed  as  six  "operational" 
flights  after  the  initial  testing  period,  was  an  embarrassing 
failure.  Three  minutes  after  lift-off  the  engines  to  the  third 
stage  of the  rocket  stopped  in  mid-flight,  sending  both  the 
rocket and the two satellites that it was carrying to the bottom 
of the Atlantic ocean. 
Success of the next launch, which has  been postponed from 
last December, is  therefore vital if Ariane is  to fulfill  its prom-
ise  as  a major competitor to the American space shuttle and as 
an  effective launcher for space vehicles ranging from telecom-
munications satellites to interplanetary probes. Space engineers 
at France's National Center for Space Studies (CNES)  have been 
working overtime  to ensure  that a  similar failure,  thought to 
have  been  due  to  a  lack  of adequate  safety  margins  in  the 
design  of the  lubrication system  to the  rocket's turbopumps, 
does not occur again. 
Ariane's launch schedule for commercial payloads-includ-
ing  several  American  companies  which  have  taken  advantage 
of the generous financing terms they have  been offered-was 
already  full  to  1985,  even  before  last  fall's  accident.  The 
confidence  of potential  customers  has  been  shaken  but  not 
broken; and a successful  flight  will  do much to make up  for 
the damage. It will  also do much to reinforce ESA's  reputation 
as  one of the most successful examples of European coopera-
tion in  scientific research and development. ESA's  success does 
not rest on Ariane alone; over the past decade, it has launched 
more than a  dozen  satellites  from  American  launchers and it 
has also been responsible for the construction of the Spacelab, 
due  to  be  launched  by  the  National  Aeronautics  and  Space 
Administration's (NASA) space shuttle later this year. 
Ariane,  however,  more than any of the other completed or 
planned  projects,  is  the  biggest  public  symbol  of  Europe's 
challenge  to  what  has  up  to  now  been  U.S.  dominance  of 
space  activities  among  Western  nations.  This  will  have  been 
done despite  a  considerably lower level  of funding;  in  aggre-
gate, European nations spend about 0.05 percent of their gross 
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national product on space activities,  compared to 0.3 percent 
in  the United States. 
ESA 's successful development of a launcher will also stand in 
direct  contrast to the  history  of one of its  predecessor orga-
nizations,  the  European  Launcher Development  Organization 
(ELDO).  This  was  formed  in  1962  at  the  same  time  as  the 
European  Space  Research  Organisation  (ESRO);  both were  in-
tended  to  stimulate  the  space  activities  of European  nations 
through shared support of joint activities and the coordination 
of national programs. Yet  the two organizations were virtually 
independent of each other, and their fortunes were very differ-
ent.  ESRO  concentrated almost entirely on the development of 
research  satellites,  and  met  with  considerable  success.  The 
first,  IRIS,  was  dedicated to the study of X-rays,  and a succes-
sion  of further  satellites  clearly  demonstrated  the  advantages 
of astronomical readings taken from outside the earth's atmo-
sphere. 
In  contrast, ELDO's  attempt to produce a European launcher 
was a dismal failure.  Each member country took responsibility 
for a separate part of the project. The rocket itself, known as 
Europa,  was  based  on  Britain's  Blue  Streak-which had  re-
cently been abandoned as a military project-for its first stage, 
with  a  French  second  stage  and  a  German  third  stage.  The 
Dutch provided the tracking equipment, Australia (not a mem-
ber of the organization) the launch facilities,  and so on. With 
no  strong,  central  coordination,  the  project  turned  into  an 
administrative  and  political  nightmare.  The  climax  came  on 
The wntml room of the European Space Operations Center in  Darmstadt, 
Federal Repuhlic of Germany.  courtesy of''·' 
NASA's  space shuttle will launch the SpaLclah,  developed hy the european 
Space  Agency, later thi:;  year.  (OllrfC'Y of,.,, asa? 
Part of the launch system on the European Space Agency's Ariane rocket. 
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November 5,  1971, when  the  rocket  blew  up  shortly  after 
take-off from the Kourou launch site on its crucial test flight. 
The whole project was abandoned a short time later. 
The  European  Space  Agency  was  founded  out of the  suc-
cesses  of ESRO-and the ashes  of ELDO-at a meeting of the 
European Space  Conference held  in  Brussels  in  1973. ESRO's 
responsibilities had already been enlarged two years previously 
to include telecommunications and weather satellites;  ESA  was 
given  the  job  of integrating  responsibility  both  for  launchers 
and satellites, as  well  as  other orbital systems.  ESA's  founding 
members were the 10 countries which  had previously formed 
ESRO-namely Belgium, Denmark, France, the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-
land, and the  United  Kingdom-each of whom signed a new 
convention which  came into force  in  May 197  5.  Since  then, 
membership has been joined by Ireland and, in  1982, by Nor-
way;  in  addition, Austria and Canada each have  special agree-
ments with the agency. 
The agency  currently  employs  about  1,400 people.  Its  ad-
ministrative headquarters are in  Paris, partly reflecting the fact 
that  France  has  been  one of the keenest promoters of Euro-
pean collaboration in  space.  The center of space flight  opera-
tions  is  at Darmstadt in  the Federal  Republic of Germany,  its 
technical center (ESTEC) at Noordwjik in  the Netherlands, and 
research  is  divided  between ESA's  research laboratories at Fra-
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southern France and at the Spacelab  Payload  Integration  and
Coordination Center at Porz-\flahn in Germany'
The 1973 meeting was crucial not only from an organiza-
tional point of view. It also agreed to add three maior proiects
to the satellites already under development  by ESRO. One was
the construction of a completely new launcher, Ariane. The
second was rhe spacelab, designed  as the maior European
contribution to NASA's space shuttle program. The third was
the development of a series of maritime communciations  satel-
lites, known as MARECS (the first of which was successfully
launched in 1981, the second lost with the unsuccessful
Ariane launch last SePtember).
Learning from the mistakes made by ELDo, esA adopted a
new systeir fot financing its proiects. These are now divided
into two categories. The agency has a core budget for its
science programs, to which all member  countries are required
to contiibute according to a Pre-agreed  ratio. Out of this are
funded the agency's maior scientific experiments, such as a
star-locating  satellite,  Hipparcos, due for launch in L985, and
a planned in.ount.t with the comet Halley (Proiect Giotto)
when it returns to the solar system in 1986.
Giotto is one of a number of planned observations  of the
comer; orhers are being launched by Japan and the Soviet
Union (NnSn dropped its own plans two years ago as a result
of budgetrry pt.irures.) However it is by far the most ambi-
tious, tin.. it is intended  to fly the spacecraft inside the com-
er's coma and within 500 kilometers of the surface; both of
the others will be much funher away' the Russians passing at
10,000 kilometers  and the Japanese  at 100,000 kilometers.
Gio,,o will carry more rhan 10 experiments, including a
camera which will send back color photographs of both the
coma and the nucleus of the comet. Other instruments  include
three spectrometers for measuring the composition of gas and
dust in the comet's atmosphere. Such data is expected to
provide clues not only about the composition  of the comet
itself, but also about the solar system' which is thought to
have originated at roughly the same time.
Giotto will also have an important symbolic  value. It will be
the first planetary mission carried out by a European space-
craft launched-if all goes according to plan-from a Euro-
pean rocket, a truly independenr  enrrance into the space age
which American scientists, some of whom will be collaborat-
ing in experiments  (though not as principal  investigators),  are
already  watching with mixed feelings.
The same ambivalence  seems to exist in U.S. attitudes to-
ward Ariane. On the one hand, the commercial competition
for launch capabilities has been welcomed, pafticularly  by po-
tential customers  who have an obvious interest in reducing
cosrs as far as possible. On the other, if Ariane does prove to
be a viable commercial enterprise-at present' heavy govern-
ment subsidies make it unclear what will happen when the
support is removed-then it will raise questions about NASA's
decirion vinually to abandon expendable launchers in favor of
the space shuttle.
Bigger versions of Ariane are currently on the drawing
bo"rd, designed  to take into orbit some of the large telecom-
munications  satellites anticipated  in the late 1980s and 1990s'
In addition, plans are being studied for a small, reusable space
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vehicle called Hermes-a bit like a miniature version of the
shuttle-which  could be launched from Ariane and subse-
quenrly floated back to earth. Other plans are being worked
on ,o decide on a follow-up to Sp4celab,  the orbiting labora-
tory being launched by the space shuttle later in the year.
These cover essentially  the development  of a European retriev-
able carrier known as EURECA,  whose main purpose will be to
provide docking facilities for experiments which can be left in
space for a considerable period of time.
Although the member countries of eSR remain committed to
the continued development  of an independent  launch capabil-
ity which will free them from dependence on American
launchers  (and launch schedules), collaboration with NRSR is
already being explored in several areas. One of the most im-
porrant of these currently  being studied through several con-
irr.rr awarded in 1982 is Europe's potential involvement in
American  plans for an orbiting  space station.
The poisibility of such collaboration is one of the main
ropics of r n.* program initiated at the beginning of 1983
known as rhe space Transportarion Systems Long Term Pre-
pararory Program (SrS-lrnn) whose purpose is to look at the
iiff.r.n,  opiionr beyond Ariane and EURECA sufficiently
closely to allow a long-term space transpoftation policy to be
decided by the end of 1985. Three main themes, covering  all
the possible options, are being looked at:
. Maintaining an independent launch capability in Europe
that is competitive with other existing or planned  space trans-
portation systems-in  particular,  the space shuttle.
. Providing Europe with the capability of carrying out or-
bital operations  by means of in-orbit infrastructures  developed
either independently  or in cooperation  with NASA.
. Maintaining Europe's access to manned systems' opened
up by spacelab, both by panicipating in u.s. space-station
aitiviiies-and  by studying the possible evolution of a European
in-orbit infrastructure toward manned capability.
The extent of NRSR's collaboration  in future European  ex-
periments is uncertain. In principle, space science is accepted
ty th. scientific community  as one area in which the costs of
individual experiments  are so high that there is much to be
gained from as broad an international  collaboration  as possi-ble. In practice, however, ESA  has recently had its fingers burnt 
when NASA  dropped out of various collaborative projects as a 
result of internal budget pressures. 
The most publicized  case was the International Solar Polar 
Mission.  This  was  to  have  involved  two  spacecraft,  one 
funded  by  ESA  and  the  other by  NASA,  which  were  to  have 
been sent in  complementary orbits around the sun in  1986. At 
the beginning of 1981, NASA  announced that it was cancelling 
its half of the experiment because of the need to make cuts in 
the agency's space-science programs. European space officials, 
who thought they had a  binding agreement from NASA,  were 
outraged  and  protested strongly  that  the  whole  mission  was 
being devakled, but to no avail. 
should  be  giVmg  to  space-science  projects,  as  compared  to 
those with a more immediate commercial objectives-such as 
telecommunications satellites or industrial processing in  space 
-remains controversial.  Some  of the larger members  of the 
organization, in particular the United Kingdom and France, are 
keen  that the agency  should maintain its  strong emphasis  on 
programs  that  promise  pragmatic  results,  hence  the  United 
Kingdom's  principal  interest  in  satellites  and  France's  in  the 
future  rockets  needed  to  launch  them.  One  of ESA's  next 
substantial  projects,  for  example,  is  a  large  telecommunica-
tions  satellite  (L-SAT)  for  which  the  major proportion of the 
funding is  being provided by Britain and Italy. 
Relations between the two agencies  became frosty,  a situa-
tion  not helped  by  the additional costs  to the Spacelab  pro-
gram caused by delays with the first space shuttle flights. They 
are now warming up slightly, but ESA  remains cautious. One of 
the  potential  alternatives  to ISO,  a  large  satellite  to orbit the 
moon,  was  dropped  from  consideration  by  ESA  when  it  was 
realized  that American support would be needed to fund  the 
project  and  that,  following  the  ISPM  debacle,  this  could  no 
longer be guaranteed, even if NASA itself was enthusiastic. 
Others, however, feel  that greater emphasis should be given 
to space science, which currently receives less .than 15 percent 
of ESA's  $730 million annual  budget.  They point out that at 
present there is  only enough funding  committe~ to the agency 
to permit one new space science project every other year. The 
demand  is  strong;  20 well  documented proposals are already 
being studied as possible successors to ISO,  most evolving from 
the  combined  efforts  of a  large  number of scientists  drawn 
from different institutes in  several  countries.  E 
Just as  with  NASA,  however,  the relative  emphasis  that ESA  David Dickson is the European correspondent of Science magazine. 
US, EC Cooperate in Satellite Mapping 
GEORGES FRAYSSE 
Since  197  4,  a  series  of  collaborations  be-
tween  the  National  Aeronautics  and  Space 
Administration  (NASA)  and the Joint Research 
Center of  the  European  Communities  have 
taken  place.""  After  the  successful  launch  of 
Landsat-1  by  NASA  in  Ju)y  1972  and  the 
promising  results  which  followed  immedi-
ately,  it  appeared  important  for  the  E.C. 
Commission  to  start  a  research  program  to 
evaluate  the technology of earth observation 
from  satellites.  The  E.C.  ~s  Joint  Research 
Center (JRC)  decided to present a  ~esearch pro-
posal  following  an  announcement of oppor-
tunity issued  by  NASA  for the second satellite 
of  the  Landsat  family-Landsat-2-which 
was launched in  1975. 
This  proposal,  called  Agreste  (Agricultural 
Resources  Investigation  in  northern Italy  and 
southern  France)  was  accepted  by  NA SA.  The 
objectives  were  to  inventory  rice  in  the  Po 
valley  of  Italy  and  the  Camargue  region  of 
France, to forecast yields, to inventory popu-
lar  trees  in  the  Po  valley  and  the  Garonne 
valley  of  France,  and  to  inventory  natural 
beech  forests  in  the Maritime Alps  region  of 
Italy. 
Several  national  laboratories  in  Italy  and 
France  were  associated  with  these  experi-
ments.  Under  the  formal  agreement  signed 
between  NASA and  the E.C.,  Landsat  imagery 
was  delivered  to  the JRC:  scienti.st  responsible 
for  the  experiments  while,  in  exchange, JRC 
results and  reports were delivered to NASA.  In 
the meantime, several meetings took place be-
fore  the delivery .  of the final  report to  NASA, 
establishing friendly  links between U.S.  scien-
tists,  the JRC' .and its  Italian  and French part-
ners. 
It  is  important  to  mention  that  NASA  an-
nouncements of opportunity (particularly  for 
Landsat  1  and  2)  permitted  many  European 
scientists  to.  acquire  knowledge  of  remote 
sensing  techniques.  One must also  recognize 
that the important development of earth ob-
servation in  Europe today is  partly due to the 
progress that resulted from the Landsats' data 
dissemination. 
In  1975,  in  collaboration  with  many  lab-
oratories  and  institutes  of  the  various  E.C. 
member states,  the JRC decided to enlarge its 
research  field,  initiated  with  Landsat,  and  to 
submit two other research proposals to NAS A: 
Eurasep  (European  Association  of  Scientists 
for Experiments on Pollution), corresponding 
to  the  Nimbus-?  satellite,  and  Tellus,  cor-
responding  to  the  Heat  Capacity  Mapping 
Mission satellite (H C:MM). 
The  main  objectives  were,  for  Eurasep, 
quantitative  determination  of  chlorophyll-A, 
suspended  matter,  and  yellow  substance  in 
marine  coastal  ~aters  and,  for  Tellus,  soil 
moisture  evaluation  and  a  study  of regional 
heat.  Many  test  sites  in  various  coastal  and 
inland  areas  of the  E.C.  countries  were  pro-
posed.  Both  proposals  were  accepted  by 
NASA. 
Several  meetings  between  NASA,  the  JRC, 
and its  partners have taken place either in  the 
United States, or in  Europe (at the E.C. head-
quarters in  Brussels and at the JRC  laboratories 
in  Ispra,  Italy).  The final  reports  were  deliv-
ered to NASA  in  1980. The Explorer-A satel-
lite  (HCMM)  is  no longer in·operation, but the 
Nimbus-?  satellite  carrying  a  coastal  zone 
color scanner is  still  operating and the JRC is 
continuing research on coa~tal pollution. 
NASA  is  kept  informed  of the  progress  of 
this activity through a special working group, 
the Nimbus Experimental Team, which meets 
regularly  in  the  United  States.  Recently,  in 
collaboration  with  the  European  Space 
Agency  (ESA),  the JRC has  participated  in  an 
announcement of opportunity concerning the 
new generation L A NDSAT, or thematic mapper, 
launched  in  July  1982.  Again  selected  by 
NASA,  the  ESA-JRC team  has  already  presented 
preliminary results during a meeting in  Febru-
ary  at  NA SA's  Goddard  Space  Flight  Center 
near Washington, D.C. 
As  a conclusion, it  is  obvious that frequent 
contacts between U.S.  scientists and JRC scien-
tists  have  been  established,  to  the  mutual 
benefit  of both  parties.  Earth  observation  is 
not only a fascinating technology-everybody 
is  today  familiar  with  those  beautiful  images 
of the earth observed from space-but it is  a 
particularly  well  adapted  field  for collabora-
tion between the United States and Europe. 
Georges  Fraysse  works  for  the  E.C.  Com-
mission at the joint Research Center in Ispra, 
Italy. 
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The etheronds
THE PAIN OF REGESSION HITS
WALTER ELLIS
Times of transition are generally confused. The removal of
former certainties, like the pulling of a tooth under local
anaesthetic, creates not only a gap but a sensation of numb-
ness. The pain comes later. In the Netherlands, used for the
last 25 years to unbroken  economic and social progress, an
understanding  of the consequences of recession has dawned
only slowly. And with the growing awareness  has emerged a
sense of hurt and frustration.
Prosperity-and plenty of it-has, like liberalism,  been a
fixed part of the Dutch image since the 1950s. The elaborate
social welfare  system, the dense network of freeways, the new
schools, hospitals, and civic centers all speak eloquently of
wealth and responsibility.  The fact that the counrry for years
has given 1.5 percent of its national income to the third world
(a proponion equalled only by Sweden) is evidence of its
broader concerns.
Today, however, with unemployment  affecting some 17
percent of the work-force and with the Government straining
every nerve to cut back on spending, the picture is changing.
Social welfare has been slashed, road building is almost at a
standstill, hospitals and schools  are set ro decline in number.
Public-sector  workers have had their wages pegged at 1982
levels and there is talk of an actual cut later in the year. Other
workers are reduced to trading raises for job guarantees
against a background of the highest rate of company bank-
ruptcies since records began in 1900.
It should be emphasized, of course, that the Netherlands
remains a prosperous country with a strong and dynamic in-
dustrial base and a firm foothold in the new technology. It is
also still an enlightened  country keen ro cooperate with its
European neighbors and anxious to assist the developing na-
tions in their struggle with real and chronic poveny. So Hol-
land has not become a vagrant: \ilflhat it is is a society whose
confidence  has been shaken and which suddenly is having to
face up to the kind of everyday problems from which it had
thought itself permanently  liberated.
The European Communiry and its institutions  can do little
to help solve the immediate problem, any more than Washing-
ton can bail out down-at-the-heel  stares of the union. The
E.C. analyzes, diagnoses, and recommends. But with the reces-
sion affecting all 10 E.C. member stares, it cannot provide  a
remedy for the Dutch disease. It can cenainly help on the
sidelines,  with cash from the Regional Development Fund. It
can also benefit the farmers. More to the point, perhaps, it
can help negotiate a new framework for international coopera-
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tion in trade. The recent deal between the Community and
Japan on the sale of video cassette recorders is a case in point.
The pact will help the Philips company and Philips helps Hol-
land. For the rest, it is up to the Dutch to find their own
solutions.
The present, center-right  Government, made up of Christian
Democrats  and Liberals, is led by Ruud Lubbers, a 44-year-old
Christian Democrat with a background in heavy engineering.
As Prime Minister, Lubbers presides over a Cabinet that has
introduced  the most austere policy program of any Dutch
Administration since the 1930s. He started out on the left of
his partS but has moved steadily to the right with the passage
of the years. The Liberals, under Ed Nijpels-still  only 33
and, by his own choice, not a member of the Government-
are generally  speaking to the right of Lubbers and normally
play devil's advocate in any discussion of economic and social
reform.
There are eight Christian Democrat ministers and eight state
secretaries from the Liberals.  This corresponds to 45 Christian
Democrats  in the 1SO-seat Dutch parliament and 35 Liberals.
The opposition Labor Party is the biggest single faction in
parliament,  with 47 seats, and the balance is made up of
splinter groups from all sides of the divide, froin Communists
to evangelical  protestants.
Elections were held last September, following the break-up
of the previous, center-left Government on the central issue of
economic policy. Negotiations  on forming the new coalition
lasted a surprisingly  shon time for the disputatious Dutch-a
mere seven weeks, compared  with five and a half months the
last time around. With'a majority of 1,2 over the combined
opposition  pafties, the Governm€nt should be safe from par-
liamentary attack and, in theory should be set for three to
four years of power. Yet, with the present political situation so
volatile, anything could happen. The more pessimistic among
the Government's  supporters would not be surprised if an-
other election came along in 18 months or so and point to the
Netherlands  ltalian-style  record of 1,9 Administrations  since
World War I[.
The incoming Government faced two key problems when it
took'office last November: the economy and the deployment
of U.S. cruise missiles. Economically,  the Netherlands  has
wirhered fast since the heady days of the 1960s and early
1970s. Until about two years ago, the world recession  was at
least kept at bay by the revenue from natural gas. Now gas
prices and sales have both dropped alarmingly and the slump
has been given free rein. The budget deficit has soared and the
fobless total is growing faster than anywhere else in the E.C.
Lubbers made it plain from the start that he regarded bal-
ancing the government's books as his number-one priority. A
reduction in unemployment would follow a period of recti-
tude and reorganization, he aqgued. AccordinglS he and his
colleagues in the Cabinet drew up a program that centered on
major spending cutbacks. Last year, the Dutch budget deficit
on government and local authority spending reached 9.4 per-
cent of national income, or $11.5 billion. The Government's
total borrowing  requirements (rnn) for 1982 came to 10.7
percent of national income, compared with 9.2 percent in
t981, and the current projection for this year's rBR is for
between 12 percent and L3 percent. The target for 1983 was
11.9 percent of national income, and it was hoped to cut the
deficit right back to7.4 percent by 1986, a move the coalition
considered  reasonable in present-day  circumstances.  Unfonu-
nately, "continued recessionary factors" are operating against
the Government,  and the Finance Minister, Herman Ruding, is
urging even steeper cuts to get his policy back on course.
Existing cuts for this year are already  sharp enough-$4.9
billion in savings  have been penciled in by Ruding-and the
major spending departments  (social welfare, education,  health,
housing and defense) have protested  that any further round of
reductions would make it impossible for them properly to
carry out their tasks. Ruding, a hawkish Christian Democrat,
is, however, unyielding, and it is thought likely that another
$750 million or so will have been sliced off budgets by the
summer. Ruding even manages to shock the Liberals with his
demands. More important, he is likely to have their basic
support in the Cabinet. In practical terms, what the cuts mean
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is less money for those whose income is wholly or in part
dependent on the state. All forms of benefits are being frozen
or reduced. There is less money for hospitals and the health
service. Schools are being squeezed and some 8,000 teachers
are scheduled  to lose their jobs.
At the same time, Jan de Koning, the Minister for Social
welfare and Employment, is trying extremely hard, and with
some success, ro persuade the trade unions that the good times
Area  15,890 sq' miles
Population ............  14'4 billion
Gross Domestic Product (19S2)  .$140.5 billion
Inflation rate (1 g82) .-.....
Unemployment rate (1952) ......  l0'10/o
Trade (1,982)
Total non-E.C. exporrs  '$17 '2 billion
Total non-E.C. impons  '$29 '1 billion
Exports to E.C.  $48'0 billion
Impons to E.C.  $33'9 billion
E"po.ts to U.S.  $2'2 billion
Impons to U.S.  $2'2 billion
are at an end and that they must moderate  their wage claims.
This year so far, the printers'  and metalworkers' unions have
voted to accept frozen salaries and reduced working  hours'
Normally, *rg.r go up in line with inflation (now around 3.5
percent), with adjusrments for productivity  and profits, but
,ltir is no longer the case. The index effectively has been
suspended. netail stores groups and Philips, the electrical gi-
ant, have negotiated  variations  on the same theme.  Employers
are promising a degree of iob security in return for a wage
free)e and the reduction in working hours is intended  to per-
mit the hiring of more workers as soon as conditions permit.
De Koning nexr wanrs to replace the minimum weekly wage
with a minimum hourly wage, thus maintaining  basic rates
while lowering real wage costs.
The Dutch public has been stunned  by what has happened
to it in the lasi two years. A forecast of 1 million unemployed
people within the next 18 monrhs shocks the Dutch pro-
'rounaty. 
They are used to the privileges of prosperity  and
appear ro suspect that someone, somewhere has let them
down. There is a feeling of unrest. some crime is on the
increase and football hooliganism  has overtaken the soccer
terraces.  Even racism-previously  antipathetic to the Dutch
character-has  begun to raise its head. There is already one
avowedly  anti-black member of parliament  and a poll indicates
that support for his pany, the Centrum Partij, is growing'
But while no one would dispute that the situation in 1983 is
the worst experienced  by the Netherlands  f.or a generation'
not all is gloom. The Dutch tradition of vigorous  overseas
rrade has continued to show positive results. Last year, the
current account on the balance of payments was in surplus to
the extent of $3.5 billion-$1.55 billion less than originally
forecast, but still a solid achievement.
Inflation has also been kept securely in check and is ex-
pected to fall to an annual rate of only 2.5 percent by the end
tf  ,t,. year, one of the lowest in the Western world. The
guilder is strong. Within the European Monetary-System  (EUS),
L i, on. of the most dependable  currencies,  closely aligned
with the German mark. It is true the guilder and the mark fell
our of line by 2 percent in March following the changes in the
EMS brought on by the weakness  of the French franc' but the
basic strategy remains intact. And not only is the guilder
strong, making imports of raw material relatively cheap,  ex-
ports manage ro remain competitive because of steady im-
provements  in productivity.  When the world recovery  comes'
the Netherlands  will not be found wanting'
No amount of central planning and trade union coopera-
tion, however,  can increase the volume of world trade and no
one so far has been able either to make Dutch shipyards as
cost-effective  as those of South Korea or to get gas revenues
back up to the levels of t0 years ago. with firm govemment
and a little bit of luck, the Dutch can stabilize themselves
around a reduced level of economic expectation- Future
growth can rest on that foundation. For an inventive and hard-
working people, such a prospect will surely come to be seen
for thelositive invitation it is. Yet the sense of loss will still be
there. All frrope has suffered from the international  slump,
but the Dutch simply are not used to the sensation' (
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The port of Europe. That is the name cur-
rently given to Rotterdam in the Netherlands.
It is a city which 35 years ago no longer
existed, almost entirely destroyed  in 1940 by
the raids of the Luftwaffe bombers of Ger-
many's Third Reich, before the port itself was
demolished by the retreating  Nazis in 1944.
Now Rotterdam, the number-one pon of
the world, is a city with a population  of
500,000 at the confluence of the Rotte and
Maas rivers near the Rhine delta. A deep ca-
nal links it directly to the North Sea.
Each day, 100 ships leave the docks, to be
replaced  by 100 others which come to un-
load cargos destined for the whole of Europe.
Thirty-eight thousand boats pass through
each year. Around 300 million tons of mer-
chandise transit via the depots of Rotterdam,
which cover 5,000 hectares or half of the
entire surface of the port complex. The great-
est part of this tonnage is oil traffic-nearly
170 million tons per year, almost half of the
European  Community's annual oil imports.
Five refineries make Rotterdam the premier
European center for petrochemical industries.
Their treatment capacity is 85 million tons.
Rotterdam thus has become the leading  mar-
ket for "spot" oil transactions. It is a free
market, controlled  only by the law of supply
and demand and outside of the prices set by
the Organization of Petroleum  Exporting
Countries. Every day, buyers for the huge in-
ternational  companies  pay cash for millions
of tons of oil stocked in Rotterdam's  reser-
"tli;. 
back country of the first port of the
world extends, thanks to the Rhine, as far as
Basle in Switzerland, and it soon will continue
to the North Sea when the Rhine-Main-Dan-
ube Canal is opened to traffic. The pon of
Rotterdam seryes a population estimated at
160 million and merchandise  unloaded in
Rotterdam moves away very speedilS very of-
ten via river barges  going as far as 500 kilo-
meters inland. And yet this city has been a
port for only around a century.  Before, it was
a little fishing village, then it became a port
for the export of agricultural  products  to
Great Britain. Only in 1872 did Rotterdam
change  dimensions.
Planned by the engineer,  Pieter Caland,  a
canal cuts across the dunes between the city
and the North Sea and Rotterdam started to
grow rapidly. The population quadrupled  in
50 years, reaching  500,000 people by 1,936.
Now, Rotterdam is a completely new city.
Only a few vestiges of the past, jealously  pre-
served, remain. The city, the hub of a com-
munications network. nevertheless has a
charm which could make many an ancient
city proud. The Municipal  Council, with a
Socialist majority,  watches over the city,
where the ancestral traditions of the Dutch
nation are meticulously guarded. Tradition
rubs up against modernism  and, while subway
trains run underground, the cosmopolitan
streets still have trams and are covered with
bicycles.
Fifty-six thousand of the city's inhabitants,
or a tenth of the population, are foreigners.
They belong ro 93 different  nationalities, and
their presence  gives Rotterdam a curious and
exotic coloring. Interracial  marriages no
longer surprise the population,  no more than
the various and audacious  Christian churches
which watch over public morality. Prostitu-
tion flourishes in the infamous Katendrecht
quarter and creates serious problems for the
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municipal council, which would like to reno-
vate this pan of the city. At one point there
was a proposal to settle the prostitutes in old
ships, anchored in the port, but the plan was
finally abandoned.
As everywhere  in the Netherlands, the es-
sential concern of the city governors  and the
inhabitants of Rotterdam is ecology. A prior-
ity telephone line is reserved so citizens can
call at all hours to signal a nuisance, a noise,
or an odor. A few moments  later, a truck
specially equipped with detectors and measur-
ing instruments localizes and analyzes the
source of the pollution. And the office of the
Environmental Control Agency acts to rectify
the situation. The extraordinary density of the
chemical industries in the city entails intense
vigilance.
There is a threat to the port and it comes
from the East, beyond the Urals. The giant
300,000-ton  tankers which currently come in
from the Middle East would no longer have
any reason to come ashore at the terminal
point of Rotterdam  if the immense  deposits
of Siberia turn out to be real. The present
complex of pipelines  from Rotterdam toward
Frankfun in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many and from Rotterdam to Antwerp in
Belgium, may very well, one day, turn in the
opposite direction. Crude oil, coming directly
from the Soviet Union, could replace that
coming from the countries now belonging to
ot,rc. This is still but a hypothesis,  but it is a
plausible  one and would completely upset the
present traffic of Europe's seaport, which
owes a great part of its wealth to the vitality
of the oil "spot market." (
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that cruise missiles would have to be established as a counter,
but hedged and fudged every question about the nature of the
1979 agreement.  What it boils down to is that the Govern-
ment knows full well that it is pledged to site the weapons if
the Geneva talks collapse.  For political reasons, it cannot say
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In March, when Ruud Lubbers, the Dutch Prime Minister,
was paying his first official visit to President Ronald Reagan in
Washington,  his thoughts must have strayed more than once
back across the Arlantic to where his Christian-Democrat  par-
liament caucus was meeting in the Hague. What the Premier's
supporters were discussing  was enough to cause him an anxi-
ety attack. They were trying to decide whether or not to ally
the Christian-Democrats with the Dutch anti-nuclear  peace
movement.  In effect they were considering  joining a vast alli-
ance against Government  policy on siting U.S. cruise missiles in
the Netherlands. As the man who had to carry the can for that
policy, Lubbers was not only worried, he was angry. Nor was
the prospect of the main Dutch Government  party turning
against its own policy and joining street demonstrations in
support of unilateral nucleir disarmament calculated to go
down well with his host.
In the event, the caucus decided against opposing its own
stated policy by 29 votes to 14. Lubbers had been extricated
from a position with the potential for extreme embarrassment.
It had been, though, a tight-run thing. He praised his col-
leagues back home and, visibly relieved, returned to discus-
sions with the U.S. President, not only on cruise missiles, but
on trade, the Middle East, and economic recovery. The relief,
however, may prove short-lived. A decision to deploy the 48
cruise weapons assigned to Holland by the North-Atlantic
Treary Organization  (xertl) in 1979 is supposed to be depen-
dent on the outcome of the current East-West  arms reduction
talks in Geneva.
If the talks are seen manifestly to have failed, the Dutch are
supposed to give the go-ahead for installation.  But that deci-
sion would not be taken by the Government. The prerogative
would be parliament's  and it is almost certain that a majority
of members would vote to say no. A no vote would provoke a
crisis in the Government,  cause widespread unrest in the coun-
try and add strength to the protest movement  throughout
Western Europe. The cohesion of NAT() itself would be
threatened.
The most amazing thing about the cruise controversy  is that
the Dutch ever allowed themselves to be forced into their
present position. Hardly anyone in Holland wants cruise mis-
siles. Lubbers certainly does not. He told George Bush, the
U.S. Vice President, during the latter's recent "rally to Rea-
gan" trip to Europe that the Netherlands was "not commit-
ted" to deployment. He agreed that the build-up of Soviet
ss-20 missiles in central  Europe made it more and more likely
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,i,so, and meanwhile it  needs parliamentary support in  depth to 
tackle the country's economy. 
Even  the compromise is  becoming frayed  round the edges. 
Lubber's predecessor as  Prime  Minister, Andries van  Agt,  an-
nounced last  year  that preparations for  the siting  of the mis-
siles would begin in  1983, but that a decision on the weapons 
themselves would be left until a final  view had been taken on 
Geneva. Lubbers inherited that policy and, for a time, adopted 
it as  his  own. Now the preparations, too, have been deferred. 
All  that the Defense Ministry will reveal  is  that a decision on 
possible  sites  must  be  taken  by  May  1984. No soil  has  yet 
been  disturbed.  Nor  is  it  likely  to  be.  The  faster  the  pro-
nuclear lobby runs toward a starting date, the further into the 
future that starting date recedes. 
Revealingly,  when Jan  Faber,  chairman  of the  Interchurch 
Peace  Council,  a  leading opponent of nuclear weapons,  pro-
duced  a  report  by  the  U.S.  Congress  naming  an  airfield  in 
southern Holland as  a possible  site  for  cruise  missile  deploy-
ment, the Dutch Defense Minister blew his  top. Job de Ruiter 
told members of Parliament that Faber had behaved irrespon-
sibly and had created needless anxiety among ordinary people. 
The report, by the Armed Services Committee of the House of 
Representatives  and  which  he  admitted  the  Government had 
not  seen  previously,  was  merely  a  discussion  paper.  No site 
had been chosen and no decision was imminent. 
What De  Ruiter was patently afraid of was  not merely that 
wrong  information  would  be  given  credence,  but  that  the 
protest  industry  would  be  given  a  focus  for  its  activities.  A 
Dutch  "Greenham Common" was  the  last  thing  he  needed. 
Whether  or  not  protestors  will  follow  the  example  of the 
British  "Women for Peace" movement and make a single site 
a  symbol of their cause  is  not yet  clear.  The location named 
by  Faber  is  what  is  called  a  "co-located  operating  base  for 
time  of tension  and  hostilities" -in other words, a  potential 
forward  airbase  in  the event of war.  Known as  De  Peel, it  is 
on the border between the southern Dutch provinces of Bra-
bant and Limburg,  some miles  distant from any major center 
of population. Pickets there have so far  been desultory.  That, 
though,  could  change  overnight  if  further  evidence  emerges 
that it really is a site for the hated weapons. 
In  1981,  more  than  400,000  demonstrators  converged  in 
the city  center of Amsterdam to protest about the then more 
distant prospect of cruise missile deployment. The Dutch capi-
tal  came  to a  standstill  and  the  event,  though peaceful,  was 
given  considerable  international publicity.  A similar,  but even 
larger demonstration is  planned for the Hague-Holland's ad-
ministrative headquarters-on October 29. As  many as  half a 
million  people are expected to attend, not just from  Holland 
but  from  neighboring  Belgium,  France,  and  the  Federal  Re-
public  of  Germany.  Other  marches  and  meetings  will  take 
place elsewhere between now and then. 
The truth is  that the 1979 decision to station nuclear rock-
ets in  Holland is  proving profoundly unpopular. Dutch people 
are  traditionally  liberal.  They  are  also,  at  heart,  neutralists. 
Many agree that the West  must be  defended against potential 
aggression from the East, but only a minority is  ready to stand 
up and say  that Holland should take its place in the front line. 
An  opinion poll several  months ago indicated that 7 3 percent 
of the  Dutch  are  against  nuclear weapons  at any  price,  and, 
against  such  obstinacy,  Lubber's  uncertain  committment  to 
deployment if Geneva fails  can be seen as  a very pale strategy 
indeed. 
The IKV,  which  channels  much  of the popular resentment 
against nuclear weapons, was formed in  the 1960s by the nine 
major Dutch churches. During the first years of its life, it was a 
quiet,  undemonstrative  body,  concerned  with  the  moral  as-
pects  of war  and  peace.  Then, in  the  mid-1970s  it  became 
considerably more activist and launched its campaign to "help 
rid  the  world  of nuclear  weapons,  starting with  the Nether-
lands."  It claims  more  than  20,000  members,  organized  in 
400 local groups, and it  forms  the spearhead for action by  a 
much  larger  movement,  similarly  opposed  to cruise  missiles, 
but with widely different starting points. 
The peace movement as a whole includes, in addition to the 
IKV,  the Roman Catholic Pax Christian organization, the Stop 
the  Neutron  Bomb  Group,  Women  for  Peace,  and  Women 
Against Nuclear Weapons. The latter two have close and obvi-
ous  links  with  the  women  now protesting at the  Greenham 
Common cruise missile  base in  England. Outside the ranks of 
the peace industry,  the Dutch people as  a whole appear more 
willing than most to support the anti-nuclear stance taken up 
by  the activists.  Getting half a million people onto the streets 
of the  Hague  in  October would  be  no  mean  achievement. 
Holland, after all, has a population of only 14 million, and the 
equivalent number of protesters in  the United States would be 
a staggering 8.5 million. 
In  the towns and cities,  bourgeois feeling  is  often as  strong 
on the nuclear issue as, for example, student opinion. The City 
Council of the Hague pointedly declared itself a  nuclear-free 
zone  last  year  on  the  eve  of  an  official  visit  by  the  then 
German Chancellor, Helmut Schmidt. As Schmidt was in town 
specifically to persuade the Dutch to accept early deployment 
of cruise missiles,  the point was not lost. Similar "free zones" 
have  been  established  up  and  down  the  country.  Most  re-
cently,  the  area  council  of De  Peel  announced to the world 
that its  entire membership, Christian Democrats, Liberals, and 
Socialists, were determined to do all  in their power to prevent 
the establishment of a cruise missile base. 
Not surprisingly, in  parliament the broader implications of a 
rejection of cruise are taken into account alongside the domes-
tic  considerations.  The Liberal  Party,  a  right-of-center group-
ing which is currently junior partner in the governing coalition, 
believes fervently that, in  the event of a collapse of the Geneva 
talks,  Holland  must  be  prepared  at  once  to  meet  its  NATO 
obligations. A majority of Christian Democrats feel  the same, 
and it  is  clearly written into the Government's policy program, 
published  last  November,  that cruise  missile  deployment  is  a 
definite option. 
Nevertheless,  with  a  likely  overall  majority  in  parliament 
against  deployment  and  with  a  large  and  vociferous  peace 
movement ready  to take to the streets,  it  is  certain that Lub-
bers will do everything he can to avoid taking what could be a 
fateful  decision  for  his  Administration.  The Premier and  his 
colleagues  have  backed  Geneva,  they  have  backed  the  zero 
option  and  now  they  are  in  support  of  President  Reagan's 
latest  proposals  for  a  reduction  on the  number of medium-
range missiles deployed in  Europe by the United States and the 
Soviet Union. Anything for a bit of peace. E 
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ADOLF STURMTHAL 
On  both  sides  of the  Atlantic,  labor  movements  are  highly 
diverse.  The  AFL-CIO  has  affiliates  as  different  in  theory and 
practice as  the automobile and the construction unions; unions 
in  Sweden  act and think  quite  differently  from  those, say,  in 
Sicily.  Still, some common traits can be found in  most, though 
not all,  unions here and there. It is  of course true that unions 
in  all  Western  countries aim  to raise  the economic status  of 
their members by improving wages, benefits, and working con-
ditions.  But there are considerable differences in the methods 
by which they try to achieve these objectives, as  well as  in the 
scope of additional aims they may pursue, and in the priorities 
they assign to them. 
The most obvious contrast between the unions on the two 
sides of the Atlantic is  in  the relationship of unions to political 
parties.  It  is  true  that  practically  all  unions  are  involved  in 
politics, whether they like it  or not. But the emphasis given to 
political action, to legislation, and to administrative actions as 
means of achieving these aims, differs widely. American unions 
have  consistently  refused  to form a  labor party or to affiliate 
with  one  of the  traditional  parties.  A  large  majority  of the 
Continental European unions were founded  by  leaders of po-
litical  parties,  especially-but  by  no  means  exclusively-by 
socialists and, later, Catholics. 
The  main  exception  is  Great  Britain  where  the  opposite 
occurred:  The  unions  established  their own party,  the  Labor 
Party,  to  defend  their existence and  the effectiveness  of their 
operations. Another, though partial and highly passing, excep-
tion  was  France,  where  one  wing  of the  trade  union  move-
ment-the syndicalists-rejected political parties under a ban-
ner of union  self-sufficiency.  But  this  is  now mainly  history, 
and little but tradition is  left of syndicalism, except perhaps in 
Spain. 
For the  most part  in  Europe,  the  term  "labor movement" 
refers  not  just  to the  unions,  as  it  does  in  the United  States, 
but  also  includes  political  parties,  as  well  as  a  multitude  of 
related  organizations such  as  workers' education associations, 
consumers' cooperatives,  banks,  housing construction compa-
nies,  and  so  on.  Because  Continental  European  unions  are 
heavily  oriented  toward politics,  they place  a  far  greater em-
phasis  on  legislative  and  administrative  action  for  resolving 
industrial  relations  disputes  than  is  the  case  in  the  United 
States  and  in  Great Britain.  There, collective  bargaining holds 
center stage and absorbs the most union resources. It includes 
not  only  the  negotiations  leading  to  a  contract,  but also  its 
enforcement  and,  to  varying  degrees  on  both  sides  of  the 
Atlantic,  the  handling  of .  individual  grievances  ansmg  out of 
the  implementation  of  the  contract.  Indeed,  in  the  United 
States at least, grievance handling is  regarded as  a vital part of 
union  activity  since  it  establishes  close  contact  between  the 
union and its  membership. This applies also to a  large  extent 
to the United Kingdom. 
In  the  last  two  or three  decades  the  distinction  between 
bargaining for a contract and legislative enactment has become 
somewhat  blurred.  In  some  countries-France  is  a  leading 
example-agreements have  been concluded between the cen-
tral  organizations  of labor and  management  on a  number of 
issues  which  then became the basis  for laws proposed by  the 
Government and enacted by the legislature. In  a different way, 
"concerted action" in  the Federal Republic of Germany con-
sisted  of formal  negotiations on allowable  wage  increases  by 
committees combining  representatives  of management,  labor, 
and Government with some academic experts. While this for-
mal  procedure enshrined  in  a  law has  fallen  victim  to labor-
management conflicts on other issues, informal discussions are 
still taking place and management, in  particular, appears ready 
to resume "concerted action" whenever the unions are willing 
to do so. 
The reasons for European unions' lesser emphasis on griev-
ance  handling appear to  be  threefold.  Firstly,  there  is  a  legal 
tradition  that  relies  on  courts  as  the  primary  device  for  the 
settlement  of  disputes.  Thus,  many  disputes  that  cannot  be 
settled in  an informal way may end up  in special labor courts. 
Private arbitration as  practiced in  the United States  is  rare.  In 
the second place, European unions have much smaller staffs in 
relationship to the number of their members than their Ameri-
can counterparts and thus could not possibly handle the multi-
tude of disputes that arise in  the daily life of an industrial plant 
or office. 
At  least  equally  relevant is  a  fundamental  difference  in  the 
organizational  structure  of  unions  in  the  United  States  and 
Europe.  American  unions  are  firmly  based  in  the  plant  or 
enterprise. Their representatives have free  access  to the work-
ing place, though they are of course not permitted to interfere 
with  the  work  process.  It is  customary for  a  full-time  union 
official  to appear occasionally  in  an  unionized  plant and dis-
cuss grievances with workers, foremen and other management 
representatives, as  well  as  with the workers. The lowest level 
of union organization is,  at least in  the case of larger firms, the 
plant  local.  European  unions  as  a  rule  do  not  have  plant 
locals. Their lowest level  of organization is  based on a city or 
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region rather than a single plant. This results from the relative 
poverty of some, though  by  no means all,  European unions, 
from  the  large  number of small enterprises, and, last  but not 
least, from the hostility of employers who often refuse admis-
sion  to union  delegates  where  they  are  not legally  bound to 
permit them to enter. 
This  has  led,  on the  Continent,  to the  development  of a 
special type of labor representation in  the plants, unknown in 
the United States and sharply rejected by the U.S.  unions. This 
is  the "works' council," and it  is  not part of the union struc-
ture.  Elected by all  workers, whether union members or not, 
the council is  not subject to union discipline, even when all or 
most  of the  council  members  are  affiliated  with  the  union. 
The councils originated in  Germany and Austria-Hungary dur-
ing and after World War I,  and were received with distrust by 
at  least  some  of the  unions  as  possible  competitors  for  the 
workers' allegiance.  Still,  they  became  so  firmly  anchored  in 
the workers' life that they sprang up spontaneously in German 
cities  as  soon ·as  Allied  troops  occupied  them at the end of 
World War II.  (They had been forbidden during the Nazi era.) 
From Germany, the institution, with some variations, spread to 
many  other countries, although British  unions have  kept free 
of works' councils and established  their own network in  the 
plants of shop stewards, responsible to the unions. 
In addition to grievance handling, works' councils perform a 
major function  in  collective bargaining which the U.S.  unions 
refuse  to  delegate  to any  non-union  body:  They  bargain  for 
the effective wages and working conditions in their plants. The 
rates determined by the union contract are regarded as starting 
points  for  the  negotiations  carried  on  by  the  councils.  This 
results  from  the  fact  that contracts in  Europe are  commonly 
nationwide or regional in  scope and thus cover a multitude of 
plants  with  different  characteristics  and  rates  of profit.  The 
arrangements  made  by  the  councils,  often  informally,  try  to 
adjust the  contract terms  to the particular conditions of indi-
vidual  enterprises  or even  plants.  These  contracts  cannot  be 
enforced  by  way  of the courts.  There  is  thus  a gap  between 
contract and  effective  rates.  In  periods of tight labor markets 
this  is  often  a  significant  phenomenon.  To  this  the  United 
States offers few counterparts. 
Another  council  function,  especially  relevant  at  this  time, 
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concerns the ease  of layoffs  or dismissals  of groups of work-
ers. In  the United States, layoffs can be made with relative ease 
and without following any special procedures unless  the con-
tract provides rules for mass layoffs. In general, seniority deter-
mines personal fate  in  layoffs  and rehiring.  Most, though not 
all,  European countries, provide for lengthy advance notice of 
group  layoffs,  for  consultation  with  the  works'  council,  for 
severance  pay  for  permanent  dismissals  for  so  called  "social 
plans" to take care of dismissed personnel, and, especially, for 
far-reaching  arrangements  to  avoid  layoffs  altogether.  Thus, 
generalized shorter hours of work, attrition arrangements, ne-
gotiated severance pay,  early retirement, internal transfers, and 
other moves are normal first  responses to business slowdowns 
before actual separations from the enterprise occur.  The rela-
tive permanency of employment in  Europe contrasts with the 
situation  in  the  United  States.  Moreover,  seniority  plays  a 
lesser part in  the European selection process while social con-
siderations, advanced mainly by the council, are predominant. 
Space restrictions prevent discussion of the interesting devel-
opments  in  "codetermination" on  the Continent;  a  form  of 
labor participation  in  management which American unions-
with the exception of the special case of Chrysler-have so far 
rejected.  They prefer the mixture of opposition and coopera-
tion of the American  industrial relations system,  just as  many 
British unions do. 
In  spite of these and many other variations in  methods and 
long-term objectives, unions on both sides of the Atlantic have 
managed to cooperate fruitfully within the International Con-
federation  of  Trade  Unions  (ICFTU)  and  the  International 
Trade Secretariats  (ITS),  as  well  as  within  the official  Interna-
tional  Labor Organization based in  Geneva.  There have  been 
temporary breaks and personal friction, yet, in  the end, com-
mon concerns and ideas have prevailed again and again. 
All  unions favor measures to expand the economies of their 
countries,  but  no  international  concerted  action  has  yet 
emerged.  Given  the  limited  influence  that  unions  have  at 
present  upon  the  Governments  of many  Western  countries, 
protective  measures  appear  more  likely  to gain  popular sup-
port, even though they are in contradiction with the traditional 
internationalism  of the  unions.  There is  agreement,  however, 
on opposition to a high-interest policy and on criticism of the 
Western  Governments for  their refusal  to engage  in  joint ac-
tion to reflate the economies. It is  widely understood in  trade 
union  circles  that the  United  States  would  have  to take  the 
lead  in  such  a  reflationary  policy,  but  also  that  the  current 
leanings of the U.S.  Government are opposed to massive mea-
sures of this kind. Wage reductions, which in  unionized plants 
in  the  United  States  require  the agreement  of the  union,  can 
frequently be effected in  Europe by the withdrawal of conces-
sions made beyond the contract terms, to the works' council. 
The system  thus  allows  for  greater elasticity  both upward in 
good times,  and downward in  periods of economic difficulty. 
No major unified  international action  by  organized labor has 
yet  been  undertaken  to  force  a  reflation  upon  the  Western 
economies. Informal conversations, however, are under way. E 
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1 
EC has special solutions for Europe's underbelly 
F.  RICCARDI 
The  Mediterranean  basin  has  a  history,  a  civilization,  and  a 
culture  of its  own,  with  specific  occupations  and  products. 
The E.C.'s Mediterranean regions-southern and central Italy, 
Greece,  Corsica,  and  the south of France-represent an  area 
apart as  far as  the rest of the Community is  concerned. They 
have special problems arising from a level  of economic devel-
opment  below  that  of the  Community  average.  The  "inte-
grated  Mediterranean programs" which the  E.C.  Commission 
has  proposed after several  years  of analysis  and study are  the 
Community's most ambitious attempt to date on how to pro-
vide an overall response to the problem. 
The Commission has certainly been aware of the Mediterra-
nean  regions'  problems for  some  time  and  measures  to help 
the area  under the  Community's regional,  social, and agricul-
tural policies have existed for many years.  But their impact has 
been limited, if not to say  non-existent. The development gap 
between most of the Italian Mezzogiorno and Corsica, on the 
one  hand,  and  the  E.C.'s  central  regions  has  grown  larger 
rather  than  smaller.  As  Commission  Vice  President  Lorenzo 
The Mediterranean Program 
at a Glance 
Duration  Six years-from 1985 to 1991 
Regions  Greece: the entire country, with the exception 
of urban areas-6 million people. Italy: the Mezzo-
giorno, Latium, the Marches, Umbria, and Liguria, with 
the exception of urban areas and northern and central 
coastal regions-33 million people. France: Corsica, 
Languedoc-Rousillon, Provence-Cote d'Azur, Midi-Pyre-
nees, and Aquitaine, with the exception of coastal and 
urban areas-12 million people. 
E.C. contribution  $6.4 billion ($2.8 billion to Italy, 
$2.5 billion to Greece, and $1.1  billion to France). The 
Community's contribution will be largest in the poorest 
areas. (Up  to 7 5 pecent of the total cost of individual 
projects in Greece, up to 65 percent in Italy, and up to 
50 percent in France.) The remainder will be paid by the 
member state concerned. The three countries would 
have to contribute about $4.3 billion. 
Natali,  who  is  responsible  for  Mediterranean policy,  has  ob-
served:  "What is  even  more worrying is  that this deterioration 
has occurred during high growth periods, the legendary 1960s 
and  early  1970s.  The  phenomenon  could  get  considerably 
worse in the course of the current economic crisis." 
Commission experts see the problem in essentially pragmatic 
terms.  The Mediterranean  regions  are  generally  characterized 
by  the weakness of their industrial  base, high  unemployment, 
low activity rates, and a strong dependence on unskilled tradi-
tional  agriculture.  Agriculture suffers from  a variety  of major 
handicaps,  including  natural  phenomena and  underdeveloped 
production, processing, and marketing structures. The regions' 
fishing  industry is  equally handicapped, being largely obsolete 
and lacking both efficient processing and marketing structures 
and  balanced  resource  management.  The tertiary  sector also 
suffers  from  a  basic  lack  of administrative  infrastructures.  In 
addition, the population of inland areas  is  both declining and 
aging,  bringing about a gradual deterioration of the socioeco-
nomic fabric, which threatens to become irreversible. 
The approach taken to combat the problem up to now has 
proven to be largely ineffectual. "Experience has shown us  the 
limitations of an approach based on sectorial measures, which 
are not coordinated in an  overall development plan," says  the 
Commission. This short sentence effectively condemns the so-
called "development poles" theory, with which Italy has tried 
to develop parts of the Mezzogiorno. The idea is  that a large 
industrial  plant,  for  example  a  steel  mill  or a  petrochemical 
complex, can create a large number of secondary jobs around 
it,  breathing new economic life  into a whole area.  In  reality, 
the situation turned out very  differently.  Industrial giants cre-
ated artificially, without the economic environment to absorb 
them, have  become "cathedrals in  the desert" and have with-
ered and died. 
Ideas about how to "unstick" the economies of underdevel-
oped regions have changed radically over the years. Nobody in 
the  Western  world  now  thinks  that  a  new  steel  plant  or a 
petrochemicals  factory  would  make  him  rich.  Most  of the 
developing  countries  can  make  the goods  more cheaply  and 
most steel  industries  today cost more than they earn. On the 
other hand,  well-run  agriculture  and an  efficient  agribusiness 
sector for  food  processing-coupled with a  parallel  develop-
ment  of  tourism,  crafts,  and  services-can  really  create  an 
economic environment that will  provide improved living stan-
dards. 
Instead  of destroying the  beautiful orange groves  that bor-
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plant-in a place  where there are  neither iron ore, coal, nor 
service industries-isn't it preferable and more logical to keep 
the  oranges  and lemons  and  to  build  small  factories  to pro-
duce  jam  (which  currently comes from  the United  Kingdom) 
or orange juice (which currently comes from the Netherlands)? 
Instead  of  building  new  coal-fired  power  stations  in  warm 
regions, why  not use  the sun to develop solar energy and use 
windmills or small  hydroelectric power plants to supply local 
needs? 
billion  at  current exchange  rates)  over six  years.  This  would 
only  be  possible  if  two  things  were  to  happen.  Firstly,  the 
Community's  revenues  would  have  to  be  increased  consider-
ably,  because  the  scheme  would  not  be  feasible  under  the 
existing  budget  constraints.  And  secondly,  the  three  member 
states  concerned,  Italy,  Greece  and  France,  would  have  to 
make a comparable contribution at national level, as  the Com-
munity could not shoulder the whole financial burden of such 
a huge program on its own. 
The  Commission's  role  up  to  now  has  been  to  set  the 
initiative  in  motion. If the  member states  can  reach  political 
and  financial  agreement  on  the  plan,  1985  should  be  the 
starting  date  for  what  is  an  ambitious  attempt to modernize 
and restructure a  huge,  homogeneous region  of the Commu-
nity.  The plan would allow an estimated 50 million Europeans 
(33  million  in  Italy,  12  million  in  France,  and  6  million  in 
Greece)  to  improve  their  living  standards  to the Community 
average. This would be done by creating local employment so 
that  job  seekers  would  no  longer  have  to  emigrate  to  find 
work,  while, at  the  same  time,  largely  preserving  traditional 
lifestyles, cultures, and the environment in  an area which con-
tains some of Europe's richest historical and cultural heritage. E 
This  is  the  sort of thinking  behind the Commission's  new 
integrated  Mediterranean programs.  They are  "integrated" in 
the  sense  that  they  will  consist  of coordinated  and  comple-
mentary measures operating simultaneously in  the agricultural 
sector, which remains fundamental to the development of the 
region, and in  other sectors, with the aim of creating jobs and 
increasing incomes. The proposed measures, added to existing 
national  and  Community  programs  should  have  a  multiplier 
effect. They cover agricultural production, small and medium-
sized  industry,  crafts,  tourism,  forestry,  fishing,  renewable en-
ergies,  and training and they are designed  to change  the eco-
nomic fabric of the region at grass-roots level. 
The financial  contribution asked of the Community is  con-
siderable: 6.6 billion European Units of Account (roughly  $6.4 
F.  Riccardi  is  an  Italian  journalist  who  writes  for  a  number  of European 
newspapers. 
Assimilating the EC's Ne\Nest Member 
The E.C.  Commission said  recently  it  would 
back up efforts by the Athens Government to 
bolster  the  ailing  Greek  economy,  but 
stressed  that the success  of those efforts de-
pended  largely  on  Greece  itself.  "I  believe 
that the capacity  of the  Community to assist 
the Greek authorities in  their efforts to over-
come  the  structural  problems  of  the  Greek 
economy ...  is  considerable,"  said  EC  Com-
missioner  Richard  Burke,  in  March,  explain-
ing the Commission's position. 
"I am also convinced that this capacity can 
be  mobilized  only  to  the  extent  that a  cor-
responding  determination  on  the  part  of 
Greece is  applied  to the major task of secur-
ing  full  participation  of Greece  in  all  aspects 
of the  Community system,"  Burke  said,  ex-
plaining a series of Commission proposals for 
addressing  economic  and  social  concerns 
about E.C.  membership raised  by Greece in  a 
1982  memorandum  to  the  E.C.  Council  of 
Ministers. 
The so-called  "Greek  memorandum"  said 
that  E.C.  membership  had  exacerbated 
Greece's economic ills  by  forcing  it  to  com-
pete on an  equal basis  with  more prosperous 
and  more  efficient  member  states.  The 
memorandum  asked  that  special  allowances 
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be  made  for  Greece  in  its  dealings  with  its 
E.C.  counterparts  to  take  into  account 
Greece's economic disadvantages. 
"The Commission  is  in  general  agreement 
with  the  description  of the  economic  situa-
tion given  in  the memorandum and  endorses 
the view  that determined action  is  called  for 
to deal  with  it,"  the  Commission  said  in  its 
response.  However,  the  Commission  stressed 
"there  are  underdeveloped  aspects  of  the 
Greek  economy  for  which  the  Community 
cannot  be  held  responsible.  All  member 
countries  have  ro  cope,  to  different  degree, 
with the difficulties of the economic crisis." 
The  Commission  said  its  proposals  to  aid 
Greece  had two objectives: to help the Gov-
ernment and people of Greece modernize and 
streamline the Greek economy and to acceler-
ate Greece's integration  into the Community. 
The  package  of proposals  was  readied  after 
more than 200 Commission officials returned 
from  an  unprecedented series  of special  mis-
sions to Greece to enable them to better un-
derstand  that  country's  economic and  social 
problems. 
Part  of  the  aid  scheme  involves  a  $2.5-
billion  integrated  Mediterranean  program 
proposed by  the Commission in  February un-
der  which  it  will  invest  in  developing  the 
poorest  areas  of Greece  between  1985  and 
1991.  The  Commission  also  held  out  the 
prospect of E.C.  funding  for  projects  under-
taken  by  the  Greek  Government  in  its  own 
five-year plan for economic development and 
restructuring.  Other  measures  proposed  by 
the Commission included plans to reform the 
Greek  taxation system, to aid  transportation, 
to  improve  the  efficiency  of Greek  agricul-
ture,  and  to  modernize  Greek  job  training 
programs. 
The Commission's proposals stopped short 
of proposing that Greece  be given  an  indefi-
nite  exemption  from  any  E.C.  tax,  compe-
tition, or trade rules  that could in  effect give 
Greece a special membership status within the 
Community.  However,  the  response  noted 
"the  Commission  is  aware  that  compliance 
with  the  obligations  flowing  from  Commu-
nity  membership  is  creating  particular  prob-
lems in  certain areas and feels  that a search-
by  both sides-for a  solution to these prob-
lems  is  not  only  a  duty,  but also  a  key  ele-
ment in  the process of integrating Greece into 
the Community." E DICK LEONARD 
With 434 members, the European Parliament 
has  one fewer  than  the  House of Represen-
tatives,  and  it  costs  rather  less  than  half  as 
much to run.  Beyond that, its  resemblance to 
America's  lower house of Congress comes to 
an end.  For one thing, its  debates are held in 
seven  different  languages-English,  French, 
German, Italian,  Dutch, Danish and Greek-
and  every  word spoken  is  simultaneously in-
terpreted  into  the  other  six.  Members,  and 
spectators, who want to follow what is  going 
on have  to wear earphones which greatly in-
hibits the cut and thrust that enlivens debates 
in  some  national  parliaments,  notably  Brit-
ain's House of Commons. 
Furthermore, the  Parliament  has  no  home 
to call  irs  own.  Until  1981, about one-third 
of its  plenary  sessions  were  held  in  Luxem-
bourg,  and  the  remainder in  the  French  city 
of Strasbourg, where it  borrows the chamber 
of  the  21-nation  Council  of  Europe.  Since 
July  1981  the  members  have  decided  not to 
meet in  Luxembourg any more, but almost all 
of the Parliament's secretariat is  still  based in 
that city.  The Parliament's committees,  how-
ever,  normally  meet  in  Brussels,  where  both 
the  E. C.'s main  decision-making bodies-the 
Council  of Ministers  and  the Commission-
hold the great bulk of their meetings. 
The life of a member of the European Par-
liament  is,  therefore,  highly  peripatetic.  He 
rotates  round  a  six-point  circuit,  comprising 
his  home,  his  electoral  district,  his  national 
capital,  Strasbourg,  Luxembourg,  and  Brus-
sels.  On  April  26  and  27  this  year,  history 
was  made  when  the  Parliament  met  for  the 
first  time  in  Brussels  for a  special  session  to 
debate  the  problems of Europe's  12  million 
unemployed.  Despite  fierce  resistance,  from 
Frenchmen  and  Luxembourgers in  particular, 
there  is  bound to  be  sustained  pressure  from 
other members  of Parliament to  make  Brus-
sels  their permanent home.  So  far,  the Gov-
ernments of the 10 E. C.  member states have 
always  shied  away  from  such  a  decision. 
Partly this has  been in  deference to French 
Governments  which  have  invested  much 
money and  more  national  pride  in  providing 
Strasbourg as  a  meeting place.  But  the suspi-
cion  lingers  that the Governments may  actu-
ally prefer a less  effective Parliament wander-
ing  from  place  to  place  rather  than  a  more 
purposeful  body based  in  the city  where Eu-
rope's decisions are  made.  National ministers 
want to keep  their own hands firmly  on  the 
levers  of power  and  do  not  want  to  share 
them  with  the  representatives  of  Europe's 
200 million voters. 
This  is  apparent  from  the  meager  powers 
which the European Parliament has been allo-
cated. There are basically four: 
•  To  reject  the  annual  budget-by  a  two-
thirds  majority-and  to  amend  the  "non-
obligatory"  part  of it.  This  comprises  about 
30  percent  of the  budget,  but  none  of the 
farm-support spending. 
•  To dismiss  all  14 members of the Commis-
sion, again  by a two-thirds majority. Commis-
sioners cannot be sacked individually. 
•  To  be  consulted  before  Community  laws 
(regulations,  directives,  decisions)  can  be 
made. 
•  To  receive  reports  from  the  Commission 
and  the  Council  of  Ministers  and  to  direct 
questions  to  these  two  bodies  (2,877  ques-
tions were put last year). 
The  European  Parliament  is  not  the  law-
making body of the E.C.  That role  is  played 
by  the Council  of Ministers,  representing the 
Governments  of  the  member  states.  This 
might  have  been  acceptable  to  members  of 
the  European  Parliament  before  1979, when 
the  first  direct  elections  took  place.  Previ-
ously,  the  Parliament,  which  started  life  in 
1952 as  the 78-member assembly of the Eu-
ropean  Coal  and  Steel Community,  was  very 
much a  part-time affair.  Its  members all  held 
seats  in  national  parliaments  and  were  dele-
gated  to go off for a few  weeks each year to 
Strasbourg  or  Luxembourg  to  monitor  the 
work of the Commission. The directly elected 
members  of the  European  Parliament,  how-
ever,  are  meant  to  be  full-timers  and  they 
bitterly  resent  the  peripheral  role  they  are 
called upon to play. 
It  is  hardly  surprising,  therefore,  that they 
have seized every opportunity to try and prize 
more power away  from  the  miserly  grasp  of 
the Council of Ministers. Twice-in Decem-
ber 1979 and in  December 1982-they have 
turned down E.C.  budgets and have used the 
resulting  embarrassment of ministers  as  a  le-
ver  for  extending their own  budgetary  influ-
ence  beyond  that  actually  laid  down  in  the 
Treaty  of  Rome  establishing  the  E.C.  They 
have also  been helped by a  ruling of the E.C. 
Court of Justice  that  no  E.C.  law  was  valid 
unless the Parliament had previously given  its 
"purely  advisory"  opinion  on  the  draft.  By 
threatening  to  withhold  an  opinion  when 
ministers  are  anxious  to  legislate,  the  mem-
bers  of the  European  Parliament are  able  to 
increase  their  influence  on  particular  occa-
Sions. 
The  parliament  sits  in  six  political 
groupings,  which  are  formed  on  ideological 
rather than national lines. The largest group is 
the Socialists  with  124 members, and this  is 
the  only  group  with  members  from  all  10 
member states. There is,  however, a  right-of-
center majority in  the Parliament, made up of 
117  Christian  Democrats,  63  Conservatives, 
39  Liberals,  and  22  Progressive  Democrats 
(mainly  French  Gaullists).  There are  also  48 
Communists and 25 others. Despite the right-
wing majority, the President of the Parliament 
is  a  Dutch  Socialist,  Pier  Dankert.  He  owes 
his  position  to  the  outstanding  tactical  skill 
which  he  showed in  leading the fight  against 
national  Governments  over  the  annual  bud-
get. 
The  second  Europe-wide  election  for  the 
Parliament will  be held in  May 1984. The big 
question  during  the  remainder  of  1983  is 
whether the  members  of  Parliament  will  at-
tempt to use  their other "nuclear weapon"-
sacking  the  Commission.  They  are  sorely 
tempted to do so in  the  run-up  to the  elec-
tions  in  order  to  draw  attention  to  them-
selves.  Otherwise, they fear that public inter-
est  in  the election  will  be  low,  and  that few 
people will  bother to vote.  E.C.  Commission 
President Gaston Thorn and his  fellow Com-
missioners  are  currently  bending  over  back-
ward to placate the Parliament, but unless the 
members  of  Parliament  can  find  a  cast-iron 
issue  on  which  to  censure  the  Commission, 
they  may  well  find  that such  a  move  would 
blow up in  their own faces.  E 
Dick Leonard is chief Brussels correspondent of The 
Economist  and  a  former  memhcr  of  the  British 
House of  Commons. 
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Athens 
Decentralization is a major plank in  the So-
cialist Government's program, although offi-
cials openly admit it will take more than one 
parliament's four-year lifespan to undo the ef-
fects of 150 years of decision making cen-
tered exclusively in  Athens. The furriers of 
Kastoria, an isolated town in  northern Greece 
which has produced fur garments since Byz-
antine times, are among the first to benefit 
from the new policy. 
Hard times have befallen the Greek fur in-
dustry, which used to earn upwards of $130 
million annually in exports. Unemployment 
among fur workers is close to 20 percent and 
many of the 3,500 small, family-owned 
workshops are threatened with closure. 
The world recession, combined with grow-
ing competition from big workshops in South 
Korea and Japan which employ much 
cheaper labor, have ended the boom years for 
Kastoria and its neighbor town of Siatista. 
The two districts hold a longstanding monop-
oly on the fur industry in Greece. But now 
the Government has stepped in  with a $12-
million loan to make Kastoria a showplace 
center for the international fur trade, with 
regular auctions and exhibits. The money will 
go to improving communications, founding a 
school for furriers, improving local mink 
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farms, and establishing a financial infrastruc-
ture on a scale unheard of in  provincial towns. 
Local fur merchants say their industry em-
ploys more than three quarters of the dis-
trict's workforce. The new measures, they 
say, should ensure both continuing employ-
ment and preservation of the furriers' tradi-
tional skills, which take half a lifetime to ac-
qutre. 
The Kastorians specialize in  transforming 
rejected scraps of mink and fox fur from for-
eign workshops into fur coats and jackets 
that cost a fraction of the price of equivalents 
in  whole pelts. The Kastorians still work like 
their medieval ancestors, in  basement work-
shops beneath their homes. They carefully 
match pieces of head, paw, belly, and tail fur, 
sew them together, then dampen and stretch 
them before cutting patterns. Kastorian skills 
are still unmatched in  the Far East, an edge 
which the new measures are intended to 
maintain. But demand for furs at the cheaper 
end of the market has fallen off sharply. 
The business in kommatia, as the furs are 
called, goes back at least to the 18th Century. 
In  those days, Kastorians working abroad col-
lected the workshop sweepings and sent them 
back home for their relatives to work and re-
export. The future, however, may lie in  the 
furriers' ability to fulfill  large orders and de-
velop work in  whole pelts, as well as in train-
ing designers who can keep ahead of chang-
Lake Kastoria in Greece. 
ing fashions in  furs. 
At present tourists bypilss Kastoria because, 
despite a picturesque setting on a lake ringed 
by mountains, the town has no ancient ruins. 
But the new measures should draw more visi-
tors to admire Kastoria's unique series of 
Byzantine churches, which include some of 
the finest early frescoes in  the Balkans. En-
larging the airport will assist interpational fur 
dealers to reach Kastoria workshops more 
easily. The plan is to combine tourism by di-
rect charter flight from European centers 
with fur sales. 
A fur coat, the merchants point out, will 
still come cheaper in  Kastoria than in  Paris, 
even when the price of a vacation in the 
town is subtracted. The furriers are divided 
on whether mink farms in  the barren moun-
tains above the town, which are snowbound 
for several months every winter, will produce 
pelts of top quality. But the experiment, they 
say,  is  worth trying.  KERIN  HOPE 
Dublin 
The Irish Government last month set about 
planning a blueprint for Irish unity. Or should 
one say a greenprint for Irish unity? The body 
which will draw up the report, the so-called 
All  Ireland Forum, is to give opinions only. 
Neither the British not the northern unionists 
will be involved. 
The forum suggested some months ago by 
the northern nationalist Social Democratic 
and Labor Party (SDLP),  representing most 
northern Catholics, received Government and 
opposition backing and is to draw up a plan 
for a new Ireland (some form of united Ire-land) which will guarantee the Catholic and  . 
Protestant traditions orr the island. Northern 
unionists who were invited to attend refused, 
obviously not interested in planning for a 
unity they don't want. 
It may well be argued that the time is well 
overdue for such a representation of the na-
tionalist case. Nationalists north and south 
and indeed the immigrant diaspora in the 
United States, have long faced the accusation 
that they sing, march, and shout for unity, 
without ever considering that they, as well as 
northern unionists, would have to make ma-
jor compromises to bring it about. 
There is  the immediate question of what it 
costs to keep N orthem Ireland running. The 
British subsidy is at the moment well above 
$1.5 billion annually and economists have 
suggested that taxpayers in  the Republic 
would have to double their tax contributions 
to meet the burden of the Irish Treasury. 
Then there is  the accusation from northern 
Protestants that the Republic is a Catholic 
state, a state which reflects its Catholic nature 
in its constitution and its laws. The ban on di-
vorce, abortion laws which are even more re-
strictive than in  northern Ireland, and the still 
highly restricted access to contraception, are 
quoted to prove their point. 
N orthem Protestants, however, would ar-
gue that there has been plenty of time to re-
move the divorce ban from the Constitution 
on behalf of the Republic's own Protestants 
and that this hasn't been done. They would 
argue that the two main political parties in 
Dublin are now in  the process of introducing 
a Constitutional guarantee for the abortion 
ban which is opposed by all the Protestant 
churches in  the Republic. So much for the 
secular society. 
Indeed, it must be asked to what extent 
the forum and its report are an answer to the 
immediate party political needs of the nation-
alists involved in it. John Hume of the north-
em SDLP has seen his party lose votes to the 
Provisional Sinn Fein, the political front for 
the Irish Republican Army,  and he needs to 
prove to northern nationalist voters that 
action toward unity can be taken on the 
constitutional rather than the military front. 
The SDLP has to be seen to be doing some-
thing. The Fianna Fail leader, Charles 
Haughey, has made no secret of the fact that 
he has little patience for waiting around until 
northern unionists deign to consider unity. 
Haughey has made it clear he befieves the 
British should declare their intention of with-
drawing, should be pressured to do so, and 
that northern unionists should apply them-
selves to negotiating the best deal possible in 
a new Ireland. Haughey sees the forum 
merely as a first step in  the move to a con-
stitutional conference to negotiate British 
withdrawal. 
Prime Minister Garret FitzGerald's crusade 
to create a  pluralist society and to desectarian 
ize the Constitution lies in tatters following 
his campaign to constitutionalize the ban on 
abortion. 
One wonders whether the concept of 
"unity by consent" is  being quietly suffocated 
in the folds of the green flag wrapping itself 
inexorably around nationalist Dublin. 
OLIVIA  O'LEARY 
Copenhagen 
A change of mood is often a more reliable 
indication of what is  happening in a country 
than a set of statistics. And certainly the 
mood of many Danes has changed in  recent 
months, from passive despondency to a 
guarded optimism. Most Danes now believe 
that the economic outlook will at last im-
prove, and the basic statistics of the economy 
are beginning to bear out this assumption, 
though one in  10 Danes still has to find a 
job. 
First to benefit, of course, is  the incumbent 
Government, or rather the major party in the 
coalition Government, the Conservatives, led 
by  Prime Minister Poul Schluter. Opinion 
polls show that his party is  now almost twice 
as strong as it was when the last election was 
held in  1981. 
Much of the change in  the economical for-
tunes of Denmark can hardly be attributed to 
the Government, especially the fall  in  interest 
rates and the sharp decline in oil prices. But 
other things can, notably the removal of 
indexation of wages and the no-growth policy 
adapted in the public sector. 
Taken together, the combined effects have 
been fairly dramatic, and although the funda-
mental problems of unemployment and large 
deficits in  the budget and the balance of pay-
ments have by no means been solved, 
chances of doing so are better than for years. 
For the main opposition party, the Social 
Democrats, this initial success of the Conser-
vative-led Government presents no easy chal-
lenge. To make matters worse, trade unions 
and employers easily agreed on moderate 
wage hikes in  the early spring, leaving no 
room for Socialist mediation in  public or pri-
vate. 
The Social Democrats have instead chosen 
an aggressively critical stance in  foreign pol-
icy,  traditionally a consensus issue in Danish 
politics since Denmark became a member of 
the Atlantic alliance in  1949. The present 
Government has even been forced to give up 
positions that were defined by the Social 
Democrats when they were themselves in 
power. 
Though certainly part of a Europe-wide 
trend, most commentators here see the shift 
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"'"
oi an attenrpt to unite the party on at least
sonrcthing, rather than a permanent  ideologi-
cll chanqe.
Whatever  the ntotive, the result has been  a
nrore stable Governnlent than the Danes had
through the 1970s. No one doubts that the
Socialists  could have brought down the Gov-
ernnrent on foreign policy if this hrrd really
been in the carcls, but it is now by no means
certrrin that this option  exists. If the Socialist
Party were to fornt a Government it would
need rr coherent  economic  policy alternative
to the non-Socialist  parties; such an alterna-
tive exists only in a sketchy outline.  Foreign
policy is not considered an issue which would
win rnrtrginal voters, cven if the Socialists
\ rere to nrrrke this a rnajor campeign issue.
So, by f)anish  standards  at least, the minor-
ity four-party coalition  Government  seems  as-
sured of a fairly long life span' certainly far
longer  than anyone here would have dared to
predict six months  ago' IFIF IJI-( K t',\ll f srn-
nrenrbers,  as well as office and leisure facili-
ties. This wils eventtrally felled, largely be-
crlusc of public protcst, trut by then Luxem-
bourg hacl left things too late. When the neq
enlrtrgccl  l)rtrlirttncnt  first took office in 7979,
only Strrrsbourg  could offer it a big enough
builcling  rrncl l-uxenttrourg's  claims \l'ent by
rlefault.
F.ven so, Lttxenrbottrg  rnight have been
ablc to cxploit its legal right to share the sit-
tings with Strrsbourg,  once it hacl completed
its nrore ntodcst,  trtrt irdequate, btrilding' had
it not been ior thc nrounting drive among
rnernbers  of Prrrliarnent  to settle on a single
seat. In the three-cornercd  contcst with Brus-
sels ancl Strrtsbottrg, Luxembourg always
lookecl likc being thc first casurtlty.
If the iight to stay the official seat of the
Parlianrent has scentecl incrcasingly unrealistic
in reccnt years, l-ttxembourg at least had the
consolrrtion  of knowing it remrrined the home
of the secretirriat, the 2,.500 or more staff
which runs the assentbly.  Yet to most people
outsic'le the Granc'l Dtrchy this has seemed
intenable,  even'absttrd.  How could any insti-
tution contnurnd  international respect if it
based its staff in one country, held its plenary
sessions in a second, and conducted  its com-
nrittee nreetings  in a thircl? Put in these blunt
ternrs, the conrnronsense  of the von Hassel
initiative seents intpeccable.
rlrF L4llo4,
TI LuxemDourg
Kai Uwe von Hassel is a German Christian
Denrocratic  memtrer of the Etlropean  Parlia-
nrent and the author of a resolr'rtion that
sceks to transfer staff of the Parliament away
fron-r Luxembourg  to Brtrssels and Stras-
bourg. (-onsidering  that all the Parliament's
sittings and practically  all its committee meet-
ings now take place in the two latter cities,
the resolution  is ttnderstandable, but tempers
are running high on the issue in Luxembourg'
Rightly or wrongly the von Hassel  resolution
is scen there as the thin end of a wedge to
priz.e the Parliament further away from Lux-
embourg. It woulcl  effectively  end the claim
on the assentbly that the city has pursued
with considerable vigor, but singular lack of
success!  for some  years now.
The i'on Hassel resollttion' which has not
yet been debated by the full Parliament'  but
which has attracted,  from L.ltxembourg's
point of view, a dismayingly large number  of
signatories, is the third savage blow to the
(,rand Duchy's hopes in recent nlonths'  In
Fel'rrulry the F-uroperln (.ourt of .f ustice ruled
that the ntembers of the Europcan  Parliament
n,cre within thcir legal rights in cleciding to
hold all futttrc sittings in Strastrourg  rather
than l-uxelnbortrg,  dcnying  l-uxenlbourg's
clainr that the decision was invalid because
the choice of location rested with the E.("
rnernber  (iol'crnnrents. The coLlrt found that
in view of the ntenlber (iovernments'  failure
to iix a seitt, the members oi Parliament
themselves were entitled to choose.
l.iterallv within hottrs of this ruling, the
members  of the assernbly struck again at Lux-
embourg. Thev decidcd that a special sitting
in April devoted to trnemployment-for
which the Strasbourg  building is unavail-
able-shotrld  be held in Brttssels rather than
[-uxenrbottrg.  So eager were the members of
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Parlianrent to go to Brussels that they blithely
disregarded the fact that the Belgian capital
hacl no special  assembly  building available
and w,oulcl be faceci with a frantic scramble
to put together  makeshift  facilities in time'
The brutal message  of these developments
is that the mernbers of the European  Parlia-
nrent simply do not wish to meet in Luxem-
bourg.  The city's legall claim to be the seat of
the Parlianrent is still being pursued. It also
has sonre practical consideration  on its side.
But in the facc of thc unrelenting  opposition
frorn rrtembcrs of Parliament,  its cause seems
hopcle ss.
What are the clrawbacks of l-uxembourg?
There are none, really, it's iust that the city
authorities nrisitrdged the way events would
unfolcl in the late 1 970s, as thc first directly-
clcctecl European Pirrlianrent began to take
shape.  LLtxembottrg ditherecl for ages over the
construction of a giant Euro-complex that
woulcl include residential acconlnlodrrtion for
r itt Luxcmlxrurg.
Yet the hunran irncl economic  problems  in-
volvecl in such a shift irre consiclerable.  The
staff, nrost of therrt with homes and lives in
Luxernbourg,  irre unc'lerstandably  angry over
thc developnrent.  Strikes have been threat-
enccl. Relations with the nlenlbers have de-
tcrionttecl  seriously. For the tinv country it-
self, thc loss of the secretariat, ils well as the
sittings, coulcl spell the need for painful social
acljustrrtents.  lt has bcen calculated that at its
peak the Parliantent,  with all its irttendant  fa-
cilities, contributed sonre 10 per cent of the
'f hL' F.trrtitL'Ltn Porlidnk'rrt  t't'ntt'r at tht' Kircltbcrg  platt'au itttotal purchasing power in  Luxembourg. This 
will assuredly not vanish overnight but it 
would be an imprudent economic planner 
who relied on such inputs for many years 
ahead. ALAN  OSBORN 
London 
Breakfast television has arrived in  Britain and 
it looks as if it  is  there to stay.  At least 2.3 
million Britons have taken up early morning 
viewing.  What they are choosing to watch is 
far from evenly divided. Both the non-com-
mercial FIFIC and the commercial independent 
networks launched their breakfast shows 
early this year, but while the HBc's  Breakfast 
Time is  thriving, Tv-am's Good Morning Brit-
ain is  in  trouble. 
The latter has only about half a million 
viewers, far from enough to make it commer-
cially viable. The FIIK's  offering, on the other 
hand, is  watched by three times as many Brit-
ons. TV-am's chairman and chief executive, 
former Ambassador to Washington Peter Jay, 
has had to resign under pressure from un-
happy financial  backers. Considerable internal 
feuding about who should do what, when, 
and how has not helped matters. 
TV-am  was controversial from the outset. 
year 
for 
only 
When Jay and his team of five star presenters, 
including David Frost, applied for its fran-
chise to do breakfast programming, there 
were doubts. The staff of the Independent 
Broadcasting Authority did not feel Jay and 
the so-called "Famous Five" were the right 
people to run a commercial breakfast chan-
nel- there would be too much show and not 
enough substance. The IBA  board thought 
otherwise and granted the franchise. 
The early months have seen critics accusing 
TV-am  of taking itself too seriously at 6:30 in 
the morning, of being more pretentious and 
less endearing than what one called "the 
wooly sweatered blandness" of BBC:'s  Break-
fast Time. That seems to be what the early 
morning audience wants: jolly informality, 
guests pleased to lounge or wander about the 
BBC studio as they will. Good Morning Brit-
ain, by contrast, is  more brisk, more pointed, 
more adventurous in  content, more tightly 
organized. That combination should in theory 
at least draw the viewers. But it hasn't. 
Jay's temporary successor as chief execu-
tive is Jonathan Aitken, a  journalist and con-
servative member of Parliament whose family 
has a  16.7 percent interest in TV-am,  the larg-
est single share. Jay always said his mission 
was to explain; Aitken said he'll change that 
mission to entertain and to revive  interest. 
Did you know that: 
5000 French homes have recently 
been equipped with electronic 
phone directories - a first ? 
French subway cars are being 
installed in  New York and San 
Francisco ? The Eiffel Tower, Paris' 
Grand Dame,  has just had a face 
lift ? 
Le Journal Fran~ais not only 
Every two weeks, le 
Journal  Fran~ais 
brings news from France, but 
much, much more. French History 
comes alive in "Les Grandes 
Heures de Paris.'' Personalities in 
politics, science, entertainment and 
the arts share their views with our 
francophile readers. In recent 
months, interviews with Jeanne 
Moreau,  Christian Mil/au,  Con-
gressman Paul Simon,  the French 
Ambassador, M.  Bernard Vernier-
Palliez,  movie director Costa-
Gavras have appeared in our pages. 
In addition, there are movie 
reviews, travel tips, cooking ideas, 
business ideas, sports. Plus a comic 
strip, Asterix, a horoscope and 
games. Tout en  fran~ais, 
d'  Amerique brings 
news from France to 
your door.  naturellement. 
BBC's "Breakfast Time" show is getting  Britons fit. 
wurtrsy of Brirish  Broadcming C:orporarion 
TV-am peaked in  its first week with 
800,000 viewers and within a month had lost 
500,000 of them. What weor- wrong? Appar-
ently, aside from the overly weighty content, 
having too many big names has been a liabil-
ity. The BF\C  breakfast team of a man and 
woman is  constant, while TV-am  juggles its 
stars. Market research suggests that in the 
morning, the British viewing public likes con-
tinuity. Aitken said he would seek a more 
popular show with better regularity of pre-
senters. He himself will  have to choose soon 
between politics and television management, 
since Parliament has decreed that independent 
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litical  bias. 
Not having commercial breaks is seen as 
an advantage for the BBC.  Viewers who switch 
on TV-am  in  the middle of an advertisement 
are often wont to turn to the BBC or to turn 
off the set. Early morning is  proving to be a 
delicate time. 
To keep solvent, TV-am, after some serious 
cost-trimming, will have to increase its morn-
ing audience share to at least 40 percent. Its 
costs have already gone $9 million over bud-
get and revenues this year are likely to be 
only half the expected $30 million. Advertis-
ers have been able to get as  much as 7 5 per-
cent off the original rates they were quoted 
because of the poor ratings performance. If 
present losses cannot be stopped by the end 
of this year, TV-am  could fold. 
Somewhat overshadowed by TV-am's plight 
has been the new, second commercial station, 
Channel 4, which gives Britain two BBC and 
two independent channels. Channel 4 had a 
rough start six months ago, but seems to 
have found its footing.  It  has been getting 4 
percent of the overall audience and its target 
is  10 percent after three years, which would 
bring it  in  line with the sse's second and 
more sophisticated channel. 
The distinctive feature of Channel 4 is  that 
it  is supposed to cater to viewers whose inter-
ests not looked after by lTV,  the original 
commercial network and rival of BBC  1.  It 
gives a voice to minority groups and provides 
entertainment ranging from the worst of the 
vintage American situation comedies to the 
finest renderings of opera and drama. It 
screened American professional football once 
a week last winter and found it to be im-
mensely popular. 
Chief executive Jeremy Isaacs believes 
Channel 4 is  adequately responding to pres-
sures to "let new voices be heard, to let those 
outside the institutions contribute, to add 
conflicting opinions to a polite consensus." 
Broadcasting in a free and pluralist society, 
Isaacs contends, should allow all sectors of 
society to be "fairly represented" on televi-
sion. PETER .f. SHAW 
Brussels 
It looks as though the harsh economic medi-
cine prescribed for Belgium by a new center-
right Government just over a year ago is  hav-
ing its desired effect. The judgment has to be 
provisional and anyone familiar with Belgian 
politics will·  warn you of the fragility of coali-
tions. But the main thing is  that the Christian 
Democrat/ Liberal Government led by Wilf-
ried Martens is still in power and that it 
hasn't significantly deviated from its policy of 
severe retrenchment. 
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This frankly seemed improbable several 
times in  1982. The spectacle of steel-
helmeted demonstrators fighting with riot po-
lice in  the streets of Brussels last spring 
pointed to a summer of grave social unrest. It 
didn't happen. Nor was anybody bought off. 
For the first time since the immediate post-
war years, Belgian workers suffered a real 
drop in  wages in  1982. It would be foolish to 
pretend that the necessity for personal finan-
cial sacrifice is  universally shared, but it 
would be  just as short-sighted not to recog-
nize that most people have had a tough year 
economically and that those who would bring 
down the Government have made no serious 
attempt to do so, be it through want of pur-
pose or ability. 
That said, the statistical evidence of success 
is still intermittent. More than half a million 
people are out of work. While increasing 
numbers of employers and unions are agree-
ing to voluntary arrangements for pay re-
straint and reduced working hours, conse-
quent improvement in  the numbers of those 
with jobs is  proving elusive. Inflation remains 
high, though this was to be expected after 
the sharp 8.5 percent devaluation of the franc 
early last year. 
Perhaps most worrying is the unexpected 
stubbornness of the budget deficit, reflecting 
increased spending on social security and 
lower-than-anticipated tax revenues. The 
Martens Government has placed control of 
the deficit at the top of its list of economic 
priorities, but there is growing anxiety that in 
order to achieve it  there will have to be 
higher taxes or further cuts in public spend-
ing-both moves likely to reawaken social 
tensions. 
Against this background, the foreign trade 
picture is  improving as  Belgian exports show 
some promise of regaining the buoyancy they 
had in  the 1960s and 1970s. The main credit 
for this has to go to last year's devaluation, 
coupled with the cut in  real wages in  1982 
which significantly improved Belgium's costs 
in  relation to those of main competitor coun-
tries like the Federal Republir of Germany 
and the Netherlands. While the Belgian franc 
was revalued by 1.5 percent in  the E.C. cur-
rencies' reshuffle in  March, both the German 
mark and Dutch guilder went up more and 
the net effect on Belgium's competitiveness 
will be small, perhaps even advantageous. 
Any final  judgment on the Government's 
success, however, will have to be suspended 
until the problem of Cockerill-Sambre, the 
giant steel group, is  resolved. The Govern-
ment has made future financial assistance to 
the loss-making company conditional on 
sweeping wage cuts and other cost-saving 
measures bitterly resisted by the unions. Com-
plicating the situation is  the fact that most of 
Cockerili-Sambre's employment is in  French-
speaking Wallonia and the question of fur-
ther state assistance has divided politicians 
along linguistic lines.  ALAN  OSBORN 
Bonn 
While some American workers accept wage 
standstills and others consider taking wage 
cuts in  order to keep their jobs, labor leaders 
in  the Federal Republic of Germany are talk-
ing about reducing the work week and lower-
ing the retirement age. They believe these are 
better ways to redistribute the available work 
among a growing number of job seekers. 
The chemical, paper, and ceramics work-
ers' union, the Republic's third largest with 
650,000 members, was the first workers' 
organization to "get the foot in  the door of a 
reduced work week," as  chairman Hermann 
Rappe put it at the end of March. 
The new agreement concluded between 
the union and the association of chemical 
employers stipulates that the 40-hour work 
week will  remain in  force to the end of 1987. 
But from September 1 this year, all workers 
who are at least 58 years old will get an addi-
tional four hours off with full  pay every two 
weeks, and from January 1, 1987, they will 
get four hours off each week with full pay. In 
effect, this means a 36-hour week for all 
58 or older, without any reduction in pay. 
Employers and works' councils may agree 
to lump the time off granted the older work-
ers so that from 1987, they can get one full 
day off every two weeks. The union believes that the arrangement will force owners of 
factories working in shifts to hire additional 
personnel to fill  in  for those working shorter 
weeks. The Association of Employers insists, 
however, that it accepted the deal primarily 
for social reasons and not to create new jobs. 
Nevertheless, as Rappe said, the union got a 
foot in  the door, and others are expected to 
shove it wider open in  the coming months. 
The subject is  topical, both because the 
unemployment level has now reached 2.5 
million people or 10 percent of the work 
force (and it could peak at 3 million next 
winter) and because most of the 
manteltarifvertraege or master framework 
agreements between unions and employers 
are about to expire and are on notice. 
The framework agreements, which usually 
run for a minimum of four years, regulate 
such things as  hours and conditions of work, 
overtime rates, and periods of dismissal notice 
and then are negotiated separately from the 
wage agreements, which normally run for 12 
months. 
Gunter Doding, president of the food and 
catering union, set the goal for these talks 
when he proposed a plan "to get older work-
ers to voluntarily withdraw from the work 
force in  order to create jobs for young unem-
ployed people and school leavers." Doding 
suggested the employees who stop working at 
58 be paid 7 5 percent of their then net in-
come as a transitional wage until they reached 
normal retirement age of 65 (for men) and 
began drawing their state insurance pensions. 
The federal  Ministry of Labor estimates 
that 550,000 men and women workers are 
58 or older, and Doding believes that half of 
them would volunteer to stop working if the 
arrangement offered them was financially at-
tractive enough. Labor union experts on the 
subject estimate that probably one-half of the 
jobs thus saved would be eliminated by ratio-
nalization or increased productivity. 
Friedheim Farthmann, the Social Demo-
cratic Minister of Labor in  the state of North 
Rhine-Westphalia, published a study in  mid-
March reckoning that increased productivity 
would cancel out two-thirds of the job-creat-
ing effect of reducing the work week. By 
Farthmann
1s calculations, reducing the work 
week from 40 to 35 hours would therefore 
create 190,000 new jobs. But, he added, re-
ducing the work week without cutting wages 
would increase wage costs by up to 6 percent 
per hour. 
That is  the point that bothers employers. 
Otto Wolf von Amerongen, president of the 
Chamber of Industry and Trade, pointedly 
praised American steel workers for having 
"accepted a significant wage reduction in  or-
'  der to keep their jobs, and as a contribution 
to the reduction of unemployment, in  the 
knowledge that there is  a clear relationship 
between labor costs and unemployment." 
Norbert Blum, Minister of Labor, thinks 
early retirement (bur not a generally short-
ened work week) could contribute to reduc-
ing unemployment. His ministry is drafting a 
law to provide a legal framework for negotia-
Paris 
Sexist advertisements and publications are ex-
pected to be outlawed soon in  the land that 
coined the phrase vive fa  difference. The 
French Parliament this summer is scheduled 
to vote on an ami-sexist bill drafted by the 
Cabinet of Socialist President Francois 
Mitterrand. The bill's passage is  virtually 
guaranteed because of the outright majority 
Socialists hold in  Parliament. 
The bill's main focus is  to eliminate sexual 
discrimination in  hiring policies and it has 
long been sought by feminists in France. But 
the media's main focus has been on a clause 
in  the bill that also would prohibit "degrad-
ing and debasing women in  advertisements 
and publications." The measure outlines no 
procedures to determine what would consti-
tute sexist advertising, nor punishments for 
those violating the law. 
"The Government does not wish to put it-
self in  the role of judge." French Minister for 
Women's Rights Yvette Roudy has said 
about the bill. "We simply want to provide 
the means for organized citizens who care 
about presenting an image of women that is 
neither degrading nor debasing. Feminist 
groups have sought this bill with ardor. We 
will see what they do with it." The bill has 
been dubbed "The G-string law",in the leftist 
French daily Liberation, which in  an editorial 
wrote that feminism in  France "will not be 
helped by  bringing in  an atmosphere similar 
to that in  Moscow." 
The female form has long been appreciated 
in  France, where bare-breasted women even 
appear on the currency. For its 1  00-franc 
(about $15) note, the French Treasury chose 
a Eugene Delacroix painting for the back-
tions to that end between industry and labor. 
He hopes to be able to introduce it right af-
ter parliament's summer recess, so that it 
could take effect in January, when the frame-
work agreement with the metalworkers' 
union runs out. WELLINGTON LONG 
Pending legisla-
tion would ban all 
sexist advertising 
in  France. <D svLMA 
ground that depicts victory as a woman, one 
arm raised with a flag,  the other holding a 
gun and her dress torn open to the waist. 
That bill  has been banned in Tehran. 
The generous use of nude and semi-nude 
women in  French advertising has been causing 
a stir in  the late summer of 1981 when a bill-
board company started a strip-tease campaign. 
"On September 2 I'll take off the top," a bi-
kini-clad woman said on hundreds of bill-
boards in  Paris and other major cities in 
France. Two days later, the same woman ap-
peared bare-breasted on the billboards pro.,. 
claiming, "on September 4 I'll take off the 
bottom." The final poster showed the 
woman nude, her back to the camera, with 
the caption, "Avenir, the billboard company 
that keeps its promises." 
The billboards prompted immediate pro-
tests from feminists and the Ministry for 
Women's Rights hinted at the time that steps 
might be taken to prohibit such advertising. 
Feminists were again outraged this spring 
when a conservative candidate for mayor in 
the Riviera resort of Nice used a takeoff of 
the billboard striptease in  his campaign for re-
election. The candidate's campaign poster· 
showed a naked blonde, her arms and legs 
strategically bent, proclaiming, "As promised, 
after 21  months of Socialism, I have nothing 
left." 
French lingerie ads also have come under 
fire  from the feminists, especially those of 
one company that routinely shows male 
hands carassing a semi-nude model whose 
face is  never shown. ln an incident unrelated 
to the proposed new ami-sexist law, Miss 
France lost her crown earlier this year after it 
was discovered that she had once posed for 
semi-nude lingerie ads even though the pho-
tographs were never published. CAROLYN LESH 
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Assuming you discount the ill-fated flight of 
Icarus, this year marks the 200th anniversary 
of the first manned flight-a somewhat tenu-
ous, although no less elegant, voyage in a 
hot-air balloon just outside Paris. All  around 
Europe, celebrations are planned to com-
memorate with appropriate fanfare what was 
immediately dubbed the mmus mirabilis. 
The "year of wonders" got off to a flying 
start, as it  were, in June 1783 in  the tiny vil-
lage of Annonay, France. There, two broth-
ers, Joseph Michel and Jacques Etienne 
Montgolfier, managed to trap hot air inside a 
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giant bag made of paper and cloth. A crowd 
gathered at the launching site, although no 
one-including the Montgolfiers-quite 
knew what to expect. It  wasn't long before 
they watched their contraption-11  0 feet in 
circumference with a volume of 22,000 cubic 
feet-rise gracefully 6,000 feet into the sky, 
insuring their place in  history books forever. 
Alas, in  spite of their careful preparations, 
neither brother had the nerve to hop aboard 
as it took off, so the world's first hot air bal-
loon flew completely passenger-less. 
Word spread from the provinces to Paris 
of the marvelous happening in  tiny Annonay 
and a good-natured rivalry to pilot the first 
manned balloon was off and running. A 
young physicist, Jacques Alexandre Cesar 
Charles, began experimenting with hydrogen-
filled  balloons, a project financed by the citi-
zens of the capital who eagerly paid one 
crown each to guarantee a spot at the inaugu-
ral  launch. The fever of anticipation reached 
such a frenzy that the inflated balloon had to 
be secretly hauled to its lift-off site during the 
night.  Forty-five minutes after take-off, the 
balloon descended on the farming village of The flight was a resounding  success  (except
for a broken wing on the rooster which en-
dured an in-flight kick by the sheep), and the
Montgolfier brothers  were encouraged
enough to allow a human to ride their next
balloon. Louis XIV agreed and insisted that
convicts  be chosen as the first riders, but
Frangois Pilatrc  de Rozier objected, asking
that he be allowed the honor. The King con-
ceded, and dc Rozier and his friend, the Mar-
quis d'Arlandes, were ready. On November
20, 1783, the Montgolfier's  giant blue and
gold balloon was inflated in the Bois de Bou-
logne just outside Paris. The citizens were no
less astonishcc'l than the two passengers, who
watched  countrymen and buildings  alike
shrink beneath thenr. Five rniles and 2-5 min-
utes later, thc first manned balloon touched
down between two millhouses.
Thc "firsts" c<lntinued, and 10 days later
thc first nrannecl,  hydrogcn-filled  balloon was
f runchecl in l)rtris. Tw,o years later, in 1785,
Jean-l)ie rre Blanchirrd anc'l [)r. John  ..f effrics
set off above opcn waters and made the first
balloon crossing of the L.nglish Channel.  By
then, alnrost no one doulrtecl that balloons
were herc to stay, although nrost peoplc, in-
cluding Blanchard and his balloonisr wife,
Madclcine Sophic Armant  Blancharcl, saw
thcnr rrs sporting iun. But thc sky-high  won-
dcrs hacl othcr uscs. As earlv as 1794.L'tal-
you don't have a balloon in your backyard  in-
flated and rcady to launch, you can nonethe-
less take part in the festivities planned
throughout  France and other pans of Eu-
rope. Spcctators, for exarnple, will be kept
happily occupied  at the rnany balloon compe-
titions. There will also bc demonstrations,  aft
cxhibits, races (across the Sahara, thc Medi-
terranean, thc Atlantic,  and at least one
around-the-world  trek), and reenactmcnts in
Annonay,  Versailles,  ancl other locales inrpor-
tant to ballooning. Many ccuntries, including
France  ancl thc United States, havc issr"red
stanlps to conrnremorate  the celebrations.
The Unitccl States kickccl off the lricenten-
nial with rrn early-nrorning  extrJvJgirnza near
the (.apitol in Washington  D.C.. cluring which
l)ostnraster (icncral Williarn Bolger sold the
first starnps in the balloon scrics to Malcolrn
l-orbes, wcll-know,n balloon enthusirrst  and
cditrrr oi Ftrht's nrirgazinc.  The trrrnsactron
took place w'hile both rncn wcrc alofr in
F<lrbes' brrlloor-r, a giant-siz.ccl likcncss oi
Forbcs' crrstle in Francc, thc C-hitcau clc
Ballero,v. Thc worlcl's first brrlloon rnuseum is
housed in thc olcl stablcs of the C-hiteau de
Ilallcroy. Many of thc cxhibits arc unique
ancl sonre of the largcr ones wcrc lcnt by
Frrrncc's  nrttional  air ancl space nluseLrnt.
(Opcn cleilv, exccpt  Wcclncsclav, Mrrrch  I
through Octobcr 3l; tclcphonc (31) 2l 50 5 | .)
)rope
I
(ionessc, whose surprised residents  had a
rathcr drastic reaction:  They attacked  it with
a knife until the air escaped and it crr-rmpled
into l harmless hcap in the corner of a farm-
er's [ield.
The countrysidc  debacle notwithstanding,
the ballooning  frcnzy in Paris c<lntinued, and
just lll clays later the Montgolficrs  were
reacly to rry' again-this tinre in front of thc
entirc court oi King Louis XIV at Versailles.
It u'as the first ball<lon to carry passengersr  a
duck, a rooster, rrnd one uncloubtedly  fright-
enecl shcen.
(,hateau Rrtheprt  in thc llttrgundy  drca tf  I:rance. (()rrrr(\\  ll()nrl)rr(l  s()!i(r\
loons were usecl to observe battlefields and
provicle wartirne  communications, and thcy
continued to bc an integral part of many rnili-
tary canrpaigns  until Worlcl War I, when vul-
ne rability to fighter planes  nrade their use too
risky. With thc advent of p,rssenger planes,
ballr>oning lost nruch of its initial appcal, and
renraincd a ronrantic menrory-until  the
1950s when balloonists  pe rfccted a technique
to keep air insidc the ball<lon hot.
Today  there are thousancls  of balloonists
all ovcr the worlcl who arc cclcbrating the bi-
centcnnial  of thc first flight of man. L.ven ii
If you are rcady to nrakc the junrp fronr
balloon spectitor  to balloonist, there are
plcnty of opprr>rtunitics  to try your wings.
l)rrckage tours, nrn by balloon expcrts who
i.lrri.rngc all thc cletails,  insurc an exhilaruring
liit-oii-no llri-ltter wh:"rt your agc or VOur
athletic brrckground  (or lack of one). You can
try ballooning on your own or you can go
with a group. For exanrplc, the Centre
A6nlnautique cie Bourgogne in I-rance u'ill
takc you up for a iew hours of grrzing at tree-
tops. F.xpcricncecl  pilots trrke carc of the c'le-
tails of your nrorning or afternoon aclventure.
(()rrfl ('\\  llonll).tr(l  \()( t( t\
t, Li t{ () r, l' Nler'-lunc  l9tl.l  47(Centre Aeronautique de Bourgogne, Resi-
dence du Lac, Les  Hetres, 21200 Beaune; 
telephone (80) 22 62 25  .) 
Complete ballooning packages are offered 
by a number of tour operators, and include 
daily ascensions, gourmet meals, and, in  the 
Montgolfier style, the obligatory champagne 
reception upon landing. Packages do not 
come cheap: six days of ballooning, including 
first-class hotels and gourmet food, can ap-
proach $3,000-without airfare. Barge/ bal-
loon combinations are quite popular and can 
cost less, depending on the size and luxury of 
the staterooms. 
The most well-known of balloon packages 
are offered by the Bombard Society. This is 
the seventh year the society has been con-
ducting trips and it has just added the Loire 
Valley and Austria to its other destinations 
(mostly in  France's Burgundy region). Some 
trips are in  conjunction with barge excur-
sions; most are straight balloon ascensions. 
(U.S.  office: 6727 Curran Street, Mclean, 
VA  22101; telephone (800) 862-3537 or 
(703) 448-9407.) 
This year, ballooning adventures are being 
offered for the first time by Floating Through 
Europe, a company well experienced in  barg-
ing. The balloon trips are an optional three-
hour feature of excursions on the barge 
Linquenda. If you are not sure you want to 
spend your entire vacation ballooning, this is 
a good way to see if you like the sport first. 
(U.S.  office: 271  Madison Avenue, New 
York, NY 10016; telephone (800) 221-
3140.) 
Still another balloon/barge package is  of-
fered by Horizon Cruises, also through the 
Burgundy region. In  addition, the company 
conducts straight ballooning trips during 
which participants stay at the 9th-century 
town of Vezelay or in Joigny at the romantic 
Chateau de Cezy. Trips of three or six days 
are offered, so you can combine your bal-
looning activities with other sightseeing. 
(16000 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 200, 
Encino, CA 91436; telephone (800) 582-
8450.) 
Quiztour continues balloon ascensions, in-
troduced last year, in  the Burgundy and Cha-
blis areas. (U.S.  office: Salt and Pepper Tours, 
310 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 
1  0017; telephone (800) 223-1222.) Finally, 
the luxurious Brenner's Park hotel and spa in 
Baden-Baden, Federal Republic of Germany, 
has recently purchased a balloon which is 
available to guests. (U.S.  office: 770 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York, NY 1  0021; tele-
phone (800) 223-6800.) No matter where 
you choose to make your first  balloon ascent, 
it  is sure to be a memorable and enchanting 
experience. l 
Diana Scimone is  Europe magazine's travel writer. 
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Ballooning  Bicentenniol-l983 
Most events are taking place in  France, the site of the first balloon launch 200 years ago. 
The following is  a list of the major events planned in  that country. 
•  All year Museum of Balloons, Balleroy: 
Display of ballooning art and artifacts 
•  April 30-May 1 Bordeaux: Collegiate 
balloon races 
•  May Paris:  Display of commemorative 
ballooning medals 
•  May Le  Bourget Airport, Paris: Inaugu-
ration of the Space Museum 
•  May 26-June 5 Le  Bourget Airport, 
Paris:  35th Paris Air and Space Show 
•  May 29 Saint-Etienne: Balloon launch 
•  June 1-12 Annonay: Celebrations in-
clude re-creations of original linen and pa-
per balloons, colorful costume and torch-
light parades, and historical events 
•  June 5 Lille:  2nd annual championship 
of France in  hot-air balloon competition 
•  June 10-12 Balleroy: Traditional balloon 
rally at the Chateau de Balleroy 
•  June 11-13 Lille:  Franco-Belgian balloon 
race with over 50 participants 
•  June 17-26 Paris:  Balloon Week, during 
which 30 balloons will  be launched simul-
taneously from historic sites around the 
capital. Events culminate on the 26th with 
the Gordon-Bennett Cup Challenge 
•  Throughout Summer Arc-et-Senans: 
Display at the Chateau de Roche on bal-
loons, dirigibles, and other aircraft 
•  July 7-August 28 Paris: Major exhibit at 
the Grand Palais of air and space memora-
bilia from balloons to satellites 
•  August 26-September 7 Nantes: 300 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
balloonists meet for 6th World Cham-
pionship and Festival 
•  August 26 Paris: Reenactment of the 
first  balloon launch 
•  September 9-11 Nesles-la-Vallee: Inter-
national balloon challenge 
•  September 9-11 Epernay: 6th Mercier 
challenge 
•  September 9-11 Vaux-le-Vicomte: 2nd 
Montgolfiade challenge in  the castle's park 
•  September 17-18 Maintenon: meeting of 
35 balloonists and flight over the Chateau 
de Maintenon 
•  September 19 Versailles: Reenactment 
of first "passengered" balloon flight with a 
rooster, duck, and sheep 
•  September 24-25 Les Andelys: Birth-
place of Jean-Pierre blanchard commemo-
rates his contributions to ballooning 
•  October 1-10 Arc-et-Senans: 5th World 
Balloon Championship with related festivi-
ties 
•  November 11-13 Anneyron: Balloonists 
meet in  the hometown of the Marquis 
d'  Arlandes. 
•  November 21  Paris:  Reenactment of the 
first manned flight at the Chateau de Ia 
Muette 
•  December 1 Paris: In the Tuileries Gar-
dens, balloonists recreate historic flight of 
Jacques Charles 
•  December Meudon: Inaugural ceremo-
nies for Museum of Balloons and Dirigibles 
!he International Air and Space Bicentennial Organizing Committee is planning other events 
m other countries. Individual offices can provide information on national celebrations. 
Bernard LeGrelle 
INTFRFI 
7, Place Vendome 
Paris 75001, France 
Telephone: (I ) 296  1622 
Telex: 240-454 
Kevin  Traverse-Healy 
Kevin  Traverse-Healy Ltd. 
Knights' Court 
6-8 St. .John's Square 
City of London  EC1  M4DE, England 
Telephone: (0 I)  251  6414 
Telex: 27950 (R502) 
An  excellent history of ballooning is 
published by Time-Life Books as part of 
its Epic of Flight series. The Aeronauts is 
full  of colorful and often humorous anec-
Robert S.  MacK1y 
M<1cKay  &  Herminghaus 
Kurfiirstendam 29 
I Berlin  15; West Germany 
Telephone: (30) 881  1587 or 883 5829 
U.S.  Organizing Committee 
Air and Space  Bicentennial 
1575  Eye Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Telephone: (202) 289-5392 
Telex: 248343 SFI'T UR 
Ber.t  Kemp,  Director, Event Planning &  Coordi-
nation 
dotes, and 131 vintage balloon illustra-
tions gathered from sometimes obscure 
sources in  nine nations. ($12.95 from 
Time-Life Books, (800) 621  7026.) JUDITH PATERSON 
Since the 1960s, when legislation made sex discrimination ille-
gal in  the United States and Sweden, and the 1970s, when the 
Commission  began  to put teeth in  the  E.C.'s anti-discrimina-
tion  policies,  working  women  have  made  considerable 
progress. How do the gains made in the United States compare 
with what has  been achieved in  Europe? Since  1950, the num-
ber of women employed outside the home in the United States 
has gone from  18.4 million  (30  percent of the work popula-
tion) to 47.1  million (43  percent).  E.C.  countries have  experi-
enced similar  leaps,  with  the female  proportion of the  work 
force  ranging  from  about  25  percent  in  the  Netherlands  to 
almost 43 percent in Denmark. 
Despite  a  male-female  wage  gap  that  leaves  women in  the 
United States making only 60 percent of what men make-in 
Britain, the like figure is 70 percent; in the Federal Republic of 
Germany,  72  percent;  in  France,  77 percent;  in  Sweden,  90 
percent-most women are  happy  with  their  jobs.  In  Europe 
and the United States, a high percentage say  being a woman is 
not a disadvantage-nor do they feel  discriminated against.  A 
recent  E.C.  Commission  survey  substantiates  these  attitudes 
but  reveals  marked  national  differences.  Women  in  Britain, 
Belgium,  and  Denmark feel  the  least  disadvantaged;  German 
women  the  most  discrimination,  followed  by  the women of 
Ireland  and  the  Netherlands.  Luxembourg,  France,  and  Italy 
occupy the middle ground. 
The report warns,  however, that its  optimistic message  has 
to be  measured against two mitigating factors:  Over one-third 
of employed women work in  government and public adminis-
tration,  where  public  policy  keeps  discrimination  low,  and 
many  women  work in  an  all-female  environment. The study 
concludes that:  1)  where competition with men exists there is 
a  much greater awareness of discrimination; 2)  a "hard core" 
of about 13  percent (  4  million)  of E.C.  women are  intensely 
aware of discrimination; and 3)  most women are  ill-informed 
about  national  and  E.C.  efforts  to  ensure  equal  economic 
opportunity for women. 
Wages and child care are  the two issues  that most concern 
all working women. Working mothers-who now head one in 
four  families  in  the  United  States  and  one  in  three  in  the 
E.C.-bear a heavy financial  burden. Unlike some E.C.  coun-
tries-most notably  the  Scandinavian  countries,  France,  and 
Belgium-the United States has yet to acknowledged the con-
nection  between  a  rapidly  expanding  female  workforce  and 
the  need  for  a  comprehensive  public  child  care.  Legislation 
continues to take a patchwork approach that often ties care to 
financial need. Yet,  42 percent of mothers with children under 
three and 54 percent with children between three and five  are 
already  in  the  labor force.  By  1990, at  least  half of all  pre-
school children will have mothers at work. 
Dr.  Nancy Smith Barrett, an American University economist 
and  international  consultant,  notes  what  she  calls  a  "major 
paradox" in  the  history of equal  opportunity for women. Al-
though the United States led the way by passing anti-discrimi-
nation laws and endorsing affirmative action during the 1960s, 
in  practice it  now lags  behind some European countries by its 
failure  to recognize that women work in  "two economies"-
the  home  and  the  labor  market.  Consequently,  the  United 
States  still  provides  inadequate parental and child  care  leave, 
collective child care, flexible work schedules, and job-training 
programs for women. 
Mary DeNys, the mother of two daughters, teaches English 
part-time in  Virginia. As  a part-timer-in a field dominated by 
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time,  Mary  falls  into  three  of the  categories  of women who 
experience the most financial  discrimination. By  working part-
time many women give  up opportunities for equal pay as  well 
as  equal  access  to  insurance  and  pension  plans.  In  Sweden, 
over half of all  employed women work part-time, about one-
fifth  in  Britain, France, and Germany. Close to one-third of all 
women employed in  the United States work less than 25 hours 
a  week.  Mary  is  one  of them.  She  is  also  among  the  high 
percentage of women who interrupt their work lives  to have a 
family.  Even  in  the  E.C.,  where child  care  is  apt to be more 
available  and  parental  leave  more  lenient,  over  38  percent 
voluntarily stop work for five  years or more. 
Although  she  may  not  know  it,  Mary's  biggest  economic 
handicap  probably  comes  from  her  choice  to  enter  a  sex-
segregated profession.  Many economists think the concentra-
tion  of women  into  a  few  low-paying  occupations  is  what 
keeps women's salaries lower than men's despite anti-discrimi-
nation  policies  and  the  growing  number  of women  in  the 
work force.  In all Western countries, women are bunched into 
a  few  poorly  paid  fields-usually  nursing,  teaching,  clerical, 
and  service  work.  Occupations  dominated  by  women  uni-
formly  pay lower salaries than those primarily served by men, 
even though the value of the work would seem to be greater. 
It's an ongoing hattie for women to exercise the profession of their choice. 
< DIYCM.\ 
Elementary  school  teachers,  for  example,  usually  make  less 
than  carpenters.  Furthermore,  salaries  go  down  when  large 
numbers  of  women  move  into  occupations  formerly  con-
trolled by men. 
One-quarter of all  women employed in  the  E.C.  remain  in 
"female"  jobs,  with  the  highest  concentration  being  in  the 
United  Kingdom  (30  percent) and the lowest in  Germany (15 
percent). Over  half the  women working  in  the  United  States 
are  in  predominantly  female  occupations;  a  similar  statistic 
holds  in  Sweden,  the  nation  most  advanced  in  its  effort  to 
eliminate  sex  stereotyping.  Although  in  every  country "worn-
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en's work" pays  less  than  "men's work," the disparity  is  less 
pronounced in  countries where traditionally female professions 
have  been unionized. In  the United States, most female-domi-
nated  occupations  are  not  unionized,  few  women  belong  to 
unions,  and  women  continue  to  make  40 percent  less  than 
men.  In  Sweden where 80 percent of the working population 
belongs to unions that have made equalizing women's salaries 
a high priority, women make almost as much as men do. 
Activists  are  calling  for  policies  that eliminate  the  disparity 
between women's and men's work. Recommendations involve 
both reassessing the value of certain kinds of work and train-
ing women for non-traditional jobs. So  far,  Sweden, Germany, 
and  France  lead  the  way  in  their  efforts  to  augment  equal 
opportunity  reform  with  job  training.  Since  1978  the  E.C.'s 
European Social Fund has allocated increasingly large amounts 
to vocational training for women. 
Born in  Fulda, Federal Republic of Germany, Lisa  Levy got 
her  education  in  Germany  and  the  United  States.  In  recent 
years  she  has  worked  in  both  countries.  During  the  early 
1970s, she worked as  a psychologist for a  child development 
center  in  Munich.  As  she  sees  it,  German  and  American 
women suffer about the same amount of financial  discrimina-
tion, but German women, she thinks, endure a greater psycho-
logical  handicap  because  custom demands  so  much more of 
homemakers-creating painful  conflicts  for working women. 
"In the States," she says,  "family responsibility is  beginning to 
be shared. In  Germany, men don't even know it is  possible to 
do those things." In contrast to the Scandinavian countries and 
like the United States, Germany has absorbed large numbers of 
women into the workforce without developing comprehensive 
child care. 
Introducing a book of essays  collected for the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development in  1980, Ronnie 
Steinberg  Ratner  said:  "Few aspects  of social  life  display  as 
much uniformity among countries as  do the patterns that indi-
cate the separate and restricted positions of women workers." 
The  collection  makes  clear  both the  disparity  and  the  com-
monality between Europe and the United States. Although the 
differences between countries is great, some generalizations are 
safe:  in  all  countries, women get paid less  than men, work in 
sex-segregated occupations, hold fewer positions of leadership, 
have  more  household responsibilities  and  unsatisfactory child 
care.  Although  legislation  remains  advanced  in  the  United 
States,  a  number  of European  countries  are  doing  better  in 
terms of family policy, child care, and job training. 
Economists  and  feminists,  although  not  always  in  agree-
ment, continue to advance a variety of reforms in  public pol-
icy, family life, and the workforce. Everybody, however, seems 
to agree on one thing:  women are in  the workforce to stay-
in  ever-increasing numbers. Professor Barrett sums it up:  "The 
labor of women  is  no longer needed in  the home the way  it 
used to be.  You  can no more get women out of the workforce 
than  you  can  go  back  to the family  farm.  The economy has 
changed.  The  technology  has  changed.  The  issue  is  not 
whether we  are  going  to do it,  but how we  are going to do 
it." E 
Judith  Paterson  is  a  freelance  writer  in  Washington  D.C.  who  specializes  in 
U'om('lz's issues and political affairs. · 1'1 ,-I /I- 11 l- T l II- ,-,-,  1,4 /vii 11'1 t T I I 
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Thorn C11lls 
Unemployment 
A~id  Test for EC 
The  struggles  against  unemployment 
and  deindustrialization  are  the  E.C. 's 
top  priorities  and  could  be  the  Com-
munity's "acid test," E.C.  Commission 
President Gaston Thorn told the Euro-
pean  Parliament  in  Stasbourg  earlier 
this year.  Thorn painted a gloomy pic-
ture of the  prospects  for  Europe's  12 
million  unemployed  people and  noted 
that the unemployment situation in  Eu-
rope  looked  bad  when  compared  to 
that  of  the  United  States  or  Japan. 
"Only  Europe  has  had  rising  unem-
ployment  for  11  consecutive  years," 
Thorn said. 
E. C.  Commission President Gaston 
Thorn 
Thorn  said  the  solution  to  the  un-
employment problem lay  in  improving 
economic  and  social  conditions  to 
bring  about an  increase  in  productive 
investment,  in  an  opening  up  of  the 
E.C. 's  internal  market,  and  in  a 
strengthening  of  Europe's  voice  in 
rid  affairs.  The  Community  must 
late  more  job  creation,  particu-
arly  in  terms of job training for young 
eple,  Thorn  said.  He  said  E.C. 
ding  on  jobs  programs  should  be 
doubled  <ind  set  a  June  deadline  for 
the  adoption  of a  Community  action 
plan to combat unemployment and in-
dustrial decline. 
urope11n 
Monet11ry System 
ll.esbu.JIIes 
E.C.  Finance  Ministers  averted a  crisis 
on  foreign  exchange  markets  and 
staved off a  French threat to withdraw 
from  the  European  Monetary  System 
(I'MS)  by  agreeing  on a  formula  for  re-
defining the value of the eight EMS  cur-
rencies.  The March 21  compromise-
which called for a  5.5 percent revalua-
tion  of the  German  mark  and  a  2.5 
percent  devaluation  of  the  French 
franc- was  the seventh  realignment  in 
the system's four-year history. 
The EMS  limits the amount most ma-
jor  European  currencies  are  permitted 
to fluctuate  against  one another.  Cen-
tral  banks of countries participating in 
the system  are  obliged  to intervene  to 
keep  the  value  of their currency  from 
fluctuating  up  or down  by  more than 
the prescribed limit. The British pound 
and the Greek drachma do not partici-
pate  in  the  EMS  exchange-rate  mecha-
msm. 
The  latest  realignment  capped  sev-
eral difficult weeks in  foreign exchange 
markets,  which  more  than  once  saw 
the French and Belgian  francs, the Irish 
pound, and  the  Danish  kroner plunge 
to  their  EMS  floors  amid  speculative 
purchases of the German mark. Specu-
hnors,  who  saw  the  early  March  re-
election  victory  of Chancellor  Helmut 
Kohl  as  a good omen for the German 
economy, had shifted huge volumes in 
cash  from  other currencies into marks. 
The outflow of cash  forced  France to 
draw down its  foreign  reserve  holdings 
drastically  in  an  effort  to  support  the 
franc against the German currency. 
Germany, pointing to France's 9 per-
cent  inflation  rate  and  its  burgeoning 
trade  deficit,  resisted  French  pressure 
to  relieve  the  strains  on  the  I'MS 
through a  unilateral  revaluation  of the 
mark.  Although  many  foreign  ex-
change analysts considered the decision 
inevitable,  France  balked  at  the  pros-
pect  of  another  devaluation  of  its 
franc,  the third  since the Socialist gov-
ernment of President  Frans:ois  Miner-
and carne to power in  1981. A revalu-
ation  makes  a  country's  exports  less 
competitive  on  world  markets,  while 
making imported goods more of a bar-
gain.  A devaluation  has the reverse af-
fect. 
After a  weekend of tense  and diffi-
cult  negotiations  that  finished  barely 
before E.C.  heads of state convened in 
Brussels  for  a  long-planned  summit 
meeting, Finance Ministers agreed on a 
realignment package. In  addition to ad-
justments in  the value of the mark and 
the French franc, the package provided 
for revaluations of 3.5 percent for the 
Dutch  guilder,  2.5  percent  for  the 
Danish  kroner,  and  1.5  percent  for 
both  the  Belgian  and  Luxembourg 
francs and for devaluations of 2.5 per-
cent for the Italian lire and 3.5 percent 
for the Irish pound. 
E.C.  Vice  President  Frans:ois-Xavier 
Ortoli  praised  the  accord  as  a  sign  of 
political  will  to  maintain  the  EMS  and 
confirm and reinforce the solidarity of 
the Community. Ortoli said that a fail-
ure  to  agree  on  a  realignment  would 
have  weakened  the  Community  at  a 
time when a strong E.C.  was more im-
portant  than  ever  to  promote  eco-
nomiC  recovery. 
Oil  Pri~e  Drop 
Cre11tes New 
Energy Con~erns 
The  pronounced  drop  in  oil  prices 
since the beginning of the year and the 
uncertainty over the long-range survival 
of  OPEC  have  touched  off  a  debate 
about  the  future  course  of  Europe's 
energy  policy.  Until  now,  that  policy 
has  centered  around  reducing  the 
E.C.'s dependence on imported oil  by 
encouraging  energy.  conservation,  by 
promoting  alternative  energy  sources 
such  as  coal,  and  by  developing  do-
mestic energy  resources such as  North 
Sea  petroleum.  Some  E.C.  policymak-
ers  now believe,  however,  that an  era 
of cheap  oil  in  some  ways  might  do 
the  industrialized  world  more  harm 
than good. Several  members of the Eu-
ropean  Parliament  have  given  their 
support  to  motions  calling  for  an  ur-
gent  debate  on  the  matter  and  they 
have  asked  the  E.C.  Commission  for 
some  concrete  proposals  for  further 
action. 
In  March,  the  Organization  of  Pe-
troleum  Exporting  Countries  (OPEC) 
members  lowered  their  benchmark 
price for crude oil  for the first  time in 
the  organization's  23-year  history  in 
hopes  of  regaining  control  over  the 
world petroleum market. Furthermore, 
production ceilings  were lowered by  1 
million  barrels  to  17.5  million  barrels 
per day.  However,  many  industry  ana-
lysts  felt  that  the  cut  in  OPEC  prices 
from  $34 per barrel  to $29 may  have 
been too small to keep the cartel from 
being  undercut  by  its  competitors  in 
the midst of the current world oil  glut. 
Price-cutting among producers, warned 
European  Parliamentarian  Pierre 
Couste, could lead to an era of under-
0  Bas 
valued oil,  which in  turn could set the 
stage for another energy crisis. 
Twenty-one  other  members  of  the 
European  Parliament  share  Couste's 
concern over the  implications  of fluc-
tuating  oil  prices  and  have  called  for 
closer links  to  OPEC  in  the  form  of a 
new "trialogue"  between  the  industri-
alized  countries,  the  oil-producing na-
tions,  and  the  developing  treaty  be-
tween the Community and the  Persian 
Gulf states and they say that closer ties 
could  result  in  oil  prices  that  would 
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"stimulate  the  world  economy  and 
promote energy savings." 
Ten  years  ago  a  dramatic  surge  in 
the  price  of  oil-which  then  ac-
counted for 61  percent of Europe's en-
ergy  supplies-plunged  the  industri-
alized  world  into  recession  and 
brought  the  oil-importing  developing 
countries to the brink of economic di-
saster.  But  the prospect of cheaper oil 
holds dangers  of its  own. The  biggest 
of these  dangers  is  that  a  drop  in  oil 
prices  may  ruin  investments in  alterna-
tive  energy  sources.  If alternative  en-
ergy  investment  dries  up,  Europe's  oil 
dependency on reliable energy supplies 
from  the  politically  volatile  Middle 
East  could  reassert  itself.  Speaking  to 
petrochemical  manufacturers  in  Brus-
sels,  Christopher Audland,  E.C.  Com-
mission  Director-General  for  Energy, 
said coal-already hit hard by  the con-
traction  of  Europe's  steel  industry-
was  the alternative energy sector most 
vulnerable  to  the  negative  effects  on 
energy  investment  caused  by  the  cur-
rent  oil  glut.  Audland  argued  against 
radical changes in  the general approach 
of the Community's energy strategy  in 
response  to  cheap  oil.  So  far,  he  said, 
that policy has been right on course. 
The  E.C.  Commission  declared  in  a 
recent  report  that  it  was  too early  to 
make  any  definitive  conclusions  re-
garding implications for the Communi-
ty's  energy  policy  of the  oil-price  de-
cline,  but  it  cautioned  that  the  situa-
tion required vigilance. 
Middle E11st 11nd Economic 
Concerns Domin11te EC Summit 
The Middle East  situation and a  wide  and warned that the ongoing U.S.-E.C. 
range of economic and trade concerns  talks  toward  resolving  agricultural 
dominated the agenda at a  March 21- trade disputes could be sustained "only 
22 summit of leaders from  the 10 Eu- on  the  basis  of mutual  respect  of the 
ropean  Community  countries.  The  agreements  concluded  following  the 
E.C.  heads  of  state  expressed  impa- Tokyo Round [of multilateral trade ne-
tience with the lack of progress in  talks  gotiations]." 
aimed at securing the withdrawal of all  On the home  front,  the Ten's lead-
foreign  forces  from  Lebanon  and  ers agreed that the Community's mem-
urged  both  Israel  and  the  Palestine  ber  states  should  take  action  to  im-
Liberation  Organization  (PLO)  to  take  prove  Europe's  employment  outlook, 
steps toward meaningful peace negotia- particularly  in  the  face  of dismal  out-
tions.  In  their communique, the  Euro- look  for  employment  among  young 
pean leaders called on the PLO and the  people. They also urged  action on the 
Palestinian people  to contribute to the  formulation of a Community transport 
Middle East peace process by  declaring  policy  and  urged  prompt attention  to 
themselves  in  favor  of peace  negotia- the  cross-border pollution  problem  of 
tions. They also urged Israel to prove a  acid rain. 
readiness  for  serious  negotiations  by  The  heads  of  state  also  called  for 
refraining  from  enlarging  its  existing  substantial  progress  to  be  made  by 
settlements on the West  Bank or from  June  in  negotiations  for  the  enlarge-
starting new ones.  ment  of  the  Community  to  include 
The leaders expressed  hope that the  Spain  and  Portugal  and  urged  each 
forthcoming  Western  economic  sum- Government involved with those nego-
mit  in  Williamsburg,  Virginia  would  tiations  "to make a  step  in  the  direc-
lead to concerted policies aimed at en- tion of the others in  order to clear the 
suring a  world economic recovery and  way  before  an  overall  compromise." 
ordered  E.C.  ministers  to  prepare  the  Negotiations  for  Spain  and  Portugal's 
Community's positions for the meeting  entry  into  the  E. C..  frequently  have 
with  that  goal  in  mind.  They  also  bogged  down  over  disagreements 
stressed  the  importance  of  a  further  about  the  terms  of their  membership 
strengthening  of  world  trade  in  pro- and  irs  implications  for  existing  E.C. 
mating  a  sustained  economic  upturn  policies. 
Left to right,  Irish  Prime Minister Garrett FitzGerald. French  Foreign  Minister 
Claude Cheysson, French  President Franr;ois  Mitterrand, and Greek Premier 
Andreas Papandreou. 
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How Common 11 
M11rket Is ItP 
The Common  Market  may  nor  be as 
common  today  as  its  founders  might 
have wished,  judging from a  report re-
leased  earlier  this  year  by  the  E.C. 
Commission.  Trade  within  the  E.C. 
does  nor always  work  as  smoothly  in 
practice as  it  does in  theory because of 
trade barriers erected between member 
stares.  In  irs  report assessing the short-
comings  of  the  internal  market,  the 
Commission  said  failure  to  eliminate 
these  barriers  could  jeopardize  Eu-
rope's  efforts  to  regain  its  industrial 
might. 
The  existence  of such  barriers-in-
cluding  arbitrary  differences  in  tech-
nical standards between member stares, 
rime-consuming  formalities  for  trucks 
at  border  checkpoints,  and  import 
timetables-rend  to  make  European 
industrialists  insecure  about organizing 
their operations on a Community-wide 
basis, the report said.  According to the 
Commission,  barriers  are  sometimes 
more  the  result  of  bureaucratic  negli-
gence  rather  than  deliberate  protec-
tionism. 
After Jn  initial  burst  of enthusiasm 
and  spectacular  achievements  in  the 
1960s in  eliminating intra-E.C. barriers 
to trade, including the abolition of cus-
toms  duties,  progress  has  slowed  and 
needs new impetus, the report said. 
The Commission recommended that 
E.C.  member states take action to help 
stamp  out  internal  EC  trade  barriers 
which run counter to the Community's 
founding treaties.  It  suggested stepped-
up  exchanges  of  information  among 
E.C.  members that would enable mem-
ber  states  or  the  Commission  to  ask 
for amendments to prevent these mea-
sures  from  serving  as  trade  barriers. 
This would also give  the Commission, 
if  needed,  a  chance  to  propose  stan-
dardized  Community-wide  legislation 
as  an  alternative  to  proposed  national 
measures.  The Commission also  urged 
the E.C.  to reduce the amount of time 
it  takes for corrective action against il-
legal  barriers to internal trade. 
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Injl11tion R11te E11ses in EC 
The  E. C.'s  annual  inflation  rate  rose 
slightly in  February 1983, primarily be-
cause  of significant  gains  in  consumer 
prices  in  Italy  and  Greece,  the  E. C.'s 
Statistical Office said last month. How-
ever,  the slight  increase  was  still  good 
news  compared  with  the  previous 
year's  inflation rate.  Inflation stood at 
an annual rate of 9.2 percent in  Febru-
ary,  up  from  9.1  percent  in  January 
and  12.2  percent  in  February  1982. 
Economist  attribute  the  three-percent-
age-point  drop  in  the  annual  inflation 
rate so  far  this year to the tight money 
policies  pursued  by  many  of  the  10 
member Governments. 
The consumer price index  registered 
an  aver~1ge gain  of 0. 7  percent in  Feb-
ruary  when  compared  with  the Com-
munity's January consumer price level. 
Seven  of the  E.C. 's  10  countries  had 
increases  below  the  average,  with  the 
Federal  Republic of Germany register-
ing the smallest monthly increase-0.1 
percent.  Larger  increases  in  Italy  and 
Greece,  1.3  percent  and  1.9  percent, 
respectively,  helped to up  the average. 
While inflation chalked up a  modest 
rise  in  February,  record  post-war  un-
employment  showed  no  sign  of  im-
provement.  The  number  of  jobless 
people  in  the  1  0-nation  bloc  totaled 
12.4  million-10.9 percent  of the  la-
bor force-and the same number as  in 
January.  This contrasted with  the pre-
vious  two  years  when  unemployment 
peaked  in  .January  and  then  showed a 
seasonal  decline  the  following  month. Neut Emissi,on Controls Sougttt
by Porliamettt
Thc (.orrrrnunity  rclcted quickly  to
thc crisis lry allocating  thc equivalent
of over $.5 nrrllion  in crncrgcncy  aicl to
help fund relief work for the displaced
persons returning to rhcir honrcs in Be-
nin, Togo, and ('hana. In aclclition t<l
its financill  contribution. the F..(.. als<r
provitlctl i.()oo  rorrs of  r'lr)crgerr('y
ioocl aicl in thc fornr r>f grein tr> be
tlirtriltrrtctl to ft't'.1 thc rcfrrgct's.
Il.clicf offrcirrls lrclio'c larsc nurnbcrs
of thc rcfugccs  rlrty hrtvc bccornc sick
or cliccl frorn hungcr or exhaustion on
thc arcluous  120-nrilc trck fronr the
Nigcriln borcler to the (ihanian  capital
of Accra, wherc (ihanl:s (iovernrnent
,tn,ff 3
A group of F.uropcan l'arliattrcttr rrtcrrt-
lrers is sccking trghtcr controls otr thc
rlllroLurt <lf sulphirr tli<lricle  rhrrt crtrr ltc
rclcrrserl into thc rtttttOspthcrc  in rln rtt-
Icllrpt to pr()tcct the ctrvir<lnrrrcnt. 'I'he
group. led ltr  (ierrnrrn  Soci.rlisr [Jcatc
\\'cbcr, srrvs tltet the strlfur cttrissions
.rrc still crtrrsing "crrr,rstr<lphic drtrttrtlic"
to  [:rrro1'rr"s f<lresrs rrrttl lrrchirccttrrel
he ritrrgc l.tv crlrrr[rirrirrg  u ith rvatcr in
thc e,rrth's rtttn<lsphglr'  tO crc,ttc  acitl
rrrin. Thc grorrp  srrvs thc sirrrrrtiort is stl
lred it corrld  1.r<lsc rr thrertt to httttt,ttr
bcings.
A rrrotiott  inrrorltrcccl ltv thc Irrcttt-
79E2 EIB Lending
[.cnding  br thc l.rrrcrnboLrrg-llrtscd  l-.tr-
ropcrllr Irrr e strncnt Ilrrnk (t ttt), thc
t- .(..'s [rrrnk lor  long-rrrrrgc  finrtrrcing,
rosc sh.rrl.rlv  in  I9132, despite thc
urlrltlnirlc reccssi<ltr. uhrlc rrs b<lrrou-
irrgs gre* rlt iur evelt stccpcr rarc. Thc
l'ttl l<lrrnetl thc cotrir',tlerrt  of  S'1.'1 bil-
li0rt lrtrt \L'.1r. tt[r ]'  lt,'t..'ttt lrortt its
I9liI  lending lncl  of S.l.U billion, thc
lrrrnk srricl irr rt rcprlrt on its l c)lJ ) opcr-
rltions. Thc b.rnk's  borrouings,  hou'-
eve r. incrcrrsetl  Irr neerlr' 40 perccrrr.
Thc benk s.ritl the signiiic.rnt  in-
crcrrse ilr lending l.tst ve,tr crrtrtc itt re-
spolrsc to,r  c.tll frorrr thc I-.trropcln
(.otrncil-rr fortttn t>f l-..(.. hcacls  of
sr.rtt'-lor  I .( .  t.irt.trtt'irrg  ittstitrrriotts
to step  tr1'r opcrrttions rtittter.l  rtt stittttt-
l,rring investnrelrt,rnd crnplovlttcnr.
[.orrns to  L(.  rrrcrrr[rcr cotttttrics  in
I 9lJ2 ror.rlctl S.1.9 billion, ) 5 pcrccrrt
rrrorc thrrn rhe l9ll I  t<ltal. The l.rrgcst
rccil.ricnts  u e re lt.tlr  rrnci thc LJrritccl
Kingdorrr.  l'llt lortns to nort-[-].( . cotttr-
rries lrrst r eer tot,rle tl  S.+-22 rnilli<lrr,
rlrlu rr 9  pe l'c('nt  f rollt  l 9ll l .  Speirr,
u hich h:rs .rpplicd lor  H.( .  tttctttbcr-
ship, u rrs tlrc l,rrgcst <ltttsiile  bcrre li-
cirrrr' oi t ttt lcnding.
Community llelps
From Nigeri'a
l-hc F..(.. rtcted to erlsc .r tliliicLrlt cro-
tlrrs crrrlicr this ve.rr uhcn Nigeria is-
strctl rr rrrrtss erprrlsion  <lrclcr rrgrtirrst thc
estirrrrttetl )  rrrillirln loreigrtcrs lir ing
r'rirhrrr its l.trlrclcrs  uithotrt pr()pcr  pil-
pcrs. Nigcrirr,.t tn.tjor oil  erp<lrter
lvhosc ccort<lrttic heelrh h,rs dctcrio-
lrcrs <lf I)rrrliiurlcnt,rsks  for rt c<lttrntit-
nrcnt irorn F..(.. rrrcrnbcr strltes to re-
strict errrissions  of strliur cli<lxidc  frorn
ncu lrrrgc firirrg prlerrts to :tn rrbsolrrtc
rn:rrirntrnr of 4(X) nrg 'lrrr oi wastc  grrs
rrrrrl for ,r rrrorlificrrtion  ovcr thc ncxt
firc rerrrs of all cxisting llrgc plartts  to
lrrirrg thern inro linc w'ith thc nc'uv linr-
irs. Ther srrirl tlr.rt rt ne\\' sul;rhur  rrtr
lrru sh<lrrld rtls<l bc introdtrcctl  basccl
on thc qrr:tntirics <lf sulphtrr tli<lrirlc
relcrrsed  into thc air [rcr<lnd  that r.l'hich
uotrlcl bc rclcrrscd rrsing thc bcst puri-
ficati<ln cquiprrrcnt  .rr ailrrble.
Thc gr<ltr;t rrlso cite d rcclucing rhc
lcecl corrtent in g.tsolinc as rtnothcr  vi-
trrl prrrt of clcanirrg up F.trropc's lir rtnrl
s.rid thrrt rhc l-..(.. shoulrl  follon' Snit-
zcrllrttl's crrttttplc [rv introclucitrg  rt
t\\'o-strlge  progrenl t<l clirrrinarc lcacl
frorrr grrsolinc cornplcre  ll' bl' | 9116.
(.urrerrr  l-.rrr<11'rcrtn  rlircctivcs  lirrriting
thc pcrrrrissible  lcvcls <ll- strlphur diox-
iclc rtncl lc.rd th:rr cotrlrl lre rclcascrl in
thc .rir crrrrrc into eficcr irr l9tl0 ancl
It)82, rcspective lr.  [.asr  .f ulv, t'..(..
r.rrcrn[rcr  stiltcs rrgrceil to rtn cxchengc
oi inf<lrrnetion  otr rtir pollrrriort.
Up Substantially
)'r,r,-s Lt, Ptfi:, ltrt'sidt'nt rf thc L.urur
ltL'trr I rrt't'strrtutt  IJartk.
'J'hc b.rrrk's borrou'ings in l9tl2 ro-
telcd $.1.1 billr<ln  F.rrropcen  (.urre rtcy
tlnits (l  t.(.Ll :  $0.94). tJ.S. dollars
;lcc()untc(l frlr the l.trgest single sharc
-rtb<ltrt 
)4 pcrccttr-of  thc l9l'12 b<lr-
ron ings. l'tli borr<lr.r'irrgs  totalcrl tt tt
l..l billion.
Ease Exodus
riltc(l scnorrslv irr rccclrt ttt<ltrths bc-
clrusc of  rt dou nttrrn in  pctrtllcttttt
prrccs,  de cre crl thc crptrlsion  irr latc
.f rrntrarr', gir irrg rllcgrtl  irrrrrrigrants  t\ /o
lveeks to gct <lut. l'hc  irtttttigrrtttts-
rrr<lstlr' (ihenirrrrs-ncrc left ro frcc a
diificrrlt  ovcrlantl trck back horrrc.
"s; t.;b
I*  *€d
r't t^
ib ga
I
hrrtl cstablishccl rr carnp to givc thc ref-
rugccs  food rrncl first aid. F..(.. rcliei ef-
forts focuscd  on provicling ioocl, rnccli-
cal supplies, rrncl rrrcrrr.rs  of trrrnsport to
rrrovc thc rcfugccs  irorn Accrl to their
horne villagcs.
Grants from the European  Devel-
opment  Fund: Lt'sothtt: l:( U
714,000 for progranrs clesigned to
inrprove the country's balirnce of
tredc bv increasing cxport carnings.
These includc initiativcs to pro-
nlotc exports of native comnrocl-
ities, to ettrirct erport-oriented
investments, ancl to inrprove that
nrltion's irrrrtgc .rs ir t()urist spot. . . .
Ii)i: f t tr 2.0 million for the con-
stnlction of rural roads. . . . Papua
Neu, Guince:  I-( tr I million to inr-
prorc s.rfcty' Jt Monlotc lirpon on
the islancl of M;rnus through  re-
construction  ancl sealing oi runwiry
areas.. .. Mali: l-cu l.-57 nrillion
for thc purchasc of ferries and
tracks rhar will meke ir casier to
cross the Senegal, Niger, and Bani
rivers. . . . Madagascar: F.(u 3.18
million to finirnce a study of the
agricultLrral  sector and to organizc-
specializec.l agriculturll  ernd rech-
nical courses.  . . . Burundi: E(ltJ 9.0
nrillion for the improvenrent  and
surfircing of roads sen ing irnpor-
tant agriculturirl areas of the coun-
rry....Jamaica:  t.t.u 3.26 million
to provide for equipment purchase,
staff training, lnd supervision  of
electronic datir-processing  facilities
to improve .fanrrricir's  ability to ad-
rninister lnd collect taxe s. Prob-
lems in t.rx.rdrninistrltion are
thought  to bc a f-actor in .farlaica's
largc deficit. ... Btflsu,ana, Lcso'
tho, Malau,i, Sa,aziland,  Tanzania,
/.amhia  and /.imbttbLtt(i t:,(.t) 2 mil-
lion to nrake rhc region less cle-
pcndent on other countries by pro-
viding technical  assistance for the
Secret:rriirt of the Southern Africirn
l)eveloprnent C.oordination  Confer-
encc for clrrying orrt economic co-
opcrrtion projects.
Gotmmarfiry AJd lfr.otllndap
l'he E.C. (-ornnrission recently au-
tlrorizccl the following cnrcrgency
irnd developnrentirl aicl projects (l
tt u :  $0.97):
Emergency  aid programs-Federal
and lslamic Rcpuhlic rf  thc Ct
nlorcs:  1.50.000 l,( tl to resiclenrs  on
the islancls,  particularly  Moh6li and
An jouln, whose livcs u'ere dis-
ruprccl bv cyclone F.lynah, which
left 20.000  honreless. The aid went
to finance  the supplv of essential
goocls  such as foocl, blirnkets rnd
rrreclicinc. . . . Chad:  f-( tj 500.000
in rcsponse to irn international  ap-
peal frorr the U.N. Disaster  Rclief
Office (uNtxo) ro hclp irid victinrs
of civil wrrr irnd drought, which
hld creirted an increasingly severe
fanrine. Thc aid w:rs channelled
througlr the organizetion "M6de-
cins sans Frontidre,"  which got f.(.tl
180,000 to continue its program of
nredical  relief work, ancl through
LrNt)r{o, which gor L( tJ 320,000 ro
help it trirnsport food to the af-
fectedrreas....
Emergency food aid- Mauritania:
-5,000 rletric tons of grain,  valuecl
rlt F(.1t, I million, in response  to thc
fo0cl crisis in thrtt country caused
by last yeir's crop iailurc. The
1982 han'cst was cut in half by
drought  lnc.l dcstructive bird ancl
insect pests.. .. F.cuadort  5,000
rrrctric tons oi grlins to provicle  re-
lief for victinrs  of severe  floods that
hi.rve rlvirgccl food crops. The E.(..
approve cl ln  initial instalnrent  oi
emergency  aicl worth ti(,tJ 100,000
to F-culclor in .fanuary. The iricl was
funrrclccl through "Deutschc Welt-
hungerhilfc". the firsr organizirtion
to set up rlr.r irid program in that
counrry.
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Help Beirut 
The  E.C.  has  undertaken a  specwl  aid 
project  worth  almost  $19  million  to 
help  rebuild  the water supply  network 
of the war-ravaged  city of  Beirut.  The 
city's  water  network  was  one  of  the 
casualties  of  the  prolonged  fighting 
that  followed  the  Israe li  invasion  of 
Lebanon  in  june  1982.  An  estimated 
70 percent  of the system, upon  which 
Beirut's  1  million  citizens  depend  for 
their  drinking  water,  was  damaged, 
raising  fears for  both  the quantity and 
the  potability  of  drinking  water  sup-
plies  for the Lebanese capital. 
The  special  aid  program,  approved 
by  the  E.C.  Council  of  Ministers  in 
March,  will  cover  the  cost  of  con-
structing  pumping  plants and  purchas-
ing water handling equipment.  The aid 
comes  on  top  of  the  E.C.  financing 
already made available to  Lebanon  un-
der  an  E.C.-Lebanon  cooperation 
agreement  and  supplements  a  special, 
$47-million loan to  Lebanon  from the 
European  lnvest'menr  Bank.  The  E.C. 
aid  will  be  matched  by  a  Leb<lnese 
contribution of about $14  million. 
E.C.  poli cy makers  had  long  ex-
pressed  their  desire  to  contribute  to 
the  rebuilding  of  Lebanon.  They  de-
cided to  help  finance  the water-system 
restoration  proJeCt  because  Lebanese 
authorities  had  identified  it  as  a  top 
reconstruction  priority  and  because  it 
would  benefit  all  Beirut  residents,  re-
gardless  of religion or politics. 
Who PRys for the ECP 
(<) ~as 
Who'll  pay  how  much  for the cost  of 
running the E.C.  when the cash needed 
to  finance  the  Community's  policies 
and  program  outstrips  irs  current  re-
sources?  That  is  expected  to  be  the 
subject  of  a  long- running  debate 
among rhe E.C.'s  member stares  in  the 
months ahead.  The  Community needs 
to find  a way  to  restructure its finances 
because  its current sources  of cash will 
be inadequate to  meet  the  cost of the 
planned  entry  of  Spain  and  Portugal 
into  the  E.C.  The  Community  draws 
most  of  its  present  resources  from  a 
maximu m  1  percent  of  the  va lue-
added  u x  (vxT)  levied  by  irs  member 
StJtes  and  from  agricultural  and  cus-
toms levies. 
In  a  "green  paper"  released  earlier 
this  yea r,  th e  Commission  outlined 
possible ways  to bolster the Communi-
ty's  finances  in  the  future,  bur  said  it 
A Dictionary of the 
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would  w ~1ir  until  it  could  get  feedback 
from  the Council  of Ministers and  the 
European  Parliament  before  mdking 
specific proposals  later rhis spring. 
According  to  rhe  Commission,  the 
easiest  way  to  ge n e r~lt e  a ddition <~ ! 
Community  revenu es  would  be  ro  in-
crease  or remove the present  1 percent 
ceiling on  Vr\T.  However,  it  noted  that 
such  moves  have  been  resisted  in  the 
past by Britain  and  rhe  Federal  Repub-
lic  of  Germany.  Other  alternatives 
would  be  to  implement  systems  that 
would  rie rhe level of a  co ~mtry's E.C. 
contributions ro  irs prosperity,  ~s mea-
sured by gross domestic product, or to 
that  country's  < lgricultural  output.  Ar 
present,  spending  on  agriculture  dC-
counts  for  about  65  percent  of  the 
Community  budget.  Industrial  levies 
such < lS those  now paid  by  the coal and 
steel industry ro  partly finance  rhe  Eu-
ropean  Coal  and  Steel  Communirv 
would  be anot·her option  for  boosting 
E.C.  funds,  the Commission said. 
The Commission  said  that the Com-
munity's  institutions- which  include 
the Council  of Ministers, the Commis-
sion,  and  the  European  Parliament-
should  be  empowered  to  raise  addi-
tional  revenues  without  having  to  ob-
tain  the  ~lpprova l  of  nation<ll  parlia-
ments.  While  noting  that  this  was  a 
sensiti ve  issue,  rhe  Commission  said 
rh~H  F..C.  institutions  would  have  to 
have  g r e~n e r  independence  in  their  rev-
enue-raising  power  if  the  Community 
is to develop into a viable politiC < ll  and 
econom1c entity. 
EC Proposes New TrRde 
ComplRint System 
The  E.C.  Commission  has  proposed  a 
new  regulation  empowering  it  to  act 
quickly and  effectively to  defend  E.C. 
trading  interests  against  unfair  foreign 
competition.  The  proposed  regulation 
would  permit  E.C.  industries  harmed 
by unL1ir  tr <~ d e prdctices  ro  bring their 
complaints directly to  rhe Commission. 
The  Commission,  <1dhering  to  a  set 
timetable,  would  study  those  com-
plaints,  dererrnine their  ~e rir s, and  de-
cide what, if any, countermeasures  rhe 
E.C.  should  rake. 
The  terms  of  rhe  proposal  make 
clear  that  any  such  countermeasures 
would  have  to  be  consistent  with  the 
Community's  interndtional  trade  com-
mitments.  Examples  of possible  coun-
termeasures  could  include  taking  re-
course  to  rhe  General  Agreement  on 
Tariffs  and  Trade  (Gr\TT)  to  settle  the 
dispute,  raising  customs  duties  on  the 
product  involved  in  the  complaint,  or 
the suspension of previously negotiated 
trade concessions. 
The proposal would  fill  a gap in  the 
E.C.'s  current  powers  by permitting  it 
to  take action against  trade-rule  viola-
tions that  hun E.C.  industries  in  inter-
national markers,  as  well  as  within  the 
E.C.  itself.  It  also would gtve  the Com-
munity  authority  to  dct  against  some 
type  of violations not coveted by exist-
ing E.C.  statutes. These  in <Fiude restric-
tive  ddministrdtive  practices  contrary to 
international trade  law,  restrictions.  on 
raw material exports,  and  certain  types 
of import  restrictions. 
The  proposal  would  give  rhe  Com-
mission  powers  similar  to  those  in-
vested  in  the  U.S.  Government  by  the 
US  1974  Trade  Act.  However,  rhe 
Community,  which  has  criticized  parts 
of that  U.S. legislation for being "sub-
Jenive  and  arbitrary,"  claims  its  pro-
posed  new  system would .escape those 
shortcomings  by providing  d  transpar-
ent  means  of  handling 1trade  com-
plaints.  · 
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Maturity and Crisis in the European 
Car Industry: Structural Change and 
Public Policy.  Industrial Adjusrrnenr 
and  Policy: I.  Sussex European Papers, 
No. 8.  By  Daniel T. Jones.  Sussex Eu-
ropean Research Centre, Sussex,  I 98 l. 
121  pp. £4.00. 
Outlines  important changes raking 
place in  rhe European automobile in-
dustry,  assesses  rhe effects of past gov-
ernment  intervention on  rhe policies 
and performances of some companies, 
and discusses options facing automo-
bile companies in  the future, such as 
policy fonnarion ar  a European  level. 
Technical Change and Survival: Eu-
rope's Semiconductor Industry. Indus-
trial  Adjustment and  Policy: II.  Sussex 
European  Papers,  No. 9. By  Giovanni 
Dosi.  Sussex European  Research Cen-
tre, Sussex,  I 981. I 03 pp. £4.00. 
Analyzes  rhe performance  of rhe 
semiconductor industry  in  \Xiesr Eu-
rope. Argues rhar  in  order ro  close  a 
technical gap,  governments must pro-
more more comprehensive policies  to 
encourage marker forces. 
The European Power Plant Industry: 
Structural Responses to International 
Market Pressures.  Industrial AdJuSt-
ment and  Policy: Ill. Sussex European 
Papers, No.  12.  By john Surrey  and 
William \\ialker.  Sussex European Re-
search Centre, Sussex,  1981. 90 pp. 
£4.00. 
Looks  ~n rhe  siruarion  facing  Euro-
pean  producers of electric power 
pbnrs, ~mel problems  such as ci:Jmperi-
rive  pressures  frorn .Japan  and  rhe 
United Srares, impon-subsrirurion poli-
cies in  rhe rhird world, and  a wide-
spread slowdown in  business since  rhe 
mid  1970s. 
Regional Development Agencies in 
Europe. Edired by  Douglas Yuill, 
Gower Publishing,  grookfield, VT, 
1982. 449 pp.  $44.50. Information on 
rhe oper.nion and function  of selected 
region;l]  development agencies  in  rhe 
European  Community.  Each  chapter 
srudies agencies in  one country, fol-
lowing a uniforrn format  for purposes 
of cornparison.  Information includes 
sources of funds, budget and expendi-
ture, administration and historical 
background. Greece is  nor included. 
Dictionary of the European Commu-
nities, 2nd Edition.  By John Paxton. 
Sr.  Marrin's Press,  New York, 1982. 
2,82  pp.  $27.50. Concise  definitions 
and explanations of Community re-
bred rerms and organiz;Hions, wirh 
bibliographic notes on key individuals. 
Brief background or srarisrical  infonna-
rion  given  when necessary; includes ac-
ronyms. 
The Successor Generation: Interna-
tional Perspectives of Postwar Europe-
ans.  Edited by Stephen  F.  Szabo. 
Burrerworrhs, Bosron,  1983. 183 pp. 
$45.00. 
Analysis  from  various authors of rhe 
changes in  the Atlantic alliance due ro 
rhe emergence of a new generation of 
decision-makers.  Discusses rhe impor-
tance of historical experience and per-
spective, and uses  public-opinion sur-
veys and studies  in  Easr and  \X'esr 
Europe <lS bases for evaluation. 
Third World Policies of International-
ized Nations. Edited by Phillip Taylor 
and Gregory Rayrnond. Gret hwood 
Press, Westport, CT, 1982. 282 pp, 
$35.00. 
Survey  of rhe econornic and political 
policies of industrialized nations to-
ward  developing countries in  Asia, Af-
rica, and  Larin  Arnerica. Focuses  on 
rhe widening economic gap between 
rhe rwo groups of narions, and  ar-
rcmprs ro  merge economic political 
rheory with  reclliry and historical facts 
ro  an:1lyze problerns. 
United States Foreign Policy at the 
Crossroads. Edited by George Schwab. 
Greenwood  Press, Wesrporr, CT, 
1982. 268 pp.  $29.95.  Papers  pre-
sented ar  <1  Cirv  Universirv  of New 
York  co nfe re n~· e clssessing rhe current 
effectiveness of An1erican  foreign  pol-
icv. Areas  considered  were cold-war 
f~re ign policy; the irnpacr of natural 
resources and international trade; 
third-world problems; nuclear issues. 
Regional Economic Development and 
Policy.  By David  Pinder.  Allen  & 
Unwin, Inc., Winchester, MA, 1983. 
130 pp. Clorh  $24.95, paper $10.95. 
An  overview of regional problems 
and policies in  the European Commu-
nities, emphasizing the complexities of 
regional economic systems and rhe 
policies rhar attempt to modify rhem. 
Points our areas  of conflict between 
1utional Covernmenrs  and rhe  E.C. 
Commission, and foresees regional 
problems wirh  the Mediterranean en-
largement of the European Commu niry. 
Possibilities and Limitations of a Re-
gional Economic Development Policy 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
FUI \Xiorking  Paper,  No. 31.  By  Klaus 
Topfer.  European University  Institute, 
Florence, lraly,  1982. 23  pp. 
A ralk  on  rhe weaknesses and limita-
tions of regional development policy in 
the Feded  Republic of Germany. 
Outlines goals of regional policies since 
rhe early  1  970s, and explains how 
rhese goals are sometimes unrealistic 
and difficult ro  achieve. 
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ties to Resolve the Given Problems: 
The Situation in 1982. By  Dr.  Karl 
Hohmann. EUI  Working Paper, No. 
29.  European University Institute, 
Florence, Italy,  1982. 18 pp. 
Speech on the problems and con-
fliers  in  modern society in  the Federal 
Republic of Germany and the attempts 
of the major political parties in Ger-
many to respond to them. Touches on 
a variety of su bjecrs such as effective-
ness  of the party system, trade unions, 
youth groups and military service, and 
unemployment. 
Germany: Keystone to European Secu-
rity. American Enterprise Institute For-
eign Policy and Defense Review, Vol. 
4, Nos. 3 &  4.  Edited by Joyce Lasky 
Shub. American Enterprise Institute, 
Washington, D.C., 1982. 71  pp. 
$7.00. 
Representatives of four political par-
ries and other authors consider how 
the Federal Republic of Germany can 
enhance European security. Covers re-
quirements for defense, the alliance 
between the United States and Ger-
many, the relationship between eco-
nomic and security policies, conven-
tional defense, and detente. 
Le Droit de Ia Communaute 
Economique Europeenne: Vol. 11, Dis-
positions financieres. By  Antonio 
Sacchettini. Editions de l'Universire de 
Bruxelles, Brussels, 1982. 112 pp. 
A look at the interaction of Com-
munity institutions in  the process of 
allocating the budget and the conflicts 
between national economic policies of 
the member states regarding Commu-
nity funds. Comments also on the bud-
get process and the responsibilities of 
the Court of Auditors. 
French Political Parties Under the 
Fifth Republic. By  Frank L.  Wilson. 
Praeger Publishers, New York, 1982. 
285 pp. $26.95. 
Examines the place of political par-
ties in  French politics, with their his-
tory of fragmentation and polarization. 
Analyzes how changes in  the party sys-
tem affect political institutions, public 
attitude toward parries, and the role of 
parties in  parliament and  the bureau-
cracy. Traces development of Gaullisrs 
and Giscardians and transformations in 
the Socialist and Communist parties. 
National Laws and International 
Commerce: The Problem of Extrater-
ritoriality. Chatham House Papers, 
No. 17.  By  Douglas E.  Rosenthal and 
William M. Knighton. Routledge & 
Kegan  Paul, Boston, MA, 1982. 96 
pp. $10.00. 
Deals with the problems of extrater-
r,itoriality. Specifics discussed are extra-
territorial antitrust enforcement, over-
lapping regulatory claims, economic 
regulation for political aims, and dif-
ferent approaches to adjudication. Pro-
poses changes in  national policies. 
Developments in International Trade 
Policy. Occasional Paper 16.  By S.J. 
Anjaria et al. International Monetary 
Fund, Washington, D.C., 1982. 124 
pp. $5.00. 
Update on the commercial policies 
of the major trading nations, including 
an overview of trade trends in industry 
and agriculture and changes for devel-
oping countries. Most major industries 
in  the E.C., the United States, Japan, 
Canada, and Australia are discussed, 
including steel, electronics, textiles, 
grain, and dairy products. 
Published for the Commission: 
Asbestos: Directory of Research and 
Documentation Centres, EUR  7809. 
Edited by Sandra Amaducci. D.  Reidel 
Publishing Co., Boston, MA, 1982. 
389 pp. $52.00. 
Directory of 154 research centers 
and 68 documentation centers dealing 
with asbestos. Listed alphabetically 
and by country. 
Asbestos: Directory of Unpublished 
Studies, First Edition: Up to July 31, 
1981. EUR 7810. Edited by Sandra 
Amaducci. D.  Reidel Publishing Co., 
Boston, MA, 1982. 338 pp. $45.00. 
Provides a summary description of 
the current state of asbestos research, 
including studies not yet published. 
Muscle Hypertrophy of Genetic Ori-
gin and its Use to Improve Beef Pro-
duction. EUR  6896. Edited by J.W.B. 
King and F.  Menissier. Marrinus 
Nijhoff Publishers, Boston, MA, 
1982. 658 pp. $76.00. Seminar in  the 
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CEC  Program of Coordination of Re-
search held in Toulouse, France, June 
1-12, 1980. 
Aujeszky's Disease. EUR 7638.  Edited 
by G. Wittmann and S.A.  Hall. 
Maninus Nijhoff Publishers, Boston, 
MA, 1982. 295 pp. $44.00. Seminar 
in  the animal pathology. series of the 
CEC  Program of Coordination of Agri-
cultural Research, held at TUbingen, 
Federal Republic of Germany, June 9-
10,1981. 
Immunology and Ageing. Develop-
ment in Hematology and Immunol-
ogy, Vol.  3.  F.UR  7619. Edited by N. 
Fabris, Maninus Nijhoff Publishers, 
Boston, MA, 1982. 229 pp. $37.50. 
Proceedings of the workshop held 
in  Pononovo, Ancona, Italy,  Septem-
ber 25-26, 1980, as pan of the E.C. 
Concerted Action  Program on Cellular 
Aging and Decreased Functional Ca-
pacities of Organs. 
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Community. Research and Documen-
tati01l  Papers, Econotnic  eries  o. 4, 
turopeal1 Parliament,  LuX~mbo urg, 
Augu  r 1982, 76 page  .. ,  ............ $'1.00 
Stocktaking of the mafor i s.ue  con; 
~ hee led with Greece's accessTon. 
0  Report o·o European Political Co-
operation and European Security. 
*~orkfng  Docume1;.ts No.  1 - ~46 f 8i .1 
European  ParTiamenr? Luxembourg, 
Decernber,.,  1982,  76 pages, ......  $2.00 
Report lry Niels Haa gen<~p 011 NATO 
force modemiwtion, arms control, and 
0  detente in  Eu~ppe i11 the context  .. of 
Eumpoea 11  Political C;ooper~ tion. .  " 
0  Thef.Competitivt\ness of,the Com-
munity Industry. Commis ibn, Brus-
~el "  1~82, 1  0~ pages .. , .. ···:  .........  $9.50 
"'!\sse S1J1 ~"1'Lt of the comp~titive pqsition 
of E.C. industry compared to the 
l.lnt'ted States and Japan.  Fattors ex-
a1Jtined include illternational ti·ade pat· 
,terns) wage  CO;?tS,  productivi,ty, invest-
ment~ te"chnology and innovation,  " 
human capital, and corporate structure 
, and fi.tu:mc;e. 
0  Sixteenth GeneraJ Report on the 
Activitfes of the European Communj-
ties: 1982.  o mmi  ioo1 Brus els, 362 
pages ....................... , ...........  , .. .. ...  $5.00 
Provides a getteral picture of  Commri-
nzties ac.tivitie  in  1982. 
0  The Professions in the European 
~ommunity. European Per  pective~~ 
Commis ion  Bmssels-,  1982,137 
pages .............................. , ...........  6.00 
w Study by  .J . ~ I~ de Gra) encouron the 
freedom of mo11ement a11d  mutualrec~ 
0  Compendium of Community Provi-
sions on Social Security:  First Updat-
ing (30 June 1981). Gommi  sipn, Brus-
sels  1981, 9.9,page  ·:  ...............  ~1.50 
* su.ppl¢rnent to the 19"80  comfJendiurn. 
[) pdates the official texts and othe1 · in-
formation relating to $Ocial security for 
mif11'ant worker .  • 
0  External Trade 1958-1,981. 
Mqnthly External Trade Bullet/Jl,  Spe-
cial Nutnber~ Stari tical Office,  Lu4em ~ 
bourg, 1982, 72 pages .........  ,  .......  6.00 
~ummaJ_y tal;les on in{rq and e1tra. 
£.  . trade for  19  5  8-1981. 
0  Earnings in Agricqltore 1980. Sta-
tistical Office, Lu erribourg, 198'3,
0 
134 pages ......  ,., ................. :; ... .... $7,50 
·Methodology and di$tailed results ofth; 
£..(;. st:trvey of earnings of permanent 
rn.rtnuqlworkers in  agt:~culture in 1280. 
0  StJ;ilcture and Ac,:tivity ()flndustry 
1977. Srarisric:l Office, Ln.X' mbootg, 
1982, 239 pages ....... ,  ............... $15.00 
Main results (or 19 7  (}  and 19  7 of the 
co< )rdinated m-tnual irtqui1'y into indus-
!rial actiuity.  irzcludin[[ number of en;-
ployee$1 labor costs, production valt:te, 
gross  v:alue added at {actor c()st b·y in-
,,.i u$try sector. 
0  E.C. Raw Materials Balance Sbeets 
:1980. Statistical Office, Luxembo.qrg, 
1982  37 page  .......... ,  ................ $7.50 
.Supply balance sh(!e.ts for 2Qmineral 
mw 11iaterials for  79l9 dnd ~l 980 
showing E.G. t}ependency and  el(;su(-
ficiency in raw materials:  £.C.  impcyrts 
hy country of origin;  world raw materi-
als rese;v& ; COJJsuml:{tion  pttr cap it~ . 
0  Iron and S.teel  Yearbook 1982. Sta-
tti  tital Dffic e, ~Luxemboqrg, 1!/83, 
134 pages ..... :·  ........................... $21.00 
Statistics on the structure and e onornic 
sihtation of the  E.  :  i?"On a1 td _  teel in-
dustry for 19. 4 t:o  19  J. 
0  National Ac.counts  ESA~ Detailed 
Tables by Brapch 1970-1980.  tatisri-
cal  ffice  Luxembourg, 19S3, 225 
page  ....................................... '18.00 
BreakdQ wn into 25 industrial sector~ of 
gro  value added, gross operating sur· 
plu - an,g gross fixed capital formation. 
Fi1wl cpn umption of  households is split 
imo about 50 purpo e categories. 
0  Regional Account  ESA: Detailed 
ffables by Branches. Srati  tical Of  ... 
fke, Luxembourg, 1983, 1  i J 
page .. .....................  ,. ...............  $11.00 
Main aggregates 0f econonzic accoums , 
for the basic aflminist:rar.ive  units of the 
E. C.  fbr 19  0-19  0 and detailed re-
sult~ for  1977 and 197 8.  " .  • 
0  National AccountS'ESA: Input~ 
Output Tables 1975. Stati tical Of· 
fice,  Lu  rnbourg,  1983  243 
page  ...........•. ,  ......................... $16.00 
Outlines the general fe:;lures of the 
19 7 s tables. presents' tables for member 
state  ifldividually aud the E.C.  as a 
whole,· cornea}atitle table  include verti-
cal coefficients and the inuerse matrix 
for  the member states. 
0  Programme on Reference Matedals 
and Applied Metrology: Status Report 
1981. b1JR 1811 , Commission, Lux-
embou~;g, 1982, 349 page  ....... $21.50 
0  Assessment of Plutonium Internal 
Contamination in ~an.  EUR .7 'I 57, 
ommi$sion, lt1. embourg, 1982, 183 
page  ...................... ,  ................  10.00 
(/ritica(,analysis of methods cunen!l) 
applied to the assessment of plutonit4m 
~1 ternp l  cm~tarnJI'!ntion. 
0  Trade Unions in Denmark. TTade 
Uni(m Jnfmmation,  ommi' sion  Brus-
el  ~  l 9S2,  16pages ...................... .free 
0  National Ac.coums ESA: Aggre· 
gates 1960-1981. Statistical Offi <.:e 
Lux~mb:ourg 1;983, 135 pages ... $S.50 
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is enclosed. Tneninafucst people in Europe ane waiting to welcome  Uou'
Kltlts Hollemd.whql cr mcrfvelous ploce
lo slcrt your Europecrn Ycrccrtiorr
The warmth, beautY and excitement
of Holland make an ideal beginning  to
a Buropeanvacation.  Notonlydo the
Dutch ipPreciate Americans, theY
even speak Bnglish.
Stort wiih Dufch Culture.
There is so much to see and do'
The priceless paintingsof  Rembrandt,
Van Gogh and Vermeer have to be
seen. Ii person. The internationally
celebrated Concertgebouw Orchestra
mustbe heard. Live. And, of course,
there are folk dances, the National
Ballet, historic architecture and
everywhere fields of flowers'
etiO ttt" Holland Culture Card will
help you get tick€ts to usually sold-out
p erformances  Plus fre e entry to
hundreds  of museums.
Wonderful tours.
Now you can see EuroPe the way You
always wanted t0. At the Pace You
want t0 go.
HaWa HoLtnrd' Bargui'n lets You
start ybirr vacation with an exciting
placeto stay and lots of extras for just
$t9 pef person, double occupancy'
See The Best of Hollnnd, Belghnn,
Lunsmbott'rg and, Genntwt'Y with
escorted luxury motorcoach  tours'
Or take in EuroPe  On Yottr Ousn with
car and rail tours starting for as little
as $280 per person, double occupancy'
Then ttreie are Rhine cruises and
dozens of other wonderful tours just
for the asking.
Fly KLM 747'sto Amsterdom'
KLM flies nonstoP7|T's from Atlanta,
Houston, New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles. For reservations  call your
Tbavel Agent or KLM. Fbr KlM'slree
Vacation Value Kit, send the coupon'
t--  ---l
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noy"r Outch Airlines 07601 urttis';
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ef"u-'.l" send me KLM's Vacation  Value Kit' 
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